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Poster presentations and technical demonstrations 
The PIME 2005 conference programme includes a number of posters and technical demonstrations which can be 
viewed in a room especially reserved to this effect. The room will be accesssible throughout the conference. The PIME 
Award entries can also be viewed. 

Participation in the IAEA workshops at PIME 2005 
The IAEA will be running a three-hour workshop on crisis communication on the afternoon of Tuesday 15 February 
2005 entitled "Crisis Communication: Getting you and your message across"  
The session is limited to 20 PIME participants.  



In addition, a hands-on, one and a half day training session on best practices in nuclear communication will be 
organised by the IAEA on Wednesday afternoon 16 February and all day Thursday 17 February 2005. This session is 
also limited to 20 PIME participants. 

Please see the Preliminary Programme for a description of the content of the two sessions.  

Among the 20 participants of the training session, 10 deserving candidates will be selected. Their travel and 
accommodation expenses will be convered by the IAEA. This arrangement does not include the registration fee or any 
other expenses.  

Candidates for both workshops are kindly invited to officially apply for admission. The IAEA invites young 
people in particular to attend the workshops. 

Conditions for admission: 

• Proven experience in nuclear communications  

• Fluency in English  

Please send us your full CV and a supporting letter before Friday 28 January 2005 to iaeaworkshops@pime2005.org 
specifying the following:  

• Your motivation for wishing to attend  

• Which of the two workshops you wish to attend  

• Whether you also wish the IAEA to cover your travel and accommodation expenses  

PIME Award for Communications Excellence

Members of the PIME 2005 Programme Committee

Peter Haug, European Nuclear Society (Chairman) 
Karen Daifuku, OECD / NEA (Co-chair) 
Mark Gwozdecky, IAEA (Co-chair) 
Laurent Furedi, FORATOM (PIME 2005 Programme Coordinator) 
Fanny Bazile, CEA, France 
Torsten Bohl, Ringhals, Sweden 
Annick Carnino, WIN 
Kim Dahlbacka, TVO, Finland 
Xavier Delerue, EDF, France 
Philip Dewhurst, BNFL, United Kingdom 
Luc Frankignoulle, Electrabel, Belgium 
Nathalie Guillaume, CEA, France 
Radko Istenic, Josef Stefan Institute, Slovenia 
Michel Jamard, AREVA, France 
Gaston Meskens, SCK-CEN, Belgium 
Laurent Stricker, WANO 
Bertrand Vieillard-Baron, SFEN, France 
Christian Wössner, Deutsches Atomforum, Germany  

  

PIME 2005 conference secretariat

European Nuclear Society 
57 rue de la Loi, 1040 Brussels, Belgium 

Contact: Dionne Bosma 
Tel.: +32 2 505 30 54 
Fax: +32 2 502 39 02 

E-mail: pime2005@euronuclear.org

PIME

Defining tomorrow's vision of nuclear energy

mailto:iaeaworkshops@pime2005.org
mailto:pime2005@euronuclear.org


PIME is the annual gathering point for professional nuclear communicators from around the world. It is a unique 
international conference that has grown in value and stature year-on-year.  

Various factors have contributed to PIME's continuing success – a programme addressing the essential issues of the 
moment, a line-up of quality speakers and ample opportunities for information-sharing and discussion. 

PIME is simply a 'must' for all nuclear public information specialists wishing to enhance and share their know-how and 
explore possible new strategies. 

 



Sunday 13 / 02/ 2005 

15:00 - 
19:00 Registration: Maison de la Chimie (2nd floor), 28 Rue St. Dominique 

19:00 - 
20:30 Welcome Reception: Maison de la Chimie (2nd floor) 

 

* Some speakers have yet to confirm.  Final list of speakers to follow 

Monday 14 / 02 / 05

Plenary Session ROOM 1 

09:00 - 
09:05 

Welcome and opening remarks by Bertrand Barré, ENS President

09:05 - 
09:25

Key note address: "The future of our climate: Certainties and uncertainties". 
 
Jean Jouzel, climatologist, Director, Pierre Simon Laplace Institute, France. Jean Jouzel's scientific 
work has mainly focused on the use of water stable isotopes (deuterium and oxygen 18) for 
reconstructing past climate changes from ice cores at various time scales, and on associated 
atmospheric modeling. He has participated in major international ice core projects such as the 
Vostok research station and the European Program for Ice Coring (EPICA), both in Antarctica, and 
the Groenland Ice Core Project (GRIP). Jean Jouzel is currently Director of the Pierre Simon 
Laplace Institute (IPSL), a national French research institute with a strong focus on Global Climate 
Change studies.  

09:25 - 
09:30

The PIME Award for Communications Excellence

09:30 - 
09:45

The AREVA advertising campaign. Anne Claire Lienhardt, Advertising Manager, AREVA, France 
(video)

09:45 - 
10:30

Panel discussion with moderator: "Nuclear energy under scrutiny: A challenging debate 
across Europe." Moderator: John Shepherd, NucNet, Switzerland. Contributions and analysis from 
four nuclear countries: Edit Herczog, MEP and MP, Hungary; Olaf Preuss, The Financial Times, 
Germany; Sören Holmberg, SOM Institute (Göteborg University), Sweden; Malcolm Grimston, 
Chatham House, UK

10:30 - 
11:00 

Coffee break, poster discussions and technical demonstrations.  
Posters will be on display throughout the conference in Room 2. 

11:00 - 
11:35 

11:35 - 
11:40

11:40 - 
12:30

Panel discussion: "NGOs & the Greens: Is there a need for improved dialogue?" Mark 
Johnston, Analyst, Friends of the Earth Europe; Jon Coniam, Manager of the Brussels Office, British 
Energy 

"Ministers from all over the world are meeting in Paris in March to discuss nuclear power 
in the 21st century. Why should you care?" Karen Daifuku, OECD/NEA 

"Using the power of TV and the dramatised documentary to promote public awareness 
and debate." Peter Barron, producer of BBC TV series "If...", in particular of the energy episode 
"If the lights go out"  

12:30 - 
14:00

Lunch break 

14:00 - 
17:15

Parallel workshops with moderator 

ROOM 
4

Workshop 1 - Best practices in communication 
Moderator: John Shepherd, NucNet, Switzerland  

"Are we getting our message across?" Darren McGarry, European Commission, Joint Research 
Centre Directorate General 

"Nuclear communications: Can we define guiding principles?" Jack Ashton, Practiva 
Communications, United Kingdom 

"Measuring what can’t be seen: How to gauge your corporate reputation."  
Susan Brissette, Bruce Power, Canada 

ROOM 
3

Workshop 2 - Local communications and the role of visitor centres 
Moderator: Simon James, NIA, UK 

"Strategic risk communications activities of Tokai Works." Hirofumi Takashita, Tokai Works, 
Japan Nuclear Cycle Institute, Japan 
 
" Twinning programme between Dampierre and Mochovce NPPs." Rastislav Petrech, 



Slovenske Elektrarne, Slovakia 

"Local communications on site investigations in Oskarshamn and Östhammer." 
Katarina Odéhn and Malin Gustafsson, Svensk Kärnbränslehantering (SKB), Sweden  

ROOM 
1

Workshop 3 - The prospects for young nuclear specialists in the new Europe 
(A Young Generation - YGN - Workshop)  
Moderators: Kim Dahlbacka, TVO, Finland and Boris Sucic, Zagreb University, Croatia 

In a constantly evolving world, Europe is changing fast too. Since May 1, 2004, the EU has 25 
Member States. Five of the 10 new Member States have nuclear power plants. In 2007, the EU will 
have 2 new Member States, Bulgaria and Rumania. Both have nuclear industries. With this in 
mind, we need to ask ourselves: What are the prospects for young nuclear specialists in an ever-
expanding Europe? 

Presentations:

" To whom belongs the future?" Mihály Makai, Atomic Energy Research Institute (KFKI), 
Hungary  

"Towards knowledge-based economies: How research institutes can play a role." Marta 
Ferrari, IAEA 

"Prospects for young nuclear specialists in new Europe." Sami Tulonen, FORATOM 

"YGN-IYNC activites (IYNC-2006 in Sweden/Finland)." Martin Luthander, Swedpower, 
Sweden 

"Nuclear careers in Slovenia." Marko Giacomelli, Jozef Stefan Institute, Slovenia 

"The role of the nuclear association and young generation in the energy and nuclear 
debate in Italy." Enrico Mainardi, AIN, Italy 

Panel discussion

ROOM 
5

Workshop 4 - Waste management: Achilles heel or our Holy Grail? 
Moderator: Gaston Meskens, SCK-CEN, Belgium  

"Russia, Kola Peninsula, Andreeva Bay: The openess is needed like a breath of life." 
Valery Mararitsa, the Murmansk Regional Government, Russia 

"Integral communication activities in support of repository site selection in Slovenia." 
Metka Kralj, ARAO, Slovenia 

"The wrong story?" Hans Codée, COVRA, The Netherlands 

15:45 - 
16:15

Coffee break, poster discussions and technical demonstrations.  
Posters will be on display throughout the conference in Room 2.  

16:15 - 
17:15 

Parallel workshops with moderators (continuation) 

17:30 - 
19:00

Cocktail reception organised by Women in Nuclear (WIN), French chapter (ground floor) 

  

Tuesday 15 / 02 / 05

Plenary Session ROOM 1 

09:00 - 
09:50 

"USA & CHINA: The new frontiers for nuclear energy?" Walter Hill, Director of Editorial 
Services, Nuclear Energy Institute, on the USA; Zhang Zouyi, Director of the Institute of Nuclear 
and New Energy Technology (INET), on China  
(video)

09:50 - 
10:10

Malcolm Crick, Head of the Incident and Emergency Centre, IAEA 

10:10 - 
10:30

"A new generation of information centre." Catherine Rabbé, VISIATOME Director, 
Commissiariat à l'Energie Atomique (CEA), France (video)

10:30 - 
11:00 

Coffee break, poster discussions and technical demonstrations.  
Posters will be on display throughout the conference in Room 2.



Plenary Session ROOM 1

11:00 - 
11:15

" The importance of effective communications." Juhani Santaholma, NucNet President, 
Switzerland

11:15 - 
12:00

Panel debate with moderator: "Society and nuclear: Is the dialogue really making 
progress?" Moderator: Gaston Meskens, SCK.CEN, Belgium. Simon Webster, European 
Commission, Research Directorate General (research projects on social aspects of waste 
management); Carmen Ruiz López, OECD/NEA Forum on Stakeholder Confidence; Claude Fischer, 
Secretary General, Confrontations Europe (organiser of the European Waste Management 
Conference) 

12:30 - 
14:00

Lunch break

14:00 - 
17:15 

Parallel workshops with moderator

ROOM 5 

Workshop 1 - Stakeholder dialogue 
(Co-organised by Women in Nuclear, WIN) 
Moderator: Susan Brissette, Bruce Power, Canada 

"AREVA’s dialogue and consensus-building policy." Virginie Ryan-Taix, AREVA, France 

"Stakeholder involvement in the Dounreay Site Restoration Plan (DSPP)." June Love, UK 
Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) 

"WIN public confidence: Women in Nuclear." Junko Nishimura, Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation, Japan 

"Comparative study of various risks for life as expressed by LLe (Loss of Life 
Expectancy) in Japan and practical use of its results for PA activities." Junko Ogawa, 
Japan Atomic Power Company, Japan 

ROOM 3

Workshop 2 - Communications strategy: New issues, new approaches 
Moderator: Karen Daifuku, OECD/NEA 

"The contribution of marketing and human sciences to communications on nuclear." 
Alain Bucaille, AREVA, France 

"Positioning nuclear: Strategic alliances and positive differences." Craig Pearce, 
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO)  

"International Ministerial Conference on Nuclear Power in the 21st Century -  
A communication challenge in the making." Karen Daifuku, OECD/NEA and Fanny Bazile, 
Commissariat à l’énergie atomique (CEA), France with Peter Rickwood, IAEA 

"How to build the image of a nuclear power plant?" Erzsébet Pazstor, Paks NPP, Hungary 

ROOM 1

Workshop 3 - Communication or education: Young people as a target audience 
Moderator: Torsten Bohl, Ringhals, Sweden 

"Youngsters about nuclear energy: Year 2004 poll." Radko Istenic, Jozef Stefan Institute, 
Slovenia 

"Programme for developing relationships between young people and teachers." Nathalie 
Guillaume, Commissiariat à l' Energie Atomique (CEA), France 

"How young nuclear specialists in Hungary communicate." Katalin Kulacsy, Atomic Energy 
Research Institute (KFKI), Hungary 

"Energy and environment: A COGEMA project at the La Hague Site." Laurence Pernot, 
AREVA, France 

"Sunray Project - Nuclear issues online course." Tomi Alakoski, Economic Information 
Office, Finland 

ROOM 5

Workshop 4 - Crisis communications - Getting you and your message across

Closed session IAEA: 

Nuclear communicators can regularly come into contact with journalists and anti-nuclear 
campaigners. They need to be prepared for such encounters and be able to deal cautiously with 



often sensitive issues and in a professional way.  

In this workshop, participants will be given useful tips by expert consultants on how to handle 
crisis communication. The session will also include a media skills exercise using video recordings, 
where participants will be trained in how to appear live on camera.  

15:45 - 
16:15

Coffee break, poster discussions and technical demonstrations.  
Posters will be on display throughout the conference in Room 2.  

16:15 - 
17:15 

Parallel workshops with moderators (continuation) 

19:00
Cocktail reception and Gala Dinner at Maison de la Chimie 

(ground floor) 

  

Wednesday 16 / 02 / 05

Plenary Session ROOM 1 

09:00 - 
09:30

Workshop Summaries 1 - 2 - 3 - 4

09:30 - 
09:40 PIME Award Ceremony 

Communicating nuclear, the French experience (Part 1) 

09:40 - 
10:00

" Nuclear in France: A fresh overview from the perspective of the French Nuclear Energy 
Society (SFEN)." Bertrand Vieillard-Baron, Secretary General, SFEN 

10:00 - 
10:45

Panel discussion "How to communicate on the EPR decision?" 
Moderator: Francis Sorin, SFEN. Kaija Kanurinne, Head of Brussels Office, TVO; Gérard Ellia, 
Nuclear Communications Manager, AREVA; Sophie Roynette-Malbec, Communications Manager, 
EDF

10:45 - 
11:15 

Coffee break, poster discussions and technical demonstrations.  
Posters will be on display throughout the conference in Room 2. 

Communicating nuclear, the French experience (Part 2)

11:15 - 
11:35

" The public debate process: The new Eurodif site." Olivier Thoumyre, Secretary General, 
George Besse II project, AREVA 

11:35 - 
12:30

"A French solution for acceptable waste management?"  
Moderator: Laurent Furedi, FORATOM. Fanny Bazile, Forecast and Communications Director, 
Nuclear Division, Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA); Jean Christophe Bardy, Deputy 
Communications Director, ANDRA; Xavier Delerue, Senior Executive and Advisor, Communications 
and Nuclear Operations, EDF; Alain Bucaille, Advisor to the Chairman, AREVA  

12:30 Closing remarks, End of conference, Lunch  

16:15 - 
17:15 

Parallel workshops with moderators (continuation) 

14:00 - 
18:00 

ROOM 
4

IAEA hands-on training session on best practices in nuclear communications 
(IAEA closed session)

Nuclear communicators can regularly come into contact with journalists and anti-nuclear 
campaigners. They need to be prepared for such encounters and be able to deal cautiously with 

often sensitive issues in a professional way.  

In this workshop, participants will be given useful tips on how to handle crisis communication by 
expert consultants. The session will also include a media skills exercise using video recordings, 
where participants will be trained in how to appear live on camera.  

Interpretation of the plenary session on Wednesday, is available in English and French.  
ENS would like to express its gratitude to AREVA and EDF for their sponsorship.

Thursday 17 / 02/ 05 

09:00 - 
18:00 Hands-on training session on best practices in nuclear communications (IAEA closed session) 

08:00 - 
15:00 Technical Tour to the CEA research centre in Saclay (time schedule TBC) 

   

* Some speakers have yet to confirm.  Final list of speakers to follow 

 



"Sunray Project - Nuclear issues online course”
www.tat.fi/ydinasiaa

Tomi Alakoski, Economic Information Office

http://www.tat.fi/ydinasiaa


Introduction

• The Economic Information Office (TAT) 
was set up by Finnish industry and 
commerce in 1947. 

• It promotes entrepreneurship, monitors 
changes in the corporate operating 
environment and in the attitudes of 
young people. 



Introduction

• Nuclear Issues (Ydinasiaa) is an online course on nuclear energy, 
radiation and radiation protection to support the teaching of natural 
sciences in comprehensive and upper secondary schools. 

• The online course was launched in 2001 at EDUCA, Finland’s biggest 
education fair. 

• Nuclear Issues online course is part of the Sunray Project, which has been 
producing teaching material since 1995.  



• The project was originally launched to coincide with the European Science 
Week. 

• Its purpose was to provide well-structured learning material on radiation for 
comprehensive schools, where the subject was not considered to be 
properly treated. 

• The full material currently comprises five binders, from which the Nuclear 
Issues online course has been created.



Training for teachers

• Once the online course contents were 
ready, we started promoting the course 
at trade fairs and in magazines aimed 
at teaching professionals. 

• A brochure was sent to all upper level 
comprehensive schools and upper 
secondary schools in Finland. 

• These efforts alone could not, however, 
guarantee that teachers would actually 
use the material. 



• But as we wanted to achieve national 
awareness of the course, we decided 
to create a network of active physics 
and chemistry teachers all over Finland 
who could act as trainers for other 
teachers. 

• These teachers took part in two days of 
training that provided them with the 
necessary information to carry out 
training locally



• Our main partners in arranging the 
sessions were BMOL ry (National 
Association of Biology and Geography 
Teachers) and MAOL ry (National 
Association of Mathematics and 
Science Teachers). 

• More than 500 teachers took part in the 
Nuclear issues training in 2002-2003



Other feedback on the online course content

• Marjo Nuuttila has gathered comments 
from 1st year students at Kauhajoki
upper secondary school. Here are 
some of the comments on the radiation 
physics part of the course:

– “There was so much information 
on the site that if you read it all 
you could not help but to learn. 
Some of the assignments were 
difficult, but I managed to do 
them after giving them some 
thought.”

– “I learned quite a lot from the 
assignments. This is a good 
idea. I want more courses like 
this.”



– “I thought the section on 
radiation physics was very good 
with all the examples and many 
interesting facts. I learned a lot 
from it!”

– “The computer assignments on 
radiation physics were very 
educational and found them an 
excellent way to study. I got to 
work independently and the 
information really sunk in 
because I had to find out things 
for myself and read and write 
about them. The animated 
pictures also helped me to 
understand the text.” 



Conclusion

• The success of the project

– Co-operation between teachers, companies and authorities

– Developing the material systematically



Nuclear communications:
Can we define some guiding 

principles?
Workshop 1 “Best Practices in Communications”

ENS PIME 2005, Paris,
Monday 14 February 2005

Jack Ashton, Practiva Communications (UK)



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Tell the truth.

Let the public know 
what's happening 
and provide an 
accurate picture 
of the company's 
character, ideals 
and practices.



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Prove it with action.

Public perception of 
an organisation is 
determined 90 
percent by what it 
does and ten 
percent by 
talking.



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Listen to the customer.

To serve the company 
well, understand what 
the public wants and 
needs. Keep top 
decision-makers and 
other employees 
informed about public 
reaction to company 
products, policies and 
practices.



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Manage for tomorrow.

Anticipate public 
reaction and 
eliminate 
practices that 
create difficulties. 
Generate 
goodwill.



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Conduct PR as if the whole 
company depends on it.

Corporate relations is a 
management function. No 
corporate strategy should be 
implemented without 
considering its impact on the 
public. The public relations 
professional is a policy-
maker capable of handling a 
wide range of corporate 
communications activities.



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Remain calm, patient and 
good-humoured.

Lay the groundwork for 
public relations miracles 
with consistent, calm 
and reasoned attention 
to information and 
contacts. When a crisis 
arises, remember that 
cool heads 
communicate best.



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Extra point 1



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Extra point 2



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Extra point 3



ENS PIME 2005, Paris, 14/02/05                                  
Jack Ashton, Practiva 

Communications

• Extra point 4



NUCLEAR POWER IN FRANCE

A FRESH OVERVIEW FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OF THE FRENCH NUCLEAR ENERGY SOCIETY

B.Vieillard-Baron
French Nuclear Energy Society

Paris, February 16, 2005



Paris, February 16, 2005

A LOT OF IMPORTANT EVENTS IN 2003-2004

The French Energy Debate , introduction of  
a new kind of dialogue, a white book on 
energy, and the first vote of the Energy Bill 
with the nuclear option clearly confirmed.

An order of  EPR Reactor , from AREVA-
FRAMATOME ANP, by the Finnish company
TVO.

An agreement between AREVA and
URENCO on a centrifugation enrichment
process, approval by the EU Commission of 
this agreement and the decision by AREVA 
to build a new enrichment plant with the
URENCO process, on the site of Marcoule.

The change of statute of EDF becoming a 
joint stock limited company, and the
decision of the board of EDF to endorse
Flamanville as the chosen site for an EPR.

The authorization given to CEA to build
a storage center – for B radioactive waste
(50 years).

An agreement between CEA and DOE for 
using the sodium-cooled fast breeder 
reactor Phoenix for experiments.

An other agreement between AREVA and
DOE for manufacturing four Mox fuel 
assemblies before a possible extension of 
the use of Mox fuel to the USA (« Mox For 
Peace »).

The decision by EU Commission of backing
the site of Cadarache to build ITER in Europe.

The issuing by China of several calls for bids
for the construction of NPPs.

Those events raised in the public a less negative attitude than forecast

2 - 11



MAJOR  EVENTS FORESEEN FOR 2005

Final vote of the Energy Bill

Preparation, a High Level Waste Management Bill, discussion with the experts and
with the public

Presentation of a complete inventory of radioactive waste in France

IAEA meeting of the world energy ministers organized in France (March 2005)

Public debate on the Flamanville site for the first EPR

Enlargement to private funds of the AREVA float capital

Preparation of the opening to private funds of the EDF stock and shares

Organization in Versailles of  the international congress ENC 2005 in December 2005 
(Nuclear Power in XXIst century: from basic research to high tech industry)

Possible decision on ITER

Evolutions of the relations with China and the USA

Communication on nuclear will remain very much in demand

3 - 11Paris, February 16, 2005



TREMENDOUS CHANGE IN NUCLEAR COMMUNICATION

Since the beginning, the nuclear power community has extended its fields of 
communication :

TECHNICAL design and building of reactors, fuel cycles, containment, 
radioprotection…

(performance, quality assurance, safety, human protection...)

ECONOMIC investment, operation, maintenance, dismantling…

(cost, financing, provisions, competitiveness...)

ENVIRONMENTAL impact on natural resources, on fauna and flora, on population...

(greenhouse effect, sustainable development...)

GEOPOLITICAL access to resources, proliferation, antiterrorism...

(energy independence, international safegards, treaty of Kyoto...)

SOCIOLOGICAL (personal and collective assessment of  risks, comparisons
advantages-drawbacks)

(life style; heritage transmission...)

Public acceptance results of a more or less confused mix

of rational and irationnal feelings which varies according time and place
4 - 11Paris, February 16, 2005



THE FRENCH NUCLEAR POWER ACTORS

STRONG  MAIN ACTORS
THE NUCLEAR SAFETY ORGANIZATION
Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) 

General Directorate For Nuclear Safety And
Radiation Protection (DGSNR) and the Radiation 
Protection and Nuclear Safety Institute (IRSN)

CEA
National Public Research Center for  the
development of knowledge and innovative
solutions in nuclear power
ANDRA
Public Agency for  Waste Management, storage
and disposal

The French Radiation Protection Society (SFRP)

The National Association of Local Information 
Committees (ANCLI)

And others like AEPN (Pronuclear activists)

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE
Operate 58 PWRs (The biggest
nuclear power utility in the world)

AREVA
World leader in the nuclear power industry
(Power Plants - Fuel cycle – Reprocessing –
Engineering – Services - Transport …)

A NETWORK OF SUPPLIERS

The French Nuclear Energy Society (SFEN) 

The French Atomic Forum (FAF)

The « Groupement Intersyndical de l’Industrie 
Nucléaire (GIIN) – an industry trade
association.

An important living and active community joining forces

A GROUP OF NUCLEAR ASSOCIATIONS

5 - 11Paris, February 16, 2005
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Paris, February 16, 2005

SFEN : REVIVAL PLAN FOR  COMMUNICATIONS

• SFEN communications relies on 
various means:

- A monthly bulletin.
- A bi-monthly technical 

magazine (Revue Générale
Nucléaire).

- Numerous publications in 
media.(opinion columns)

- A large website (20 000 
hits/months).

- Specific files

• SFEN organizes numerous meetings, 
typically:

- International Congress (2/year).
- National Symposia (15/year)
- Regional events (75/year).
- 1 Annual Convention and 1 

National Congress for students 
and young people.

- Meetings in schools.

Complementarity with the goals and means of the other French nuclear actors
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Paris, February 16, 2005

ACTIONS OF SFEN IN THE ENERGY DEBATE

Participation in the Advisory Committee for 
the organization of the debate

Participation in the six focused national 
presentations and debates (on nuclear or 
non nuclear issues: transports, housing, 
energy saving, fossile fuels, renewables...)

Setting up of a press conference and
presentation of five basic statements
(in nuclear and sustainable development,   
on the building of an EPR, on the
strengthening of R&D in  nuclear)

An open comment of the White Paper
preparing the Energy Bill

Organization by the Regional Groups of 32 
contradictory debates all over France with
personalities pro and anti nuclear and
discussion with the floor

Many statements in the papers and
interviews on TV and on the radio.

Information and statements delivered to local 
leaders and members of parliament through
regional groups

Counterbalancing the « Tour de France » of 
the antinuclear associations, to balance 
desinformation.

A determined presence at all stages
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Paris, February 16, 2005

THE FRENCH NUCLEAR PROGRAMME 

• 34     900 MWe units
• 20   1300 MWe units
•   4   1500 MWe units

GRAVELINES   
  

 
  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 
  
 

  
 

 
   

 

 

 

 

CHOOZ    

CATTENOMNOGENT / SEINE

 ST-LAURENT

CHINON
CIVAUX

LE BLAYAIS

GOLFECH

CRUAS

TRICASTIN

ST-ALBAN

BUGEY

DAMPIERRE

PENLYPALUEL

FLAMANVILLE

 
BELLEVILLE

FESSENHEIM

 

58 units
63184 MWe installed

About 80% of electricity is 
from nuclear

426,8 Twh produced in 2004

25-04-04

23-05-04

« Tour de France »  
antinuclear 2004    and

counter action
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COMMISSIONING OF THE FRENCH NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANTS

NAME POWER (MWe) DATE NAME POWER (MWe) DATE NAME POWER (MWe) DATE
FESSENHEIM 1 880 1977 CHINON B1 905 PENLY 1 1330 1990
FESSENHEIM 2 880 1978 CRUAS 1 915 GOLFECH 1 1310

BUGEY 2 910 CHINON B2 905 CATTENOM 3 1300
BUGEY 3 910 CRUAS 3 915 CATTENOM 4 1300
BUGEY 4 880 GRAVELINES C5 910 PENLY 2 1330
BUGEY 5 880 PALUEL 1 1330 GOLFECH 2 1310 1994

DAMPIERRE 1 890 CRUAS 2 915 CHOOZ B1 1455
GRAVELINES B1 910 PALUEL 2 1330 CHOOZ B2 1455

TRICASTIN 1 915 CRUAS 4 915 CIVAUX 1 1450 1998
TRICASTIN 2 915 GRAVELINES C6 910 CIVAUX 2 1450 2000

GRAVELINES B2 910 PALUEL 3 1330 FLAMANVILLE 1600
DAMPIERRE 2 890 SAINT ALBAN 1 1335 (EPR) en projet
DAMPIERRE 3 890 PALUEL 4 1330

GRAVELINES B3 910 FLAMANVILLE 1 1330
GRAVELINES B4 910 SAINT ALBAN 2 1335

TRICASTIN 3 915 CHINON B3 905
TRICASTIN 4 915 FLAMANVILLE 2 1330

DAMPIERRE 4 890 CATTENOM 1 1300
BLAYAIS 1 910 CATTENOM 2 1300

SAINT LAURENT B1 915 NOGENT 1 1310
SAINT LAURENT B2 915 CHINON B4 905

BLAYAIS 2 910 BELLEVILLE 1 1310
BLAYAIS 3 910 BELLEVILLE 2 1310
BLAYAIS 4 910 NOGENT 2 1310

2012

1991

1992

1997

1988

1989

1979

1980

1981

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

An homogeneous programme complemented in a short period of time
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Paris, February 16, 2005

CONCLUSION

Nuclear Power raises in the public an extremely large range of questions, expectations, 
rational and irrational positions, exaggerations of all kinds which have led to many
misunderstandings and have imposed to renovate the French system of nuclear
communication.

Mainly focused on technical and economical points at the beginning, nuclear power 
communication has enlarged its scope to environmental, geopolitical and sociological
concerns. It uses also much more diversified forms and channels of information. For example
the involment of central and regional groups of SFEN , as it is now,  was impossible to imagine 
ten years ago.

Public acceptance more and more goes through the assessment by the population of what
can be considered as acceptable or not in terms of risks compared to advantages for a given
solution. That varies according to time and place, so that the sociological approach becomes
an essential help to analyse and clarify a situation, even if the quality of the other approaches
remain essential to answer specialized questions.

Seriousness, clarity, coherency, decentralization and permanent presence are some basic 
elements of these new actions in communication. That will be continued in 2005, a year when
France has to solve two outstanding questions: the EPR and High Level Waste Issues.
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Measuring What Can’t Be Seen:
How To Gauge Your Corporate Reputation

A Presentation by Susan Brissette



About Bruce Power
Passionate about Safety - More than 7 million hours 
without an acute Lost Time Injury, ISRS Level 8
Value People - Focus on leadership, succession 
planning, 3,700 employees
High Operational Standards - Bruce B units among 
top-ranking CANDUs in world, 4,700 MW total net 
capacity, have added 14TWh to grid since 2001 
Invest in Future - Restarted two laid-up units, 
Investigating restart of two more, Improve output



What people 
used to measure

Traditional media analysis

What reputation 
bank measures

Everything else



“You don’t give yourself a reputation. 
Someone else gives it to you.”

Duncan Hawthorne
President and CEO, Bruce Power





Deposit 
5 points into 
reputation 
bank





Deposit 
25 points into 
reputation 
bank



Reputation: 

“The overall quality or 
character as seen or judged 

by people in general.”



Fortune 500’s most admired 
companies have two things in 
common:

they perform well
people have noticed



Corporate reputation 
is a combination of 

perception and reality
&

It must be earned



A good reputation can:
sell products
recruit best and brightest
attract most desirable business partners
increase value for shareholders
win loyalty of customers and consumers
stimulate employee motivation
provide protection in times of crisis



“Public sentiment is everything . . .
With public sentiment nothing can

fail. Without it nothing can succeed.”

Abraham Lincoln
16th President of United States of America



Tell your story - if you don’t, 
someone else will  . . . 

You may not like what they say! 



We all have good stories to tell

. . . but we need a positive 
reputation in order to be heard!



It’s like money in the bank



It’s like money in the bank
Goal is to maintain a positive balance 
A measure of stakeholders’ trust and 
esteem 
Monthly deposits, withdrawals with 
controls ensure fair, consistent 
reporting



It’s like money in the bank
Assign stakeholder groups

Media
Financial institutions
Customers
Industry
Employees
Government
Community



It’s like money in the bank
Minor = 1 point
Moderate = 5 points
Major =25 points
Positive or Negative



How we did in 2004
In 2004, between 400-500 deposits and 
withdrawals
Finished year with +164 in bank
Good year from reputation standpoint 
for relatively young company 





Proof is in the pudding 
Results tied to management incentive 
plan
Great way to talk to management about 
role/ value of communications
Created link with operations



Sometimes, the difference 
between success and failure is 
what you don’t see, rather than 

what you do see.  

A reputation bank gives visibility 
and earns you credibility!
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OUTLINEOUTLINE

I.I. Public Outreach in France : a new Public Outreach in France : a new 
approachapproach

II.II. Encouraging trendsEncouraging trends

III.III. Next challenge : Winning the debate Next challenge : Winning the debate 
on wasteson wastes

IV.IV. ConclusionsConclusions
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Why did we change our approachWhy did we change our approach
four years ago?four years ago?

1. A slow but regular erosion of support for 
nuclear : down 1% every year from 1990 to 
2000

2. The decision of the Socialists/Greens to stop
Superphenix in 1997

3. German phase-out in 1998
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We could not defend the nuclear option aloneWe could not defend the nuclear option alone

When working in the energy business, it is easy to overestimate 
the understanding of people who work in other fields.

It is not ethical to defend the industry's interests against the will 
of the public, despite their indifference.

A new approach requires better communication to business and 
financial circles.

In America you would say, "to communicate consistently to Wall 
Street, Main Street and the universities."
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The decisions we madeThe decisions we made

1. To study public opinion seriously.
2. To communicate directly to both business and 

the public. To promote « dedramatizers » to feed 
the process (not only self-serving).

3. To provoke debate instead of simply accepting 
it.

4. Make a clean break with our habit of saying "it's 
cheaper and it's not all that dangerous« (even if 
your communication is based on real facts.

5. To deal with communication on nuclear issues 
ourselves.

6. To set progress targets. To stop being passive.
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A psychological moveA psychological move

During many years we focused on the answers to be 
given to opponents. 
Naturally we need to do it …
But we decided to balance clearly the communication 
between hesitating people and opponents.

Which is not so easy to achieve : 
you need to shift from a reactive attitude to a  pro active 
attitude and to create the channels that can convey your 
speeches !

And professionalisms that are required cannot be created 
within a only short period of time.
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How to change the level of knowledge on How to change the level of knowledge on 
populations opinionspopulations opinions

To use the survey methods used by consumer product consumer product 
brands brands for understanding market and competition.

The methodology : 
Phase 1 :  1 hour face to face interview
Phase 2 :  3 hours check on 20%
Phase 3 :  Collective reactions to 

opinions
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Use consumer survey technologies to Use consumer survey technologies to 
characterize 99% of opinionscharacterize 99% of opinions

Most people determine their opinion on any given issue on 
the basis of less than 200 questions:

It is more important to identify these 200 questions and 
provide the right answers than to communicate thousands of 
facts!

Real marketing means that you start not from what you 
believe are the main messages but from the questions that 
structure the opinions of the people!

Individual rationalities are more frequent than the experts 
think.

Modern technologies give a very accurate snapshot of 
opinions. 

They are costly: 250,000 euros for a country like France.  
But they have to be used to target priorities and provide 
answers to the burning questions.
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Last but not the least : The sensitivity to messaging can be Last but not the least : The sensitivity to messaging can be 
assessedassessed

Among those who donAmong those who don’’t support nuclear energyt support nuclear energy (the 
undecided and the anti-nuc), we have been able to analyze 
factor by factor which messages are most effective.

In other words,In other words, for each point, we know the minimum 
percentage of people who could change their opinion on 
nuclear energy if a particular message could be proven. 

Overall, our studies show that the percentage of people who 
could easily be convinced represent more than 20% of the represent more than 20% of the 
public.public.

We must put in place a serious action plan including 
messages on the waste issue to achieve the support of this 
20%.
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The two key triangles :The two key triangles :
For an efficient communication processFor an efficient communication process

TO REASSURE                                                TO REASSURE                                                TO EXPLAINTO EXPLAIN

TO SURPRISE AND TO TO SURPRISE AND TO 
SEDUCESEDUCE

TO LISTENTO LISTEN TO LET THINK IT OVERTO LET THINK IT OVERTO CONVINCETO CONVINCE
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The trends are being reversedThe trends are being reversed

Advantages
Disadvantages

Don't know
Beg. 94 etc.

»52,4
»50,35

»48,3 »48 »47,7 »47,65»47,6 »47,65»47,7
»49,55

»51,4
»49,75

»48,1
»46,7

»43,7 »43 »42,3
»44,45

»46,6 »46,3

»52,4

»28,3 »28,05»27,8
»29,55

»31,3 »30,25»29,2
»31

»32,8
»33,75

»34,7

»37,3

»39,9
»38,4

»41,3
»42,6

»43,9
»42,7

»41,5
»40,3

»35,9

»19,3

»21,6

»23,9
»22,45

»21
»22,1

»23,2
»21,35

»19,5

»16,7

»13,9 »12,95»12

»14,9 »15 »14,4 »13,8 »12,85»11,9
»13,4

»11,7
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2002/2004:    + 12%

Established reasons for the changeEstablished reasons for the change

35% Expansion of nuclear outside 
Europe

65% Israel / Iraq / the Caucasus 

65%  Advantages of nuclear

70% Oil spillages

85% Greenhouse effect
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Decision on the EPR: public supportDecision on the EPR: public support

%
2003 2002

- We should shut down all nuclear power plants 
in  operation as soon as possible. 10 11

- We should leave existing nuclear power plants  
in service for  the rest of their scheduled 
lifetime, but we should not build any new 
plants.

35

- We should maintain the production capacity of 
existing nuclear power plants, and to do this, we 
should build new plants as old ones are shut 
down.

40 33

- New nuclear power plants should be built to 
meet the   country's growing demand for energy. 14 9

42

47

54

» Which of the following statements best reflects your opinion ?
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Complementarities between renewable and nuclear  : Complementarities between renewable and nuclear  : 
An acknowledgment (1/2) An acknowledgment (1/2) 

Certainly
true

Probably
true

Possibly
true

Probably
false

Certainly
false% 2003 2002 2003 2002

- Nuclear energy and natural
energy sources (solar and
wind) are not in competition -
they are complementary.

41 28 20 8 3 69 - 11 -

Total true Total false

% 2003 2002 2003 2002

- Natural energy sources and 
nuclear energy must be 
developed to replace coal, 
oil, and gas.
There is no other solution.

31 45 19 6 75 - 25 -

- In order to reduce CO2 
(carbon dioxide) emissions  
and control climate change, 
carbon- free energy sources 
(nuclear, solar, wind) should 
be adopted to replace 
carbon-based energy
sources (coal, gas, oil).

38 51 9 2 89 - 11 -

Total 
in agreement

Total in
disagreementTotally

agree
Agree
in part 

Disagree
in part

Totally
disagree
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Complementary between renewable and nuclear :Complementary between renewable and nuclear :
An acknowledgment (2/2) An acknowledgment (2/2) 

 

 
Probably 

false 
En %

Certainly 
true 

Probably 
true 

Possibly 
true 

 

Certainly 
false 

- In France given the 
meteorological conditions, wind 
energy can only provide a 
small share of the energy 
required 

25 34 20 14 7 

- By definition, energy sources 
whose supply is irregular such 
as solar and wind energy 
cannot provide energy 
continuously. 

23 27 21 18 11 

- Unfortunately solar energy is 
not competitive for generating 
large quantities of electricity. 

26 28 21 16 9 
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Nuclear Power  Plant Safety:Nuclear Power  Plant Safety:
Opinion on the importance of the risk of a severe Opinion on the importance of the risk of a severe 

accident in a French nuclear power plantaccident in a French nuclear power plant
(1/2(1/2) ) 

% 

62

64
64

66
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69
72

59

5453
56

61

45
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36
34

35 36

38

46

43
40

38

20

40

60

80

Im portant

Little or not at all im portant

1992 1996 1999 2000 2001 200320021990 1995199419931991
 

Source: CREDOC,  surveys "Conditions de vie et Aspirations des Français"  
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Activity in which the severe accident risk isActivity in which the severe accident risk is highesthighest
(2/2)(2/2)

% 

.

44

13

28

33

32
29

49

56
57

52

58
54

55
54
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22
20 20 22

33
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19 24
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12121012
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16 13

13 13
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50
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Industrie chimique Autres activités

1989 1996199519941993199219911990 20001999 20022001 2003

 
 Source : CREDOC, Enquêtes « Conditions de vie et Aspirations des Français ». 
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II II –– Winning now the debate on wastesWinning now the debate on wastes
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If all waste can be safely managed, If all waste can be safely managed, 
nuclear power should remain an optionnuclear power should remain an option

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

B DK D EL ES F IRL I L NL A P SF S UK

Agree
Disagree
DK
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Are you well informed?Are you well informed?

Three quarters of the population do not believe they are 
well informed about waste

Only 2 to 3% think they are very well informed on the 
subject

While 75% realise that there are different types of 
radioactive waste ……

around 80% think that all radioactive waste is very 
dangerous.
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SoSo whatwhat !!

Either you draw from this picture : we need to 
communicate more on real facts…. Or you decide to 
understand on a fine way what the people really 
consider.

We need to include other people’s thoughts in our 
communication; otherwise we are talking to ourselves.

The second path can be followed….and leads to 
consider that the people really want to understand what 
makes sense today, what can be real hopes for 
tomorrow … but do not want to hear scientists talking 
about eternity…

A research that will be make public by next March.

But a conclusion to be already drawn = the Finnish 
approach is the good one !.
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To To bebe professionalprofessional on on thethe communication communication 
processprocess

1. Starting from such a high level in ….., you need first to 
dedramatize.
Given the existence of reprocessing,Given the existence of reprocessing, the burning 
question in France is :

Where to we put the glasses ?
If we keep them where they are, the problem will 
definitely not get solved for all time.
But do other problems ever get solved for all time?

2. The process the French State will adopt for preparing 
2006 law will be crucial.

There is not first reality then communication; 
communication is part of the reality.
Communication is also a process.
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III III –– ConclusionsConclusions
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A A hopehope for for thethe futurefuture

In In manymany countries,countries,thethe peoplepeople consideredconsidered impossible till impossible till 
nownow to to launchlaunch suchsuch movesmoves ::

They focussed only on timelife of existing 
nuclear plants.

They considered as a impossible task to 
solve the nuclear wastes issues.

They didn’t really connect considerations on 
Middle-East and Warming of the planet… to 
promotion of nuclear.

Could it change now? Or when?



COVRA N.V.

THE WRONG STORY?

Hans Codée
COVRA N.V.

PIME 2005
13-16 February 2005, Paris, France



COVRA N.V.

THE WRONG STORY? 

• waste management:
Achilles heel or our holy grail?

• Eurobarometer: “nuclear is accepted 
when there is a solution for waste”

• what do we tell about waste?

• can we get public acceptance?



COVRA N.V.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

Do you like me?



COVRA N.V.Do you like waste?



Do you like waste?



COVRA N.V.

DO YOU LIKE WASTE?

Public Waste Managers
• worthless
• nuisance
• dangerous
• ruins environment
• long-term threat
• benefits ????

• by-product of 
important benefits

• RA-waste small 
volume

• easy to detect
• precise lifetime
• benefits to workers



COVRA N.V.

DO YOU LIKE WASTE?

• worthless
• nuisance
• dangerous
• ruins environment
• long-term threat
• benefits ????

• by-product of 
important benefits

• RA-waste small 
volume

• easy to detect
• precise lifetime
• benefits to workers

Public Waste Managers



COVRA N.V.

THE WRONG STORY? 

• radioactive waste is not only negative, 
also perceived as a problem

• to get acceptance, safety is discussed and 
researched

• is this the right story?

SAFETY FIRST!
SAFETY FIRST!
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FINNISH ATTITUDES 



COVRA N.V.

FINNISH ATTITUDES 



Is waste safe?



COVRA N.V.

DO YOU BELIEVE WM IS SAFE ?

• of course it is!
• basic task of WMO!

• if you question it: result will be doubts
(good for scientists, good for researchers, but not 
for public, ends communication)

• we are creating our problem!
( we are not communicating, we try to sell safety)



DISCUSSING SAFETY?



COVRA N.V.

HABOG

• treatment and storage building for HLW
• spent fuel research reactors and 

reprocessing waste
• vault with natural convection for cooling
• 1.70 m thick reinforced walls
• (probably the safest place in the 

Netherlands)



COVRA N.V.

DESIGNCRITERIA HABOG

all events >10-6

• earthquakes VI½ Mercali
• plane crash F16 fighter
• flooding +10 m
• lpg gas cloud explosions
• windstorms 125 m/s



10-6





flood protection 10-4



Dutch newspaper February 2005

do we discuss safety here?

* Within a few kilometres you will pass the 0 metre sea level line.
Thereafter you will be driving under sea level.  At this point you are 0.6 metre above sea level

*



COVRA N.V.

SAFETY

• no discussion item for WM
• high safety is a fact!

• look for other items
to start communication

SAFE =BEAUTIFUL!

SAFE =BEAUTIFUL!



COVRA N.V.

SAFE =BEAUTIFUL!

• HABOG is a work of art:         
METAMORPHOSIS

(by William Verstraeten)

• show at the outside what is happening 
inside

• when inside, look outside through the 
walls of 1.70 m concrete



HABOG IN COLOR (1)



COVRA N.V.

HABOG IN COLOR (2)



HEAT PRODUCTION HLW
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COVRA N.V.







COVRA N.V.



COVRA N.V.

SAFE =BEAUTIFUL!

• opening September 2003

• 2004: amount of visitors more than 
doubled

• start of interest is different

• be creative, look for new and other ways 
to communicate



COVRA N.V.

SAFE = BEAUTIFUL !SAFE = BEAUTIFUL !
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ENS  PIME 2005

Jon Coniam
Manager, Brussels Office
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ENS  PIME 2005
5 Minutes to Befriend the Earth!

Consider the Earth’s future:

Without Nuclear Power
With Nuclear Power

Then some sympathy please for:

Policy Makers and Risk Takers
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Predicting Energy Demand

“…….world marketed energy 
consumption is projected to 
increase by 54 percent …. 
from 2001 to 2025….”. 

International Energy Outlook 2004
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Predicting Energy Demand

What fuel will supply that 54% ?
Wind? Solar? Bio-fuels? – Maybe some.
Hydrogen ? – IT’S NOT A PRIMARY FUEL !
Clean coal ? – Would be good.
Gas ? – The market favourite.
Nuclear ? …….wait a minute….
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Predicting Demand can be Risky ….

Who said………

“….I think there is a world market 
for maybe five computers…”

Thomas Watson
Chairman IBM 1943
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Back to Gas – The Market Favourite

Fatih Birol - IEA's Chief Economist

Looking suitably scared!

“What scares me is that we in 
Europe are getting increasingly 
dependent on Russian gas,"
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But what does the Gas
Industry say about that?

“The share of natural gas could increase to 33% 
by 2030……….

….with dependency moving to 
Russia, Algeria and Qatar”

Jean-Marie Davos, Eurogas
(Europe’s Energy Outlook, Brussels September 28 2004)
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Hey Earth – Are we friends yet??

Today’s Nuclear share of the EU’s energy 
mix is around 30%……..

……….as plant retires, this could be down 
to 2% by 2025.

CEA Energy Data Book
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Backing ‘renewables’ might be risky ….

But let’s not dismiss developing technologies

“….The ‘telephone’ has too many 
shortcomings to be seriously considered 

as a means of communication…”

Western Union Internal Memorandum 
1876
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Europe faces Increasing Demand
and Reducing Nuclear

Replace Europe’s current nuclear share by 
gas and the Earth would suffer from an 
additional 462 million tonnes of CO2 per 
year………

……….roughly equivalent to the CO2
emitted by all the cars on European roads.

Data from World Energy Council
and International Energy Agency
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Policy Makers and Risk Takers

Policy Makers must:
Redefine ‘Renewable’ as ‘Non-Emitting’
Embrace Nuclear in Climate Change 
Fiscal Measures
Create Investor Friendly Markets
Maintain Balanced Energy Policy

Risk Takers should:

………..invest in Pop Music
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Who can predict Pop Music?

“…. We don’t like their sound, and 
guitar music is on the way out…”

DECCA Recording Company
- rejecting the Beatles, 1962
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So Europe faces Increasing Demand 
and reducing Nuclear

“Combine the reducing Nuclear 
share with any increase in EU 
energy demand and Kyoto will 
be blown out of the water.”

Who said that?

Jon Coniam, British Energy
PIME Conference, Paris February 2005
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ENS  PIME 2005
5 Minutes to Befriend the Earth?

Well Earth – How did I do?
“Well …..not bad for a simple 

engineer!!



Crisis Communications
The World, Not the Neighbourhood

Malcolm Crick
Head, Incident and Emergency Centre

IAEA



Chernobyl accident 1986



Minor incidents at facilities



Other events

• Fuel cycle
• Research facilities
• Irradiators
• Medical sources
• Industrial sources
• Transport
• Satellites



Generators like these …



… dumped in an abandoned 
government building …



… and easily removable by the 
public! ...

…completely unsecured ! …



Sometimes part of the shielding is there … 
but not the source !



Radiation injuries



After September 11th… 

……there has been more there has been more apprehensionapprehension … … 



… that by shrouding a 

radioactive source in 

conventional explosives….



…..contamination could be spread 
over a city…

=+

…and terror created!!



Consider a scenario

• Three ‘attacks’ a year ago
• Two ‘dirty bombs’

• Injuries from blasts
• Temporary local evacuation warranted
• Minor local contamination
• No significant radiological hazard

• One incendiary device at research reactor
• No radiological hazard



Intense media/public interest

NUCLEAR ATTACKSNUCLEAR ATTACKS

12 DEAD; RADIATION SCATTERED



“Lessons from attacks”

• “Poor compliance with recommendations”
• “No media plan for low hazard facilities”
• “Telephone lines overloaded by concerned public”
• “Inconsistent over-technical answers to:

• ‘Am I and my family safe ?’
• ‘What is the safe level ?’”

• “False information not promptly corrected”
• “IAEA, WHO (other countries) not informed”
• “Information only available in local languages”



Lesson identified 
≠ 

Lesson learned





Standards, manuals & training material

http://www-ns.iaea.org/tech-areas/emergency/



More lessons from past events

• Fill an information vacuum
• Single source of official information
• Messages must be from trusted public officials
• Spokespersons must be trained
• Identify nature of hazard, areas at risk and 

recommended protective actions
• Ensure those not at risk know it
• IAEA can help to quell rumours



DG-IAEA will be asked to comment

WHO & other countries too 
will interact with media

They communicate with your tourists !



IAEA, WHO, other countries will be asked

• What happened ?
• How serious is it ?  
• To compare with other events globally
• Do we agree with what is being done ?
• What action to take on international traffic ?
• What action to protect foreign nationals ?
• Any risk to other countries ?



Cartoon



INES scale

• Safety significance
• Compare events
• Reactors
• Sources under trial
• Nuclear Event 

Web-based 
System (NEWS)



Notification Convention arrangements

• Official 24hr system
• Based on Conventions
• Obligations to provide 

emergency information
• Minimize consequences 

for health & environment
• ENAC secure web-site



INCIDENT AND EMERGENCY CENTRE

• Combines reporting systems at IAEA
• INES/NEWS & Convention systems
• Support for IAEA public information/DG
• Check unsubstantiated reports
• Rapid dissemination to other States and 

relevant organizations
• Incidents & emergencies
• Please report in English



Summary

• Be prepared
• Think international
• Be aware of mechanisms



Ancient Latin proverb

“Wise men learn by other men’s mistakes;
Fools by their own”





Karen Daifuku

Head of External Relations
and Public Affairs



56 Countries will attend 23 ministers* confirmed

Africa
Algeria
Egypt*
Ghana
Mali*
South Africa
Sudan
Syria
Tunisia

Asia
Armenia
Bangladesh*
China*
India*
Indonesia
Iran*
Japan*
Jordan*
Korea*, Republic of
Malaysia
Pakistan*
Philippines
Saudi Arabia
Tajikistan
Thailand*
Turkey*
Vietnam
Yemen

Europe
Austria
Belgium* (tbc)
Bulgaria*
Croatia
Finland
France*
Holy See
Hungary
Italy
Latvia*
Lithuania
Netherlands
Poland*
Moldova
Norway (tbc)
Romania
Russian Federation*
Serbia and Montenegro
Slovakia*
Sweden
Ukraine

North America
Canada*
Costa Rica*
Mexico
Panama
United States

South America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Paraguay



Conference programme

National Presentations [by Ministers]
“Energy needs for the 21st century and 

country strategies to meet them.”
Monday and Tuesday mornings

Roundtables
Monday and Tuesday afternoons



Why should you care?
This major even will allow you to make the nuclear issue 
more visible where you are.
You can be part of the process by making media aware
of the event and making briefs on the role of nuclear
energy in world and where you are…
Your minister might be speaking and his declarations will 
be picked up by your national press. What should your 
message be?
You might be contacted by media for clarification on 
general nuclear energy issues.
Participation list is « unusual ». Questions will emerge
that we are not used to handle… Prepare, prepare , 
prepare…



Conference Announcements are available on the display tables.

Tuesday afternoon Room 3 at 3:15 PM
•Discussion session on developing messages for the conference
•We will work on the difficult cases of 3 countries: Franistan, 
Goudija, and Belli Gerent.

Web site
www.parisnuclear2005.org

http://www.parisnuclear2005.org/




Conference objectives

To review the role of nuclear power and to 
define the potential benefits (energy security, 
sustainability and improved environmental 
protection) that expanding nuclear power 
offers to meet the increasing energy needs of 
the world 
To facilitate a discussion on the issue of 

nuclear energy and society involving experts 
and decision makers. 



Conference description

The event will take place on 21-22 
March at the French Ministry for 
Economy, Finance and Industry in 
Paris, France
Senior government ministers will
present their national views on nuclear
power



58 Countries will attend,
with the confirmed attendance
of the following 23 ministers *

Algeria
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Bangladesh*
Belgium* (tbc)
Brazil
Bulgaria *
Canada *
Chile
China *
Costa Rica *
Croatia
Egypt *
Finland
France *
Germany
Ghana *
Holy See
Hungary *
India *

Indonesia *
Iran *, Islamic Republic of
Italy
Japan *
Jordan
Korea *, Republic of 
Latvia *
Lithuania
Malaysia
Mali *
Moldova, Republic of
Netherlands
Norway (tbc)
Pakistan *
Panama
Paraguay
Philippines
Poland*
Romania
Russian Federation *

Saudi Arabia *
Serbia and Montenegro
Slovakia *
South Africa
Sudan*
Sweden
Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand *
Turkey *
Tajikistan
Tunisia
Turkey
Ukraine
United States
Vietnam*
Yemen
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Egypt*
Ghana
Mali*
South Africa
Sudan*
Syria
Tunisia

Asia
Armenia
Bangladesh*
China*
India*
Indonesia*
Iran*
Japan*
Jordan*
Korea*, Republic of
Malaysia
Pakistan*
Philippines
Saudi Arabia*
Tajikistan
Thailand*
Turkey*
Vietnam*
Yemen

Europe
Austria
Belgium* (tbc)
Bulgaria*
Croatia
Finland
France*
Germany
Holy See
Hungary*
Italy
Latvia*
Lithuania*
Netherlands
Norway
Poland*
Moldova
Romania
Russian Federation*
Serbia and Montenegro
Slovakia*
Sweden
Ukraine

North America
Canada*
Costa Rica*
Mexico
Panama
United States (tbc)

South America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Paraguay

58 Countries will attend

26 ministers* confirmed

Australia/Pacific
Australia



26 countries with nuclear power
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Conference programme

National Presentations [by Ministers]
“Energy needs for the 21st century and 

country strategies to meet them.”
Monday and Tuesday mornings

Roundtables
Monday and Tuesday afternoons



Roundtable 1

“World energy needs and resources and 
Environmental challenges of the 21st 
century”

• Demand scenarios, resource assessments
Climate change

• Role of nuclear energy and environmental 
issues



Roundtable 2

“ Driving factors for nuclear industry 
strategies and choices and 
Governance of the nuclear industry”
• Economics, technology, policy goals
• Role of governments, Social acceptance
• Non-proliferation and physical protection
• International cooperation



Media relations
Press announcement week of 14 February

• Press kits available about the same time

Press conference on 10 March in Paris with Minister
Patrick Devedjian of France, Donald Johnston, 
Sec.Gen. / OECD and Yuri Sokolov, Dep. DG / IAEA

Press conference at the conclusion of the
Conference



Press Kit

Conference announcement
Information concerning the organising
organisations
IAEA Fact Sheets
OECD Policy Brief on nuclear energy



Key messages -- What it is…

Discussion between governments

Unusual meeting – very public 
discussion where nuclear energy is the
« core » issue.



Key messages – What it is not…

This is not a debate about being for or 
against nuclear energy

It is not billed as a dialogue with civil 
society.



And…
Don’t forget your « regular » messages!

Statistics (e.g. nuclear energy in the world, etc)

Waste management
Sustainable development
Climate change
Safety
etc…



Web site

www.parisnuclear2005.org

http://www.parisnuclear2005.org/


Has an existing nuclear energy programme
– Two reactors under construction
– Claims sovereign right to choose energy mix 

Continues fuel enrichment and spent fuel?
– Continues to do “maintenance” work on the plant

NPT signatory
– IAEA inspectors barred from making inspections on 

occasion

Strong opposition from the Western major powers

– An offer of “cheap” nuclear fuel made

Scenario #1: Franistan (Middle East & Oil-rich)



Franistan issues a statement declaring: 

“Franistan does not understand the international 
pressure to stop a peaceful nuclear programme 
and we resent the interference in our internal 
affairs”

How do you react to Franistan’s statement?

Scenario #1: Franistan (Middle East & Oil-rich)



Franistan Messages

Sovereign right to chose
Politically stable
Strong economy
Good infrastructure
NPT obey int’l rules or else sanctions



Non-ProliferationTreaty signatory
– Recently withdrew statements that it was purchasing missile 

technology from North Korea and receiving nuclear help from 
Pakistan 

– One research reactor inspected by IAEA

Mostly rural population 

Poor technical infrastructure 
Complete public ownership

Proposed West Africa Power Partnership 
– Export electricity to region from newly-built plants 

Scenario #2: Goudija (African nation) declaration



Declares intention to launch a nuclear power programme
– Requests technology transfer 
– Requests financial aid

for well-developed nuclear programme

– Is interested in other nuclear applications 
(desalination for instance)

What are our messages to under-developed nations? 

Scenario #2: Goudija (African nation) declaration



Goudija Messages

2-3 month evaluation by IAEA
Evaluation necessary



Belligerent nation declares meeting a “farce”

Accuses organisers of promoting nuclear energy
– Outraged that some delegates were paid to attend

– Accuses organisers of pre-screening delegates for anti-nuclear opinions

Accuses France of pursuing its own agenda
– Promoting nuclear energy  

– Part of a strategy to ensure the ITER project comes to Aix-en-Provence

Scenario #3: Belli Gerent statement



Belli Gerent nation declares meeting a “farce”

Accuses organisers of promoting nuclear energy

– ‘Outraged’ that some delegates were paid to attend

– Accuses organisers of pre-screening delegates for anti-nuclear opinions

– Environment ministry estimates Kyoto emission levels not reached
before 2040

Accuses France of pursuing its own agenda

– Promoting nuclear energy  

– Part of a strategy to ensure the ITER project comes to Aix-en-Provence

Scenario #3: Belli Gerent statement



How do we react to Belli Gerent’s statements 
from inside (and outside) the meeting?

– NGO protests at exclusion and on the streets
– Hostile members of national delegations

Scenario #3: Belli Gerent statement



Belli Gerent Messages

Opportunity for countries to participate
in discussion bet nuc and non nuc
countries
Discuss their own energy needs
want to integrate most nations in 
discussions
press briefing on 1st day
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AREVA communication on the EPR

Gérard Ellia
Strategic Marketing Director, France

Framatome ANP

PIME
Paris, February 16, 2005
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An evolutionary, competitive and safe design
Building on experience

N4

Evolutionary
Development

Keeps previous references
KONVOI

• Even more competitive reactor
• Increased safety level
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Successful French – German Cooperation

The EPR results from a Franco-German cooperation since 1993 
involving:

Safety Authorities

Utilities

Framatome and Siemens KWU (whose nuclear activities have 
since been merged into Framatome ANP, now an AREVA and 
Siemens Company)

The EPR follows the rules of the French and German safety 
authorities

The EPR takes into account the European Utility Requirements 
(EUR) as well as the Utility Requirements Document (URD) of 
the U.S. Electric Power Research Institute
December 18, 2003 - TVO (Finland) orders an EPR to be built in 
Olkiluoto
September 28, 2004 - French Safety Authorities approve the 
EPR design and endorse the Technical Guidelines
October 21, 2004 - EDF announces its decision to build an EPR 
in Flamanville
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Communication about the EPR
Actions in France

French energy debate in 2003: information sent to the
Ministries of Industry, Environment and Research and
participation in the debates. Very large media coverage: more 
than 300 articles and broadcasting scripts.

OPCEST (French Parliamentary Bureau for Assessment of
Scientific and Technological Choices): participation in the
assessment of nuclear plant life and plant renewal.

MPs, Senators and town Councilors concerned by the energy
debate or locally involved in the construction of the EPR

National and local media (TV- broadcast- press): information 
on the main benefits of the EPR. 

Technical press: Revue Générale Nucléaire (SFEN), Contrôle 
(French Safety Authority), Revue de l'Energie, L'Usine 
Nouvelle, Science et Vie, Enerpresse
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Communication about the EPR
International actions 

Conferences – Exhibitions: World Energy Council (Sydney, 
Sept. 2004), ENC (Lille, Oct. 2002), Jahrestagung Kerntechnik
(Berlin, 2003; Stuttgart, 2004), Energia 2004 (Tampere), Nuclear
Industry China (Beijing, 2004), SFEN (Paris, Dec. 2004), 
technical conferences
Customer events: China, Belgium
Customer magazine: ANP Magazine
International Media: 

Germany: Die Zeit, Die Welt, Reuters, Handelsblatt, Berliner
Zeitung, Frankfurter Allgemeine, etc.
USA: Wall Street Journal,  Herald Tribune, Bloomberg NY, CBS 
Marketwatch Internet
UK: Times, Financial Times
Finland: Aamulehti, Talous Sanomat, Uutislehti, Metrokotimaa
China: Xinhua, Economic Daily, China Daily

Specialized press: Nuclear Engineering International, Nuclear
Engineer, Nucleonics Week, Modern Power System, 
Enerpresse
TV- broadcast: Finland, Germany, China
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Communication about the EPR
Promotional material

AREVA internet: www.areva.com

Brochures: 
8-page leaflet for use in France: general information

8-page leaflet for international use: general information

EPR monograph: 60-page comprehensive technical information in 
English (Chinese and French to come)

Press kit

Mock-up: 
Scale 1/100: 5 mock-ups for exhibitions or head-office
demonstration

1/350 paper model: for home or school activities

Logo objects: glass model

Animations: CD rom, USB key
General information on the EPR

Construction of the EPR at Olkiluoto

http://www.areva.com/


TOWARD KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMIES: 
HOW RESEARCH INSTITUTES CAN PLAY A 

ROLE

Marta Ferrari
International Atomic Energy Agency

PIME Conference
Paris 14 February 2005



Presentation summary

• Recent trends in the research business
- Nuclear Research Institutes
- Central and Eastern Europe

• A possible Approach
• Science and the role of Communication
• Conclusions



Recent trends in research business

Definition of Research & Development 
Institute (RDI) 

The new environment:

• The role of the government : the Public 
Private Partnership

• Toward Knowledge Economy



Recent trends in research business

GovernmentsGovernments are signalling:

• Government spending in research = 
investment

• Research spending should ↑, but from 
private sector funding

• Self-generated revenues



Total Spending in R&D (% GDP )
www.nationmaster.com, Source: OECD, GDP 1999

0 1 2 3 4

Sweden
Japan

Finland
Switzerland

United States
Germany
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Denmark
Ireland

Netherlands
United

Norway
Canada
Austria

Australia
Italy

New Zealand

business spending 

governmental spending

http://www.nationmaster.com/


Nuclear Research Institutes

Countries with NPP

Countries with non power applications:
• Lack of support
• No investment in new equipment and cutting 

edge research
• Staff are aging, lack of motivation



Central and Eastern Europe

Before 1989:
• budget and guidelines from the central 

government
• R&D = supply-side, technology driven
After 1989:
• mixed funding: subsidies from the State ↓

and ↑ self-generated revenues 
• RDI should produce demand driven R&D



Survey on the status of NNI

• Insufficient funding for R&D
• Funding system doesn’t encourage RDI to 

provide services and products
• Pathway to promotion = Academic reputation
• Theoretical topics > Practical nuclear 

applications
• No clear technology transfer mechanism
• Lack of business skills

IAEA TC Project ‘ Sustainability of NNI’



A possible Approach

• Ensure excellent basic research is 
encouraged

• Ensure that there is a high level of targeted 
research which leads to applications that are 
used for the economic, environmental or 
social good of the country



A possible Approach

• Develop an environment where knowledge 
fosters innovation that assists the 
development of the country

• To succeed in a competitive funding 
environment, institutes need to “market” 
their abilities better. This applies not only to 
the outside customers, but to the 
government as a customer



A possible Approach

• Government policies
• Institutional policies and organisation
⇒ Business Development Unit

• Business and management skills

The Hidden issue:The Hidden issue:
Scientist’s attitude



Science, Clients and Communication

Building good client relationship is the most 
likely route to success
⇒ deliver services on timeon time and on budgeton budget
⇒ communication

Success ↔ new model of technology transfer
(Technology Forecast)



Technology transfer
BASIC 

RESEARCH

APPLIED RESEARCH

PILOT SCALE

PRODUCT/SERVICE

MARKET

The Linear Model



Technology transfer

The Evolutionary model

CLIENT                     
ORG.

IDENTIFY 
PROBLEM

RESEARCH 
CONCEPT

RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT/   
SERVICE

R&D 
INSTITUTE

SOLUTIONS

$$



Conclusions

The new environment offers challenges challenges 
and opportunities, opportunities, but but requires scientists 
to acquire new skills! 

CommunicationCommunication is the most important.

Old stereotype of 
the scientistNew generation  

of scientists



Thank you!

Questions?

m.ferrari@iaea.org
http://www-tc.iaea.org/tcweb/regionalsites/europe/default.asp
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REPUBLIKA SLOVENIJA
MINISTRSTVO ZA OKOLJE IN PROSTOR, UPRAVA RS ZA JEDRSKO VARNOST

Nuclear career in Slovenia
Dr. Marko Giacomelli

Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration
Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning

Young Generation Network

Ljubljana, Slovenia

marko.giacomelli@gov.si
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Outline

• Introduction
• Education
• Employers
• Conclusions
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Introduction
• Young Generation Network of Nuclear Society of 

Slovenia
• A round table on topic of future in nuclear profession 

in Slovenia (May, 2004)
• The title “Nuclear career” aimed at students or 

young graduates in various study fields
• Purpose of the round table was an investigation and 

public presentation of circumstances and prospects 
of education, employment and research in Slovenia 
and European countries 
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Introduction

• representatives from state administration, education, 
industry and IAEA:
– Director of Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration
– Under-secretary at Ministry of Education, Science and Sport
– Head of postgraduate study of nuclear engineering
– Engineering manager of Krško NPP
– Slovenian liaison with the IAEA

• A journalist as a moderator
• Attending audience were mainly students
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• EDUCATION
• WORK AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

Introduction
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Education
Present state (undergraduate studies; 4+1 y)
• A major in energetics at Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering and Faculty of Electrical Engineering
• But no courses in nuclear engineering
• Representative of MESS ne present plans of major 

changes
• A chance of specialisation in Krško NPP: one-year 

course within the framework of the plant
Graduate studies (2,5+2 y)
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Education

• Graduate program is based on scientific, research 
and educational activities at Faculty of Mathematics 
and Physics (University of Ljubljana) and Jožef Stefan 
Institute (Ljubljana)

• Participation of technical faculties at Un. of Ljubljana 
and Maribor

• M. Sc. or Ph. D. Degree
• Main fields

– Nuclear technology
– Reactor core
– Nuclear fuel and materials
– Radiology and radiation protection
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Education

Postdoctorate studies
• Guests of the round table advised that young doctors 

should undertake addtional postdoctoral education 
abroad

• Valuable experiences, knowledge, praxis and 
acuaintances

• Broad engineering knowledge caused interesting 
side-effect graduates of NE found their 
employment in various non-nuclear fields, including 
as high ranking government officials
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Education

• It was established there is a lack of young 
professionals

• A consequence of a general of decreasing interest in 
technical scineces combined with traditionally 
negative opinion on nuclear energy

• On average annually:
– 2-3 M. Sc. degrees
– 1-2 Ph. D. degrees
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Education
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Education
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Employment
• In Slovenia there are some organisations that directly 

employ nuclear professionals

• Krško Nuclear Power Plant
– Half owned by Slovenian and Croatian government
– 676 MWe Westinghouse designed pressurised water reactor
– Produces 40% of the electrical energy in Slovenia
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Employment

• Jožef Stefan Institute
– The biggest research organisation in Slovenia
– Provide expert scientific and applied output in the form of 

processes, products, and consultancy
– TRIGA MARK II research reactor – important role in 

developing nuclear technology and safety culture in Slovenia

– Reactor Engineering Division
– Reactor Physics Department
– Department of Environmental Sciences
– Nuclear Engineering Training Centre
– Reactor Infrasturcture Centre
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Employment

• Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration
– Regulatory body
– Prevent or restrict any harmful effects of ionising radiation 

to the public, workers, and environment
– Ensure peaceful use of nuclear energy

• Agency for Radwaste Management
– Established with a special decree by Slovenian government
– Long-term solution for safe disposal of radioactive waste 

from Krško NPP and small producers (medicine, industry, 
and research)
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Employment

• All the guest of the round table agreed that there is 
optimism dominating at regard of perspectives of 
nuclear field

• A huge gap was noticed between the academics and 
the industry

• Slovenia doesn’t have a long-term strategy of 
education and employment in this field
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Employment

• Besides research institutions, state administration 
and energy sector numerous unexploited 
possibilities

• Medicine, pharmacy, biotechnology, etc.
• IAEA is lately investing more and more funds in these 

new areas
• Slovenia is in arrear as far as systematic planning of 

additional education and new employment is 
concerned
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Conclusions
• There is a lack of young nuclear professionals
• Decreasing interest in techical sciences
• Required: physicists, mechanical engineers, chemists, 

biologists, and physicians
• Abscence of an undergraduate (or major) of nuclear 

engineering at the university
• Slovenia EU, mobility across Europe number of 

scientists and engineers may employ themselves 
abroad

• Brain drain?
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Conclusions

• Members of YGN the round table was successful
• Explained and presented the situation of nuclear 

career, gave answers and encouraged some students
• There is a need for nuclear engineers, scientists and 

researchers
• Despite some discouraging facts, there are good 

perspectives for a nuclear career in Slovenia
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Changing public attitudes

Q To what extent would you support or oppose the building of new nuclear 
power stations in Britain TO REPLACE those which are being phased 
out over the next few years?  This would ensure the same proportion of 
nuclear energy is retained.
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Whom can we trust?
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Utilitarian versus deontological ethics

What is right is what promotes 
the best consequences for the 
most people.
Risk can be defined as a 
probability of some harm.  Risks 
are quantitative and thus 
comparable.

All people have rights to 
protection from risk.

Risk is also a function of 
qualitative components such as 
the degree of consent of 
individuals who may potentially 
be affected.
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Physical and psychological rationality

‘There are two distinct fields – an ideological one 
occupied by opponents and a rational one occupied 
by the pro-nuclear side’.
‘Radioactive waste is so safe that we’re going to bury 
it 800 metres underground.’

We don’t bury anything else 1,000 metres underground so this must be 
the most dangerous material mankind is producing at the moment.
If the industry is trying to pretend that such dangerous material is 
harmless while they themselves think it has to be dealt with in such an 
extreme way, then they are insulting my intelligence and I will not 
believe anything else they say. 
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PIME Congress (Paris)
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PEDAGOGICAL PROJECT

Developing relationships
with pupils and teachers

_____________

Nathalie Guillaume
CEA Communication Division



15 February 2005« Young people as a target audience »
PIME Congress (Paris)
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PEDAGOGICAL PROJECT

1)  Why ?

2) What part can the CEA play ?

3) What new actions can we take ?
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WHY ?

The number of students in scientific
courses in  French universities :

23%
(over the last 5 years)

(Source: National association of scientific students- 2001 report)
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WHY ?

WHO IS THE MOST TRUSTFUL PERSON 
TO GIVE INFORMATION ON NUCLEAR ?

The scientist
(for 76% of the people)

( CEA barometer, April 2001, Ipsos)
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WHY ?

FOR THE YOUNG PEOPLE THE QUESTION IS :

What links between academic topics
and scientific careers ?
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WHAT PART CAN WE PLAY ?

OUR OBJECTIVES

to bring young people, 
teachers and pupils to 
sciences 

to fight against the
demonization of the nuclear
technologies

to increase
knowledge of the cea
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WHAT PART CAN WE PLAY ?

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE ISSUE ?

Meeting young researchers

Helping pupils according to their age

Answering the needs of the teachers
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WHAT NEW ACTIONS CAN WE TAKE ?

SOME EXAMPLES OF WHAT WE ARE DOING :

A new web site, more adapted to young people

« Cafes des sciences » in schools

Information for teachers of teachers (IUFM)

Be present in ministries, 
as well as carrying out local actions
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WHAT NEW ACTIONS CAN WE TAKE ?

IN FRANCE

13 million pupils in 
schools

Nearly 1 million 
teachers
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WHAT NEW ACTIONS CAN WE TAKE ?

FOR THE FUTURE

• Continue what we are doing

• Create partnerships in order to succeed
in our actions
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PEDAGOGICAL PROJECT

IN CONCLUSION

ADDRESSING YOUNG PEOPLE AND TEACHERS IS :

• Through science we can
make the image of nuclear
energy more friendly for 
young people and teachers

• A long term job
• An incremental action
• Preparing the ground for 

the future
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Nuclear Power Plants
May Well be Dinosaurs

Dr. Philipp Hänggi

+41 (0) 62 205 20 19 
philipp.haenggi@swissnuclear.ch

• Former Chairman of  the “Young Generation Network” in Switzerland

• Lessons learned
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Asking the right Question

• The Prospects for Young Nuclear Specialists ?

This question is a no-brainer if you believe in the future 
of nuclear energy.

• The Prospects for Nuclear Energy ?

Nuclear power plants are dinosaurs and will soon be 
extinct due to a lack of interested young engineers. 
(Anti-nuclear claim from 1994).
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The Environment 1994

Only three European countries foster and encourage 
young people within and outside the nuclear field.

Finland:  Seminars
France: Target group students
Sweden: Target group young active professionals

There was (and still is) a need to make the nuclear 
industry more attractive to young talent!
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1995: Formation of the ENS YGN 

Jan Runermark

Promotion of exchange of 
knowledge and establish 
contacts between the 
older and younger 
generation.

Formation of a network between 
young nuclear specialists YGN.
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Even Switzerland Joins the Network

Formation
June 3rd 1998

in the Swiss Mountains
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Goals of the YGN

• Foster knowledge transfer between young and 
experienced specialists.

• Exchange of ideas and experience between 
young specialists.

• Give a voice to the interests of the young 
professionals.

• Strong local focus.
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Knowledge transfer:
the Human Component

• Transfer the motivation with the knowledge.

• Know-how is transferred best when you add 
know-why and the opportunities to use it.

• Create an environment for open discussions.

• Allow employees (young and old) to 
challenge the status quo.

• Provide the time to absorb and connect the 
information.
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Replacing an Aging Workforce
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How to Support Young Talent

• It is not possible to delegate
the support for young talent.

• Supporting young talent is
not a hobby.

• An attractive environment for 
young professionals implies a 
clear concept for the 
promotion of young talent.
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Management and Young Generation

• The employers stand behind the 
Young Generation movement and 
support employees, who are or want 
to be active within  the YG Network!

• The higher the management the 
stronger the support.

• The impulse has to come from the 
employee!
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Be at Home when Opportunity 
Knocks at your Door

• Doing a good job is not enough. 

• There is always time to invest into your future. 
Get your priorities right.

• Make sure you know what you want but stay 
open minded.

• Take responsibilities.

• There is always a need for good employees.
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Becoming more Attracti ve

• The Prospects for Nuclear Energy? 
This question is like the weather. Most 
forecasts are perfectly fine if you relate 
them to the right location at the right time.

• Get the timing right!
Right time right place and your prospects 
are fine.

• Stranded at the wrong place in a wrong 
time?
Become more attractive to boost your 
prospects.
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Is Nuclear Power Sexy ?

Could be !
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Is nuclear power sexy ?

geeks, nerds and loosers
are not sexy

big is out of fashion

Rejection
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How to Attract Young Talent ?

self-confidence is sexy
so stop ducking

success is sexy

so promote young talent

Attraction

being part o
f th

e solutio
n is

 sexy

so
 put th

ings in
to persp

ectiv
e
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A Change in the Community ?

• Accept and promote dynamic 
staff solutions.

• Get transparent and loose 
complexity.

• Being the scapegoat is not a 
role model for young people. 
Develop a real branch 
vision. (Not: We are the 
guys who are hit by the 
media).
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The Prospects for Young Nuclear 
Specialists ?

• Nuclear power is gaining support from various sides.
• The Nuclear industry needs to hurry to be prepared in 

time for a comeback.
• Synergies between the old and the young generation 

are more important than ever.
• New ideas and a lot of energy are necessary to trigger a 

chain reaction of motivation within the young specialists.
• It is easy to fascinate young people. Make sure they get 

enthusiastic about the right case.

• The YGN is ready to engage in the future!
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Nuclear Power Plants may well 
be Dinosaurs !

Kids love dinosaurs !

Dinosaurs dominated the 
world for over 150 Mio. 
years. 
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Nuclear Power Today ?

Com
ments ??
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Who’s Words?Who’s Words?

“Nuclear energy is the only non-
greenhouse gas-emitting power 
source that can effectively replace 
fossil fuels and satisfy global 
demand.”

—Patrick Moore
Scientist, activist,
founder of Greenpeace
January 30, 2005

—Patrick Moore
Scientist, activist,
founder of Greenpeace
January 30, 2005



Who’s Words?Who’s Words?

“If oil prices stay high, if people worry 
about carbon dioxide causing global 
warming, if the Middle East stays 
violent, nuclear power stands a good 
chance of making a comeback . . . .”

—Forbes
January 31, 2005

—Forbes
January 31, 2005

Who’s Words?Who’s Words?

“It [nuclear power] certainly answers a 
lot of our issues.  It certainly answers 
the environmental issue.”

—President George W. Bush
The Wall Street Journal
January 12, 2005

—President George W. Bush
The Wall Street Journal
January 12, 2005



A Convergence of Views
Why the Consensus?

A Convergence of Views
Why the Consensus?

• Today’s reactors: performance and 
value 

• Self-evident environmental 
imperatives

• Momentum toward new plants
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Continued Progress With 
License Renewal

Continued Progress With 
License Renewal

30 Granted 
(7 in 2004)

16 Under NRC Review 
(11 Filed in 2004)

22 Intend to Renew

Source:  U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Yucca Mountain
Steady Progress

Yucca Mountain
Steady Progress

• Congress approved site in 2002
• Presidential candidate John Kerry defeated 

despite opposition
• Court rulings largely in industry’s favor
• Resolution of radiation standard pending
• License application expected this year



Momentum for the FutureMomentum for the Future

• Building regulatory stability 
– Early site permits
– Combined operating licenses
– Design certification

• Government / industry partnerships
• Favorable energy legislation

Financing New 
Nuclear Plants
Financing New 
Nuclear Plants

• Modest government investment in first 
few plants
– Help offset first-time costs
– Mitigate first-time business risks

• Varied financing tools and techniques,  
depending on project structure and 
regulatory status
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What Is Our Brand?What Is Our Brand?
• Nuclear is clean air 

energy
• Nuclear energy is 

reliable and plays a 
vital role in a 
diverse energy 
portfolio

• Nuclear energy is 
affordable



Global Nuclear TechnologyGlobal Nuclear Technology

• Key to sustainability:  nuclear 
energy’s vast potential

• Recognition in Buenos Aires

• Promise for developed, undeveloped 
nations alike
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I am honored to represent the U.S. nuclear energy industry today.  We have a great story to 
tell, and I am eager to tell it.  
  
I have been asked to speak about the outlook for nuclear energy in our country . . . about the 
prospects for new plants . . . and about our views on nuclear’s contribution to global climate 
change. 
 
I intend to address those issue today, but first I will defer to what other experts are saying 
about our industry.  On the screen you’ll see quotes from three different sources.  But you 
may find it unusual to learn who said them. 



At first, you may think this is industry touting nuclear energy’s benefits.  Look again.  [Add 
attribution.].  This is the founder of Greenpeace, Patrick Moore. 
 
[Read.]  Again, this could be the industry’s own language.  Yet this is from the mainstream 
financial media . . . Forbes magazine . . . in a cover story that appeared in January.    
 
And I offer a final quote.  [Read.]  Does the message sound familiar?  The message is similar 
to the earlier quotes.  But this time [click], it is the President of the United States. 
 
Why the convergence of views? 
 
Put simply:  We can attribute that change to the recognition that nuclear energy . . . . Through 
its performance, nuclear energy has proven an invaluable contributor to the United States’ 
energy supply.  It has shown how essential it is in sustaining our country’s economic value.  
Finally, it has protected our environment by helping prevent air emissions, including carbon. 
 
Earlier this month, our President delivered the State of the Union address to our nation.  (In 
our country, the President defines his agenda to the American people through this address.)  
This time, he specifically mentioned nuclear energy as central to his overall energy plan. 
  
My remarks today will focus on the plan in action to support the President’s vision . . . Indeed 
the industry’s vision.  I will also focus on what has happened to garner support for expanding 
nuclear energy in the future—especially in the United States.  And finally, I will review key 
steps under way toward new nuclear plants in our country. 
 
Why the support?  The answer starts with performance . . . The projected average capacity 
factor in 2004 for all plants exceeds 90 percent.  This remains at record levels.  Notably, just a 
few years back in the 1980s, capacity factors as low as 60 percent were considered good.  
Today, we’ve come to expect exceptionally high capacity from these reactors. 
 
Notably, 103 operating reactors continue to contribute 20 percent of America’s electricity.  
And this has been the case for many years, even with 25 percent growth in U.S. electric 
supply over the last 10 years.  This is because of the greater efficiency of America’s plants, 
together with increased output, which have allowed them to generate more electricity. 
 
There is also cost.  Now, nuclear energy’s production costs are at about 1.7 cents per kilowatt-
hour.  It is less expensive than coal, natural gas or oil. 
  
In addition, we remain the United States’ largest source of emission-free electricity, providing 
72 percent of the country’s non-emitting power. We are by far the United State’s largest 
source of emission-free electricity.  I might add that the United States has a voluntary carbon 
reduction program, and the nuclear energy industry is the largest contributor to that program.   
 
Performance . . . Cost . . . The environment.  Given the kind of contribution our existing 
reactors have made, it should come as no surprise that companies are renewing their reactors’ 
operating licenses . . . this allows them to extend their operating lives from 40 years to 60 
years.  The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has renewed 30 licenses to date.  We expect 
all 103 of our reactors to renew ultimately. 
 



We are continuing to see progress toward securing a permanent repository for our used 
nuclear fuel.  As many of you know, in 2002 the United States Congress approved a site at 
Yucca Mountain, Nevada—a remote, desert location.  We are expecting the Energy 
Department to file a license application this year.  The courts have ruled in the industry’s 
favor on all but one key legal issue – the standard that regulates long-term radiation exposure.   
 
Is there still political opposition?  Yes, indeed.  In the last presidential election, John Kerry 
focused his campaign on opposing the Yucca Mountain repository in Nevada.  This approach 
failed, as voters in that state ultimately supported President Bush. 
 
In the United States, we need only continued progress at Yucca Mountain to move forward 
with new plants and fuel processing facilities. 
 
What’s the momentum shaping nuclear energy’s role for the future? 
 
The industry’s key focus is to achieve a fair and predictable regulatory process for new plants.  
The process is dramatically different from the old way of licensing plants.  It allows for early 
input on key licensing processes to eliminate surprises later. This allows a company to make a 
prudent decision to invest in a new plant. 
 
We are also sharing first-of-a-kind costs to test these processes with the United States 
government. 
 
As I’ve noted, we have the full support of the President and his administration.   
 
And our Congress is already working on a comprehensive energy bill this year.  We expect it 
to favor investments in new nuclear plants. 
 
Apart from government’s role in reducing the initial investment risk, we are expecting to see 
new, creative approaches by energy companies in financing these new plants . . . Some 
companies are forming consortia to share the business risks of a new plant venture . . .  
 
Others are working with the state regulators around the country to shape other approaches 
whereby companies are assured a return on their investment.  Some companies are examining 
long-term sales agreements for the power these new plants will produce. 
 
But support from the President, Congress and Wall Street is not enough.  Moving forward 
toward new plants would not be possible without solid public support.  Our latest opinion 
polls, conducted last year, show that favorability for nuclear energy has never been higher.  
And there are fewer people --  26 percent -- who oppose it. 
 
NEI is leading the U.S. energy industry in a branding campaign to promote the benefits of 
nuclear energy. 
 
These are the core messages of the program and I believe they are messages that all of our 
companies can embrace.   
 
Last year alone, NEI set the foundation for our use of these messages.   
 



They appeared in statements before Congress … in scores of media interviews and outreach 
to editorial boards.  We saw these messages in 80 commentaries and 35 letters to the editor by 
NEI’s third-party advocates. 
 
These appeared in publications reaching more than 28 million readers of newspapers and 
news magazines. 
 
Clearly, the outlook for new plants in the United States is bright.  It is also the case elsewhere.  
Currently, 24 reactors are under construction around the globe.  That is an encouraging trend, 
as the planet needs vastly more clean electricity—far more than the 16 percent now generated 
from the world’s 441 reactors. 
Those countries pursuing the Kyoto protocol would be wise to recognize nuclear energy’s 
contribution.  We saw that to some degree at the United Nations Council of the Parties 
meeting in Buenos Aires late last year. 
Clearly, countries supporting the Kyoto protocol have considered the value of nuclear energy 
in meeting their commitment.  Nuclear energy’s value in meeting its clean air commitment 
was, of course, part of Finland’s decision to build a fifth reactor. 
  
But we have more work ahead of us.  The world must have new sources of energy that 
produce no greenhouse gases.  It needs energy for economic growth . . . for manufacturing . .  
for irrigating fields . . . to move and purify water . . . to build productive lives for this 
generation . . . for our children . . . and for their children. 
At least 1.6 billion of the world’s population have no access to electricity and depend on fuels 
like wood, dung or crop residue.  And every day, more than 20,000 people die of hunger, 
according to world hunger organizations. 
And the world’s population continues to grow – there will be as many as 9 billion of us by 
2050. 
 
How can we provide vast quantities of clean electricity to meet such staggering demand?  We 
must create a diverse array of energy resources that have little environmental impact. 
In short, we must produce energy that is sustainable.  We have demonstrated that nuclear 
energy, with its small environmental footprint, is a critical component in providing that 
energy. 
   
Clearly, the next generation of new nuclear plants in the United States is taking shape.   In this 
effort, we are all shaping our destiny.   With nuclear energy, we have an opportunity to 
preserve the planet . . . keep our air clean . . raise standards of living worldwide . . . and raise 
countless people up from poverty. 
We look forward to joining you in expanding the benefits of this remarkable energy resource. 
 
Let me remind you how my remarks began.  We have agreement by a leading 
environmentalist, the mainstream media and the President of the United States.  And we have 
the backing of the American public. 
 
Can there be any doubt that the best is yet to come? 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 



 



Swedes on the use of Nuclear Power as an energy source

Data: SOM Institute, Göteborg University; Annual nationwide surveys in Sweden; Sample size 3 000 persons 15 – 85 years old; Mail 
questionnaires with an average response rate of 65 percent.

Question: ”What is your view on the long term use of nuclear power as an energy source in Sweden?” Five response alternatives: ”abolish nuclear 
power by 2010 at the latest; abolish nuclear power, but not until our present reactors have done their job; use nuclear power and renew the 
reactors when they are worn out; use nuclear power and build additional reactors in the future; no definite opinion.”

Comment: All respondents are included in the percent calculations.
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Percent in favour of abolishing nuclear power 
among 

Swedish women and men
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Data: SOM Institute, Göteborg University; Annual nationwide surveys in Sweden; Sample size 3 000 persons 15 – 85 years old; Mail 
questionnaires with an average response rate of 65 percent.

Question: What is your view on the long term use of nuclear power as an energy source in Sweden?” Five response alternatives: ”abolish 
nuclear power by 2010 at the latest; abolish nuclear power, but not until our present reactors have done their job; use  nuclear power and 
renew the reactors when they are worn out; use nuclear power and build additional reactors in the future; no definite opinion.” In 1986, the 
don´t know response alternative was missing.

Comment: All respondents are included in the percent calculations.
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Percent in favour of abolishing nuclear power 
among

Swedes with different ideological self-placements
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Percent Swedes who think Sweden - more than today - should 
go in for the below-mentioned energy sources

Comment: Results from annual surveys conducted by the SOM Institute at Göteborg University. All respondents who
answered the questions are included in the percentage base.

Question: ”During the next 5 – 10 years, to what extent should Sweden go in for the following energy sources?” with 
response alternatives as follows: ”more than today; about as today; less than today: abolish/give up the energy 
source completely; no opinion”.
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YOUNGSTERS AND PROFESSIONALS 
ABOUT NUCLEAR ENERGY

YEAR 2004 POLL

Radko Istenič, Igor Jenčič

Nuclear Training Centre, J. Stefan Institute
Ljubljana, Slovenia



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

Nuclear Information Center in Ljubljana
Live lecture and radlab TRIGA reactor tour

Publications

Exhibition

http://www.icjt.org/images360/360Rea_12.html


Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

Nuclear Information Center in Ljubljana

Focused on elementary and high schools in 
Slovenia
Visited by almost ½ generation of schoolchildren
in Slovenia (7000- 8000/y) 
Some 800 visitors polled every year
992 youngsters and 219 professionals (area of
natural sciences) polled in 2004
Polled before the lecture or visit to the
exhibition (uninformed opinion)
The same basic set of questions since 1993



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

Perception of risks by professionals and
youngsters

Nuclear risk overestimated by youngsters and professionals
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Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

What is most dangerous to the environment? 
0% 10% 20% 30%

Ozone holes

Pollution of rivers and seas

Chemical pollution

Pollution of forests

Greenhouse effect

Radioactive waste

Acid rain

Radiation from NPPs

Automobile exhaust gasses

I don't know

youngsters
professionals

Rad. waste disposal and radiation from NPPs considered as a major 
threat by youngsters
Professionals more concerned about pollution and greenhouse effect



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

Understanding basic facts of nuclear energy, 
radiation and radioactive waste
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Youngsters have poor understanding of basic facts, 
professionals better, though they slipped sometimes



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

What will be stored in the LLRW repository?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Spent fuel

Reactor coolant water

Used dresses, tools and
other radioactive materials

RW from Žirovski vrh
uranium mine

Radioactive ash from
fossil power plants

Nothing from that

I don't know

youngsters

professionals

A high percentage of youngsters and professionals
are mistaken about the storage of spent fuel



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

What are the reasons for the use of nuclear 
energy in Slovenia?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Lower price

Energy independence

Cleanliness of this
energy source

Lack of other energy
resources

I don't know and No
answer

youngsters

professionals

Youngsters see economical advantages, professionals stress
environmental advantages of nuclear energy



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

What are the reasons against the use of nuclear
energy in Slovenia?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Possibility of an
accident

Disposal of fuel

Enough of other
energy sources

Radiation from NPP

I don't know and No
answer

youngsters

professionals

Disposal of spent fuel is a major obstacle for youngsters and
surprisingly also for professionals, greater than possibility of an
accident



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

What should be the future of nuclear energy in 
Slovenia?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Shutdown immediately

Shutdown in 5 years

Until the end of life time 

Build a new one

Don't know or no answer

youngsters

professionals

High support for the life-time operation of the Krško NPP by
youngsters and professionals. 
Opposition to nuclear is low – no longer in focus of politics!



Nuclear Training Centre
Ljubljana

CONCLUSIONS OF THE COMPARATIVE 
2004 POLL

Risk of nuclear power is overestimated by youngsters and
professionals. Youngsters concerned about radwaste, 
professionals about pollution and greenhouse effect.

Youngsters recognize economical advantages, 
professionals stress environmental advantages of nuclear
energy.

Polling just youngsters and professionals is not directly
applicable to general population, but the opinion trend is a 
useful indicator.

Present social acceptability of nuclear power is favourable.



CNRS- Université Pierre et Marie Curie- Université Versailles/Saint-Quentin
CEA-CNES-Ecole Polytechnique-Ecole Normale Supérieure-IRD

CETP – LSCE – LOCEAN - LMD – SA

European Nuclear Society : 14 Février 2005

The future of our climate
Certainties and uncertainties

Jean Jouzel

* Institut Pierre Simon Laplace
Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement (CEA/CNRS Saclay)



L’effet de serre naturel est un phénomène physique
bien documenté et bénéfique

Principaux gaz à effet de Serre

- Vapeur d'eau
- Gaz Carbonique
- Méthane
- Oxyde d'Azote
- Chlorofluorocarbones
- Ozone 
- ….

Sans effet de serre - 18°C
Avec effet de serre + 15°C



Depuis le début de l’ère industrielle
la quantité d’énergie disponible
pour « chauffer » les basses couches 
de l’atmosphère  a augmenté de 
2,5 Watts/m2 (de 240 à 242,5)
Dont :
* Près de 60% pour le gaz carbonique
* Environ 20% pour le méthane
* Longue durée de vie pour CO2

Les activités humaines modifient
La composition de l’atmosphère 
en gaz à effet de serre

- Gaz carbonique 30%
- Méthane + multiplé par 2,45
- Oxydes d’azote + 15%



En FranceDans le monde

Gaz carbonique : CO2
- 6, 4 GtC/an (années 1990)
- Pétrole
- Charbon
- Gaz naturel
- Cimenteries (3%)
- Puits : Océans (1,7 GtC/an)
- Végétation (1,7 GtC/an)

Méthane : CH4
- Emissions naturelles (marais)
- Hydrocarbures
- Agriculture
- Décharges ….

Oxyde Nitreux
- Emissions naturelles
- Agriculture, élevage, biomasse
- Activités industrielles

HFC, PFC, SF6
Ozone ….



Le climat se réchauffe



1901/2000

(°C/siècle) 

Tendance de 
température moyenne



Anthropogenic interference with the climate system ?
Les activités humaines ont-elles déjà influencé le climat ?

IPCC 1990 ? : The size of this warming is broadly consistent with
predictions of climate models, but it is also of the same magnitude
as natural climate variability. Thus the observed increase could
be largely due to this natural variability ; (On ne sait pas)

IPCC 1995 : The balance of evidence suggests a discernible
influence on global climate. (Peut-être)

IPCC 2001 : There is new and stronger evidence that most
of the warming observed over the last 50 years is attributable
to human activities. (Probablement)

IPCC 2007 ?







Les scénarios du GIEC 
tiennent compte de 

l’ensemble des gaz à effet de 
serre et des aérosols

Pas de surprise : plus les 
émissions sont élevées plus les 

concentrations le sont. 
Et plus l’effet de serre augmente



Prévision d’évolution du climat : résultats

Température
globale

Changement prévu
en 2070-2100









Même en cas de stabilisation de l’effet de serre à la fin du siècle le niveau de la mer 
va continuer à augmenter régulièrement (inertie de l’océan). S’y ajoute à l’échelle de
quelques siècles un risque de fonte partielle du Groenland. On peut craindre une 
élévation du niveau de la mer de 5 mètres au milieu du millénaire.



Le point de vue du GIEC (rapport 2001)

* Des certitudes
- Les activités humaines augmentent l’effet de serre (1%)
- Le climat se réchauffe

* De plus en plus probable : Il est probable qu’une large part 
duréchauffement observé au cours des 50 dernières années est lié aux activités 
humaines

* Des prédictions (qui sont des certitudes d’un point de vue qualitatif)
- L’effet de serre va continuer à augmenter
- Le climat va continuer à se réchauffer

* Incertitudes ; risques de surprises
- Amplitude du changement climatique (température, niveau de la mer)
- Caractéristiques régionales
- Modification des précipitations
- Les extrêmes climatiques (tempêtes, tornades….)
- Autres forçages climatiques
- Rétroactions et couplage (chimie/climat, biosphère, océan)
- Les surprises climatiques ; l’inertie du système climatique, ….







Responsible energy

KKAI 16 February 2005

Teollisuuden Voima Oy

PIME, 16 February 2005

Session: Communication nuclear

How to communicate on nuclear power plant decisions?

Kaija Kainurinne
Teollisuuden Voima Oy
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Finnish nuclear licensing process

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

ASSESSMENT

Ministry of Trade
and Industry

DECISION
IN PRINCIPLE

Council of State
Parliament

CONSTRUCTION
PERMIT

Council of State

OPERATINGOPERATING
LICENSELICENSE

Council of State

2008-2009

2004

2000-2002
1998-2000



Responsible energy

KKAI 16 February 2005

Teollisuuden Voima Oy

Arguments for a New Nuclear Plant Unit

- Covers partly the additional electricity demand and 
replaces old power plants

- Enables, together with renewable energies, the 
fulfilment of the Kyoto commitments

- Secures stable and predictable electricity price

- Reduces the dependence on electricity import



Responsible energy

KKAI 16 February 2005

Teollisuuden Voima Oy

MW

The need for electricity production capacity increases 
in Finland

0
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21000
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New capacity demand
Industry CHP

District heat
Other condensing p.
Coal power
Nuclear power
Hydro- and windpower

7000 MW

In 1995-2003 the production capacity in Finland has grown 
less than 15%, while the consumption has increased 22%.

Source: Kara,VTT 2004
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Electric Power Supply by Energy Sources
in Finland 2004 (86.8 TWh, prel.)

16.2%8.9%

Wind
0.1%

Peat
7.5%

Biomass
11.7%

Nuclear
25.1%

Natural gas
11.6%

Coal
18.2%

Oil
2.1%

Net import
5.6%

Waste
1.1%

Hydro
17.0%
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Waste Management in Finland

Interim storage of spent fuel
Loviisa 1983
Olkiluoto 1987

Final repository for low and intermediate 
level waste

Loviisa 1997
Olkiluoto 1992

Final repository of spent fuel
Olkiluoto site selected 1999
Government Decision in Principle 
ratified by the Parliament in May 2001
Kick-off of the excavation work in the 
summer 2004



Responsible energy

KKAI 16 February 2005

Teollisuuden Voima Oy

Communication for a New Nuclear Plant Unit

- Arguments are solid and getting stronger

- Communication with the stakeholders regularly and in 
a very long term

- Acknowledgement of communication and the role of 
third parties

- Media as a opinion maker
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Number of media hits
November, 2000 - July, 2002 

Total number 28000
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The Acceptance of Nuclear Power 
in Finland 1982 - 2004

Source: Suomen Gallup Oy / TNS Gallup Oy
Finnish Energy Industries Federation
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Olkiluoto 3

Finland – a role model or an exception ? 
In a small country are the stakeholders easy to approach?



INTEGRAL COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES IN INTEGRAL COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES IN 
SUPPORT OF THE REPOSITORY SITE SUPPORT OF THE REPOSITORY SITE 
SELECTION IN SLOVENIASELECTION IN SLOVENIA

NADJA ŽELEZNIK, IRENA MELE and METKA KRALJ
Agency for Radwaste Management ARAO
Parmova 53, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

PIME 2005
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DESCRIPTION  OF THE DESCRIPTION  OF THE 
PRESENT STATUS  PRESENT STATUS  

some factssome facts

PIME 2005
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Nuclear facilities in SloveniaNuclear facilities in Slovenia

PIME 2005

Research 
reactor TRIGA

NPP Krško

Uranium mine in 
decommissioning

Central Storage for  
institutional LILW 
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FACTFACT

*    *    LILW from NPP is stored on the location of  
NPP and managed by NPP (storage volume 
~ 2600 m3)

*    LILW from small producers is stored in  
Central Storage and managed by ARAO
(storage volume  ~ 500 m3)

PIME 2005
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Amount of LILW produced in Amount of LILW produced in 
SloveniaSlovenia

Amount of LILW at the end of 2004

Estimated yearly production of  LILW

NPP Krško Institutional waste
volume 2289 m3 70 m3

activity 19000 GBq 2700 GBq

• about 13.000 m3 additional  
LILW  originating from the  
decommissioning of NPP  
Krško   (after 2023)

NPP Krško Institutional waste
volume 50 m3 3 m3

** NPP implements different 
measures for volume 
reduction while ARAO doesn't

PIME 2005
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Policy issues in LILW management Policy issues in LILW management 
in Sloveniain Slovenia

*   repository for short lived LILW is declared as the 
permanent solution 

*   LILW repository is a spatial arrangement of 
national importance, construction licence is 
acquired through the detailed plan of national 
importance

*   mixed-mode approach is selected for the 
repository site selection

*   2008 - deadline for repository siting
*   2013 - deadline for repository construction

PIME 2005
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SITING PROCEDURESITING PROCEDURE

*     1990 *     1990 -- 1993   technical approach1993   technical approach
FAILEDFAILED

*    *    1996 1996 -- 2008  mixed mode approach2008  mixed mode approach
IN PROGRESSIN PROGRESS

PIME 2005
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First siting attemptFirst siting attempt

Selection of 5 potential locations (43 technical criteria)

Announcement of locations

Severe public rejection of the locations

Siting procedure STOPPED

PIME 2005
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PIME 2005

Public wants to be 
systematically involved 
throughout the whole 

procedure, otherwise the 
negative negative feelings develop.

- suspicion, mistrust, anger
- feelings of being deceived
- feelings of being misled
- feelings of being manipulated
- feelings of being abused for  

the sake of others’ interests

Political supportPolitical support to the 
project plays a key role in 
justification of the siting 

procedure

Why the technical approach failed ?

SOLUTION
Assure the public participation
in decision-making

THE MIXED MODE 
APPROACH
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Second siting attempt Second siting attempt –– considering considering 
technical and social issuestechnical and social issues

PIME 2005

2002 – identification of 
potentially suitable 

areas

PUBLIC 

PARTICIPATION
1999-2001 – area survey 

stage

1996-1999 – planning and 
development stage

2002 
MEDIATOR

2003 
COMPENSATIONS
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Results of technical Results of technical 
screening of the areascreening of the area

Potentially suitable areas in 2002

Announced locations in 1993

LJUBLJANA

S     L     O     V     E     N     I     A

NPP Krško
Research Reactor Center TRIGA
Five most suitable locations
Abandoned mine of Žirovski Žrh
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATIONPUBLIC PARTICIPATION
IN REPOSITORY SITINGIN REPOSITORY SITING

*    information activies*    information activies
*   communication activies*   communication activies

PIME 2005
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Information reduces the riskInformation reduces the risk
of conflictsof conflicts

*   Strategy “information first – communication later”
to prevent the feeling of being manipulated

*    Encourage two way information streams 
ARAO stakeholders 
ARAO public

stakeholders public

* Public participation is based on free decision.  
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ARAO information materials ARAO information materials 

PIME 2005

Web pages
Books, leaflets
Visitors Centre

Magazine RAOPIS
Articles in local media
Radio/TV broadcasts

Videocassettes
CD-ROMs
Posters
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ARAO Communication activitiesARAO Communication activities

Mediator 
Web forum
Study circles
Open Door Day
Workshops for stakeholders 
(local authorities, NGOs)

PIME 2005
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LOCATION
Potential locations
(max 3)

Potentially 
suitable areas

mediator

Workshops for 
stakeholders

Applications from 
local communities

1st public 
hearing

Local 
partnership

Strategic impact 
assessment

Environmental 
impact assessment

Field 
studies

Conditions and provisions for 
spatial planning activitiy

2nd public 
hearing

Inputs of ARAO communication Inputs of ARAO communication 
activities to the siting and licensing activities to the siting and licensing 
processprocess

I n f o r m a t i o n   I n f o r m a t i o n   
a c t i v i t i e sa c t i v i t i e s
PIME 2005
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The results are promising The results are promising ––
the siting procedure is going on.the siting procedure is going on.

PIME 2005
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Recent eventsRecent events

*   In December 2004 an invitation was sent to local communities
to apply for participation in the siting procedure.

*   ARAO got four applications – they were sent by mayors.
*  11 local communities declared that they don’t 

wish to participate.
*   Some public opposition arouse because the mayors 

didn’t consult the local community in advance.
*   ARAO won’t officially contact the local community 

till the expiry date for applications – beginning of April.

PIME 2005
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Thank you for the attentionThank you for the attention
PIME 2005



KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Communication of Young Communication of Young 
Nuclear Specialists Nuclear Specialists 

in Hungaryin Hungary

Katalin Kulacsy Katalin Kulacsy 
and and 

TamTamás Pázmándiás Pázmándi
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Outline:Outline:
problemsproblems

tasks concerning young peopletasks concerning young people

general communicationgeneral communication influence on educationinfluence on education
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

ProblemsProblems (by decreasing age groups)(by decreasing age groups)::

1.1. ageing nuclear specialists, not enough young ageing nuclear specialists, not enough young 
staff staff –– knowledge is often not transmittedknowledge is often not transmitted

2.2. depopulation of nucleardepopulation of nuclear--related higher related higher 
educationeducation

3.3. loss of prestige of, and lack of information loss of prestige of, and lack of information 
concerning, natural sciences (especially concerning, natural sciences (especially 
nuclear energetics) at schoolnuclear energetics) at school
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Depopulation: students entering Depopulation: students entering 
Debrecen university, physicsDebrecen university, physics
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Young Generation Network Young Generation Network 
in Hungaryin Hungary ((since 1998)since 1998): our tasks : our tasks 

problemproblem tasktask

target: 
target: 
young 
young 
people
people

ageing staff, ageing staff, 
vanishing knowledgevanishing knowledge

maintain professional maintain professional 
knowledge and keep knowledge and keep 
young specialists young specialists 

lack of young people lack of young people 
in higher educationin higher education

attract young people attract young people 
to the nuclear fieldto the nuclear field

loss of prestige of loss of prestige of 
nuclear at schoolnuclear at school

give publicity andgive publicity and
provide informationprovide information
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

How to reach young people?How to reach young people?

Communication in general:Communication in general:
through the mediathrough the media
by means of debatesby means of debates
at conferences, lectures, etc., organised at conferences, lectures, etc., organised 
by/for themby/for them
face to faceface to face

Education:Education:
through their teachersthrough their teachers
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Communication Communication –– conferences, conferences, 
debatesdebates

Nuclear energy or Nuclear energy or 
future? (2003) future? (2003) 
organised at the organised at the 
University of University of 
Sciences of SzegedSciences of Szeged
Meeting of Meeting of 
Hungarian Hungarian 
Environmentalists Environmentalists 
(each year)(each year)
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Communication Communication –– face to faceface to face
Island Festival Island Festival –– eacheach
year since 1999year since 1999
(see video clip for the (see video clip for the 
PIME Award)PIME Award)

several hundred several hundred 
thousands of mostly thousands of mostly 
young visitorsyoung visitors
they complete nuclear they complete nuclear 
questionnairesquestionnaires
(more than 2,000 in (more than 2,000 in 
2004)2004)

FACE TO FACE TALKFACE TO FACE TALK
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Education Education –– Conference of Conference of 
Secondary School Physics Secondary School Physics 
TeachersTeachers

if they possess if they possess 
accurate information accurate information 
about nuclear energy, about nuclear energy, 
their students will be their students will be 
well informedwell informed
if they are not averse to if they are not averse to 
nuclear energetics, their nuclear energetics, their 
students may even be students may even be 
interested in itinterested in it
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Conference of Secondary School Conference of Secondary School 
Physics Teachers, 2004Physics Teachers, 2004
YGN Hungary organised 3 lectures YGN Hungary organised 3 lectures 
(and collected the addresses of the participants):(and collected the addresses of the participants):

From the nucleus to the wallFrom the nucleus to the wall--socket (basics of socket (basics of 
nuclear physics)nuclear physics)
Is our Earth warming? (arguments and Is our Earth warming? (arguments and 
countercounter--arguments in the subjects of arguments in the subjects of 
sustainable development and global warming)sustainable development and global warming)
The INESThe INES--3 incident at Paks NPP in April 20033 incident at Paks NPP in April 2003
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Conference of Secondary School Conference of Secondary School 
Physics Teachers, 200Physics Teachers, 20055
Plan for this year’s lectures:Plan for this year’s lectures:

comparing renewable and nuclear energy comparing renewable and nuclear energy 
(emphasis on frequent distortion of data)(emphasis on frequent distortion of data)
what without nuclear?what without nuclear?
booklet of accurate data distributed to the booklet of accurate data distributed to the 
participants, to check frequently heard participants, to check frequently heard 
informationinformation
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Education Education –– Year of PhysicsYear of Physics
Competition for secondary schools Competition for secondary schools 
announced by the Hungarian Nuclear announced by the Hungarian Nuclear 
Society:Society:
“Organise programmes to direct the “Organise programmes to direct the 
attention of young people onto physics.”attention of young people onto physics.”
The Young Generation Network in Hungary The Young Generation Network in Hungary 
takes part in the organisation.takes part in the organisation.
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Education Education –– Year of PhysicsYear of Physics
The Young Generation Network in Hungary The Young Generation Network in Hungary 
takes part in the organisation of the takes part in the organisation of the 
competitioncompetition
“T“Tódor Kármán ódor Kármán –– Relationship between Relationship between 
physics and the environment”physics and the environment”
announced by Paks NPP announced by Paks NPP forfor secondary secondary 
school and university studentsschool and university students..
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Future plansFuture plans
continue wellcontinue well--tried campaigns tried campaigns 
(Island Festival, Conference of (Island Festival, Conference of 
Secondary School Physics Teachers, Secondary School Physics Teachers, 
etc.)etc.)
find further channels to reach young find further channels to reach young 
peoplepeople
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Thank you for your Thank you for your 
attention!attention!

kulacsy@sunserv.kfki.hukulacsy@sunserv.kfki.hu
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Presentation of the AREVA international 
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Contents

I- Context and objectives for the launch of the 
campaign

II- The campaign 

III- Awareness/image barometer and post test results
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I- Context and objectives for the 
launch of the campaign
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Context

Integration of the Transmission and Distribution 
division (T&D): AREVA becomes one of the worldwide 
key players in the energy field

Plan for an IPO on the Paris stock exchange

Need for AREVA to have a strong brand 
name synonymous with safety, quality and 
technological standard
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Objectives

Let the targeted audiences know the strategic change 
in the group's activities and its new scope

Represent the values that unite AREVA the world over 
by showing the group's expertise in its different energy 
activities

The advertising campaign should reinforce 
the group's visibility in top priority 
development areas: Europe, the USA and 
Asia
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II- The campaign
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Creation

EURO RSCG C&O won the bid through:

An innovative visual style created by Studio H5

An effective scenario for the 45'' TV film

Music from Lipps Inc., "Funkytown": an energetic 
song with a beat

A novel and engaging style, showing that a 
complicated business can be described in 
a fresh, fun and easy-to-understand way
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Print ad
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TV commercial
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Media Plan / Budget
First wave: from March to June 2004

110 countries

300 print ads in the international press

45'' film on 32 international TV channels 

3,000 showings of the TV spot

7 million showings on the web banners

Film screening on two airlines (British Airways & Air 
France)

Total budget for space purchases: €14.5 Million
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Media Plan / Budget
Second wave: from October to December 2004

Coverage: Europe, Asia and the USA
TV advertisement

approximately 600 showings of the 45'' TV spot on 
17 French channels 

a total of 1000 showings on one pan-European 
channel, two pan-Asian channels, two US channels 
and one international channel

two airlines: Air France and Singapore Airlines 

Press ad published 52 times in nine Chinese national 
papers
Total budget for space purchases: €3.8 Million
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III- Awareness/image barometer 
and post test results
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Post test
French general public

A highly popular TV campaign
79%* of interviewees like the TV film: a figure far 
beyond usual scores (benchmark: 70 - 75%)

(This figure is 56% for the press ad)

A state-of-the-art concept:
81%* consider the film original, 
84%* think it is modern

A unique style
82%* state they enjoy seeing it

An educational slant 
72%* believe the ad explains the energy circuit well

*: Impact study carried out by TNS from November 8 to 19 2004, among 1001 people representative of the French 
general public.
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Awareness/image barometer
French general public

The group's prompted awareness is strengthening

+ 18 points between March and November 2004

15
24

18 17
24

3

4

3 6

9

2

2

1
5

6

2

2

11

1

by name only quite well very wellslightly
Sub-total «Knows
AREVA by name
only »

Sept. 20021 Dec. 20021 March 20042 June 2004
(before the «Défi AREVA» 

operation)
(after the «Défi AREVA» -

operation)
(before the

«Energy Experts» 
campaign)

(after the
first wave of the

«Energy Experts» 
campaign)

Nov. 2004
(after the second 

wave of the
«Energy Experts» 

campaign)

21%

31%
30%

23%

41%
+ 11 points

+ 7 points

Base = French general public

1: figures from the "Impact et retombées de l'opération Défi AREVA" report. Study carried out by phone among a panel representative of the French 
population (1004 people, from Sept. 28 to Sept. 29 and 1008 people from Dec. 22 to Dec. 23), aged 15 and more. 
2: study carried out by phone among a panel of 1011 people representative of the French population, aged 15 and more (2 and 3 March 2004)
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Post test
International opinion leaders

The campaign has:
A particularly strong impact in France 
A significant impact in the USA and among 
professionals interested in AREVA's activities in 
Germany and in the UK
A more limited impact in Asia

Opinion leaders in France, China and the USA are
particularly drawn to the look and feel.

The British find it lacks appeal.

The Germans and the Japanese believe the style could 
have been closer to their respective local cultures.

*: study carried out by phone by TNS SOFRES among a panel of international opinion leaders (June-
July 2004)
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Awareness/image barometer
International opinion leaders

Prompted awareness: varies by country

On average, 42%* of opinion leaders know AREVA at least by 
name:

France: 92%** of French opinion leaders know AREVA at least 
by name.

In China, the USA and the UK, AREVA's name recognition is 
still far behind more established brands such as 
Westinghouse or Siemens. 

In Germany, 21%* of opinion leaders know AREVA 

*: study carried out by phone by TNS SOFRES among a panel of international opinion leaders (June-July 2004)
**: study carried out by phone by TNS SOFRES among a panel of 154 French opinion leaders (November 2004)
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Thank you for your attention.
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anne-claire.lienhardt@areva.com





STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN THE DOUNREAY 
SITE RESTORATION PLAN (DSRP)

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA)

PIME 2005
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Dounreay

Windscale
Risley

Culham

Winfrith
Harwell

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Dounreay’s
response to 
NII/ SEPA 
audit

Dounreay Site 
RestorationPlan
(DSRP)
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Advert placed in local 
and Scottish press

Over 150 responses

Recruitment 
continues on website

Now well established 
stakeholder list
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Dounreay 
Bulletin issued 
every 2 weeks

Details current 
activities and 
unplanned 
events
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Launched 
newsletter in Oct 
2002 after 
consultation with 
local liaison 
committee

Set out criteria and 
forward programme
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

launched with 
intent in bulletin

issue of 
newsletter

2 step process
– panel meetings
– summary 

document
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Contents of folder
Agenda
Executive summary
Draft BPEO
Summary of options
Summary of scoring
Sample questions
any additional information
Glossary
Feedback

Information folder consisted of:
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Posters were 
used in an 
evening event 
and were also 
on display at 
panel meetings.

.Allowed people 
to add written 
comments if 
desired.
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Panel members 
discuss/debate 
weightings for the 
different attributes.

Use of software shows 
how the relevant 
importance of attributes 
can change the order of 
options. 
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

So far we have completed four consultations:
– Dealing with radioactive solvents and oils
– The Long Term Management of LLW at 

Dounreay
– The Shaft End State
– Managing PFR raffinates
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Faulkland
Associates 
Ltd carried 
out a review 
of our 
process
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

– that we did more work with stakeholders on strategic 
issues

– that we needed to ensure documents were updated 
on a regular basis

– We needed to make the website more user friendly 
with a description of what each document is

– other website related issues
– information was required well in advance

In summary the report recommended
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

– to ensure we did not raise panel members’ 
expectations and explain clearly UKAEA’s objective

– We should make more use of youth panels (we have 
ran one with the LLW and found it very useful).

– Resources were an issue
– Recommendation reports must give clear feedback 

to participants on what changes, if any, have been 
made as a result of consultation.

– We needed to get stakeholders involved earlier in the 
process.

In summary the report recommended
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Positives
– newsletter
– involvement of project 

team
– information pack
– download spreadsheet 

was a good idea
– panel meetings well run

• use of internal panel was 
innovative

– UKAEA team showed 
genuine commitment to 
being open and honest.
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

“UKAEA was in many ways 
leading the way in this area within 

the UK nuclear industry”
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

Launched public 
participation on 
radioactive waste 
streams strategy

Are looking at 
ways of involving 
stakeholders with 
our new Life Cycle 
Base Lines for site.
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– introduced a steering group to oversee 
transparency of consultation

– will enter into discussion earlier in the process
• at the options and attribute stage
• increase the amount of panel meetings

– working up an exhibition to be held locally
– organising a conference to bring ‘experts’ 

together

Management of radioactive particles
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STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN DSRP

– we believe our communications are improving
– we are committed to consulting with 

stakeholders
– we’ve found the experience to be beneficial

In summary

We will continue to learn lessons and 
will continue to make improvements
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Martin Luthander, General Co-Chair IYNC2006
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Agenda

What is IYNC?
Why IYNC?
Regional Events
IYNC2006
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I as in...

International

Current nuclear related associations of mine

Internalise external costs

International Monetary Foundation

Internal medicine

Interpret

Internal parts

Interpolate
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Y as in...

Youth

Y2K (safe)

Yo-yo (politics)

Yuan (big business in China)

Yucca (mountain)

Years and years (long life time)

Y-chromosome (dangerous, radiation/medical applications)

Yellow-cake (uranium last long!!!)

Yellow journalism – (public opinion)

YOU (you have a responsibility to oppose and meet yellow journalism!)
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N as in...

Nuclear

Nucleus

Nuclear power

Nuclear family

Nuclear renaissance 

All associations linked to ....  Nuclear....
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C as in...

Congress

Conic

Converge

Congressman

Congresswoman

Networking

Exchange

Transfer
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Why IYNC? - Mission Statement

We, as representatives of the new generation of 
professionals in the nuclear field agree to seize the 

opportunity of IYNC2000 by creating an international 
network, the International Youth Nuclear Congress, to;

• Develop new approaches to communicate benefits 
of nuclear power, as part of a balance energy mix

• Promote further peaceful uses of nuclear science 
and technology for the welfare of mankind

• Transfer knowledge from the current generation of 
leading scientists to the next generation and across 
international boundaries
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Regional Event 2005, Europe

Hvar Island Brela
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IYNC2006 - Schedule

Sunday 18 June 2006 Monday 19 June 2006 Tuesday 20 June 2006 Thursday 22 June 2006 Friday 23 June 2006

7 Transport to somewher
8
9

10
11
12 Lunch Lunch
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Rest

Midsummer traditions

IYNC Games

Social Evening

Arrival and registration Track Sessions KTH

Track Sessions KTH

Track Sessions KTH

Track Sessions KTH

International 
Meeting KTH 

with lunch and 
as long as 

needed

Wednesday 21 June 2006

Bus to Olkiluoto

Technical visit including 
lunch

Bus to Turku

Farewell DinnerTransport to the boat

Boat to Turku
Boat to Stockholm

Welcome Reception 
Stockholm City Hall

Opening Session 
Stockholm Opera 

House

Track Sessions KTH

Transport & Lunch
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Merging of Cultures
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Executive Committee 

Finland

Korea
Russia

SwedenUK
USA

Canada

Croatia

Egypt

Argentina

Australia

Japan

Italy
IranHungary

South Africa

Slovenia
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IYNC2006
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Respecting Traditions
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Graphical Message
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Call upon the industry to participate

MARK YOUR CALENDAR AND MAKE SURE

TO HAVE MEETINGS IN STOCKHOLM

18 – 23 JUNE 2006

AND

REGISTRER FOR IYNC2006

WWW.IYNC.ORG



Nuclear Association and YG Nuclear Association and YG 
in the Energy and Nuclear in the Energy and Nuclear 

debate in Italydebate in Italy

Enrico MAINARDIEnrico MAINARDI
AIN (AIN (AssociazioneAssociazione ItalianaItaliana NucleareNucleare), ENEA), ENEA

EE--MAIL:MAIL: mainardi@frascati.enea.itmainardi@frascati.enea.it; ; Tel:+39Tel:+39--339.7716934339.7716934

Public Information Media Exchange, PIME-2005
Paris – FRANCE (February 13-16, 2005)

mailto:mainardi@frascati.enea.it


TOPICS:TOPICS:

Nuclear future in Italy? What can AIN,YG do?Nuclear future in Italy? What can AIN,YG do?

Situation of AIN & YGSituation of AIN & YG

Situation of energy systemSituation of energy system

Fission for present energy supplyFission for present energy supply

Fusion for research & long term applicationsFusion for research & long term applications

ConclusionsConclusions



Nuclear future in Italy?Nuclear future in Italy?
Energy system must be improved & diversification of sources Energy system must be improved & diversification of sources 
asks for nuclear fission (asks for nuclear fission (soonersooner or later);or later);
So far little strategy & lot of emotions and ideology on energy;So far little strategy & lot of emotions and ideology on energy;
Peaceful applications of nuclear tech.Peaceful applications of nuclear tech. (industry, medicine, (industry, medicine, 
agricultureagriculture……) & Research (fusion, gen4, ADS, radiobiology) & Research (fusion, gen4, ADS, radiobiology……))

What can AIN & YG do?What can AIN & YG do?
Promote public and political support with Promote public and political support with 
communication on the energycommunication on the energy-- nuclear sector;nuclear sector;
Build new confidenceBuild new confidence answeringanswering questionsquestions of people;of people;
Organize a platform for technical discussion with Organize a platform for technical discussion with 
nuclear industry, research, university.nuclear industry, research, university.



AIN (AIN (AssociazioneAssociazione ItalianaItaliana NucleareNucleare))
••AIN AIN is supported byis supported by: SOGIN, ANSALDO (50 : SOGIN, ANSALDO (50 membersmembers), ), 
University of Bologna , Roma “La University of Bologna , Roma “La SapienzaSapienza“, Palermo (15 “, Palermo (15 
membersmembers).......will ).......will havehave moremore supportsupport also also fromfrom individualsindividuals;;

••AIN = SNI AIN = SNI ((Società Nucleare ItalianaSocietà Nucleare Italiana) ) + FIEN+ FIEN (Forum(Forum
Italiano dell'Energia NucleareItaliano dell'Energia Nucleare)  )  + ANDIN+ ANDIN ((Associazione Associazione 
ItalianaItaliana di di Ingegneria NucleareIngegneria Nucleare e e Sicurezza ImpiantisticaSicurezza Impiantistica););

••YG is supported and is a part of AIN;YG is supported and is a part of AIN;
••YGYG can provide new ideascan provide new ideas, , futurefuture of of the fieldthe field; ; 
••YGYG can learn from experienced memberscan learn from experienced members; ; 
••YGYG offersoffers a “a “freshfresh““perspectiveperspective and and visibilityvisibility;;
••YG YG can relate can relate to to the pubblic building new confidencethe pubblic building new confidence. . 



National AIN meetingNational AIN meeting
1.1. September 2September 2ndnd, 2004 in Roma, 2004 in Roma;;

2.2. On nuclear technologies had a particular emphasis on On nuclear technologies had a particular emphasis on 
fission power and on the national nuclear industryfission power and on the national nuclear industry;;

3.3. More than 200 people in the nuclear field 10% of More than 200 people in the nuclear field 10% of 
which were young professionals and studentswhich were young professionals and students;;

4.4. Two main companies SOGIN and ANSALDO;Two main companies SOGIN and ANSALDO;

5.5. Research institution like ENEA and 6 Universities;Research institution like ENEA and 6 Universities;

6.6. MARS and IRIS reactor concepts;MARS and IRIS reactor concepts;

7.7. Technical background in the nuclear field is NOT Technical background in the nuclear field is NOT 
completely lost after almost 18 years of inactivity.completely lost after almost 18 years of inactivity.



Nuclear Conversion project Nuclear Conversion project 
for Developmentfor Development

1.1. November 11November 11thth, 2004 in Roma (with participation of AIN), 2004 in Roma (with participation of AIN);;

2.2. It can increase a positive image of nuclear technology;It can increase a positive image of nuclear technology;

3.3. Conversion of uranium from weapons into fuel and utilizing Conversion of uranium from weapons into fuel and utilizing 
these new resources to fight poverty in the worldthese new resources to fight poverty in the world;;

4.4. 8000 nuclear warheads converted into fuel in USA & Russia;8000 nuclear warheads converted into fuel in USA & Russia;

5.5. Reduce the risk of apocalyptic disasters and create a new Reduce the risk of apocalyptic disasters and create a new 
atmosphere for peace and security;atmosphere for peace and security;

6.6. Promote international cooperation so that the return of the Promote international cooperation so that the return of the 
investment is destined to development;investment is destined to development;

7.7. Promote support & development activities in the form of Promote support & development activities in the form of 
micromicro--projects in the South of the world.projects in the South of the world.



Energy system in Italy 1/3Energy system in Italy 1/3

•Energy system is the most unstable, air-polluting , 
expensive among industrialized countries;

•Energy mix depends mainly on oil and natural gas;

•The price of electricity is one of the highest in EU;

These are some of the effects of the These are some of the effects of the 
lack an effective energy policylack an effective energy policy







Energy system in Italy Energy system in Italy 2/32/3

•Among the countries of the EU, Italy ranks first in terms of 
electricity imports (16% of domestic consumption);

•Power grid interconnected with neighboring countries via 17 
lines to import over 50 billion kWh of electricity per year;

•Although the discussions on reducing greenhouse gases & 
emitting air pollutants Italy is increasing fossil fuel emissions;

•Kyoto protocol targets seems impossible to be reached;



Energy system in Italy Energy system in Italy 3/33/3

•Political system tried to avoid any decisions that could bring to 
a loss of votes;

•The voice of the environmentalists has been strong over 
technical and economical analysis;

•Energy system was following the hopes for energy savings & 
renewables source with lot of investments (solar, wind….);

The situation can be improved: The situation can be improved: 
you can fool some people for some time, you can fool some people for some time, 
Not everybody forever.Not everybody forever.



Fission for present energy supplyFission for present energy supply
•Supply of Electricity is a key factor in economic and 
technological development;

•Electricity demand increases over time;

•Fossil fuels will continue to dominate for the next few 
decades: increase in CO2;

•Need to increase the share of non-carbon emitting sources 
(nuclear & renewables);

•Europe with 32% of electricity by nuclear, excellent safety 
records and internationally monitored

•Nuclear provides energy, heat (hydrogen) w/o air pollutants



Fusion for research and long term Fusion for research and long term 
future applicationsfuture applications

•There is an intense R&D fusion program in Italy;

•MCF could be promising (operational safety, environmental 
properties and sustainability);

•Successful R&D (particularly in Europe) & ITER;

•Very long path to fusion reactor & economically convenient 
electricity;

•Future generations can benefit but in short-medium time 
scale fusion energy is not available.



ConclusionsConclusions
1.1. Nuclear is beneficial as an important energy source and for Nuclear is beneficial as an important energy source and for 

an overall economical and technological growthan overall economical and technological growth;;
2.2. NNuclearuclear can provide a more balanced energy mix and it can can provide a more balanced energy mix and it can 

decrease the energy dependence from abroad;decrease the energy dependence from abroad;
3.3. The nuclear option would not exclude other energy sources;The nuclear option would not exclude other energy sources;
4.4. AIN can play a role promoting AIN can play a role promoting peaceful applications of peaceful applications of 

nuclear tech. & nuclear tech. & the nuclear option (with effective discussion);the nuclear option (with effective discussion);
5.5. YG YG can relatecan relate to to the pubblic building new confidence the pubblic building new confidence 

anwering their questions anwering their questions & delivering positive messages;& delivering positive messages;
6.6. YG can reach its goals if there is a strong synergy between YG can reach its goals if there is a strong synergy between 

the generations;the generations;
7.7. Nuclear technology is still relatively young and it has a large Nuclear technology is still relatively young and it has a large 

potential for improvements in various fields.potential for improvements in various fields.
THANKS for IAEA sponsorship THANK YOU for your attention
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ToTo WhomWhom BelongsBelongs thethe
FutureFuture??

Mihály Mihály MakaiMakai
KFKI KFKI AtomicAtomic EnergyEnergy ResearchResearch

InstituteInstitute, Budapest, Budapest
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

OutlineOutline
About the presentAbout the present
Competitors to acquire the futureCompetitors to acquire the future
What is the future like?What is the future like?
Problems to be resolved before acquiring Problems to be resolved before acquiring 

the future...the future...
Concluding remarksConcluding remarks
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AboutAbout thethe presentpresent
Science and technique assure means to Science and technique assure means to 

provide reasonable supply for everyoneprovide reasonable supply for everyone
Masses lack healthy drinking water and Masses lack healthy drinking water and 

foodfood
There are distribution (political) problemsThere are distribution (political) problems
The present situation is unstable (ageing, The present situation is unstable (ageing, 

climate, knowledge attrition)climate, knowledge attrition)
In Europe, in the USA an aging crisis In Europe, in the USA an aging crisis 

loomslooms
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CompetitorsCompetitors
The future belongs to the youth...The future belongs to the youth...
but there is a sharp competition among but there is a sharp competition among 
Asia, America, and EuropeAsia, America, and Europe
The stake is enormousThe stake is enormous
The looser may loose everything...The looser may loose everything...
The most merciless competitor is TIME!The most merciless competitor is TIME!
Let us glance at the energy sector!Let us glance at the energy sector!
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The modern western society provides an artificialThe modern western society provides an artificial
surrounding for the citizenssurrounding for the citizens
Water is gained with difficultiesWater is gained with difficulties
The society is hungry for energyThe society is hungry for energy
Once energy supply fails, industry collapsesOnce energy supply fails, industry collapses
There is a high degree if cooperation in the There is a high degree if cooperation in the 

society, among other between generationssociety, among other between generations
Fast technical development may endanger this Fast technical development may endanger this 

cooperationcooperation
Spontaneous fluctuations may endanger this Spontaneous fluctuations may endanger this 

cooperationcooperation
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Ageing in the Energy SectorAgeing in the Energy Sector
In the USA, 50% of the energy industry will In the USA, 50% of the energy industry will 
lose 50% of its workers in 5 yr.lose 50% of its workers in 5 yr.
The British nuclear industry would need 50 The British nuclear industry would need 50 
000 new employees if no new nuclear 000 new employees if no new nuclear 
facility is built!facility is built!
In France, 9000 employees retire by 2015.In France, 9000 employees retire by 2015.
In Hungary, 2000 employees of the NPP will In Hungary, 2000 employees of the NPP will 
retire by 2021.retire by 2021.
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World World energyenergy productionproduction
sourcesource: : ((http://eia.doe.govhttp://eia.doe.gov))

YearYear ProducedProduced
energyenergy ((TWhTWh))

ProducedProduced
energyenergy (%)(%)

19901990 1134011340 100100

19951995 1263712637 111111

20002000 1459514595 129129

20012001 1481314813 131131

20022002 1529015290 135135
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TrendsTrends inin energyenergy productionproduction ((sourcesource: : httphttp://)://)
RegionRegion ShareShare inin % % 

19901990
ShareShare inin % % 
20022002

GowthGowth inin % % 
19901990--20022002

GrowthGrowth inin % % 
20012001--20022002

NorthNorth
AmericaAmerica

32.032.0 30.030.0 26.726.7 1.91.9

AsiaAsia 20.820.8 28.928.9 88.088.0 7.07.0
AfricaAfrica 2.72.7 3.03.0 47.647.6 3.13.1
EuropeEurope 38.238.2 29.729.7 4.94.9 1.01.0
C C andand SouthSouth
AmericaAmerica

4.44.4 5.25.2 58.958.9 3.33.3

PortugalPortugal 0.240.24 0.280.28 59.659.6 --1.91.9
USAUSA 26.826.8 25.125.1 26.426.4 2.72.7
ChinaChina 5.25.2 10.310.3 166.8166.8 11.811.8
WorldWorld 100100 100100 34.834.8 3.23.2
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ChangesChanges inin Most Most PopulatedPopulated CountriesCountries
Source:Source:L. B. Durham: Organizing and Enhancing Training, Sixth IAEA-FORATOM Joint Workshop, 

Vienna, October 5-7, 2004

19501950
ChinaChina
IndiaIndia
USAUSA

SovietSoviet UnionUnion
JapanJapan

IndonesiaIndonesia
GermanyGermany

BrasilBrasil
GreatGreat BritainBritain

ItalyItaly
BangladeshBangladesh

France

20502050
IndiaIndia
ChinaChina
USAUSA

IndonesiaIndonesia
NigeriaNigeria

PakistanPakistan
BangladeshBangladesh

BrasilBrasil
CongoCongo
MexicoMexico

PhilippinesPhilippines
EgyptFrance Egypt
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CountriesCountries most most exposedexposed toto AgeingAgeing ((nuclearnuclear energyenergy shareshare))

Spain 27%
 Italy ( 0%
France 77%
Belgium 58%
 The Netherlands 4%
 Germany 30%
 Japan 34%
Sweden 44%
 Canada 13%
 USA 20%
Great Britain 22%
Australia 0

Source:L. B. Durham: Organizing and Enhancing Training, Sixth IAEA-FORATOM Joint Workshop, 
Vienna, October 5-7, 2004
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Possible Possible consequenciesconsequencies of decreased energyof decreased energy
production:production:

Fall back of industrial production in large Fall back of industrial production in large 
regionsregions
Migration of massesMigration of masses
Unpredictable social changesUnpredictable social changes
Unpredictable changes in world economyUnpredictable changes in world economy
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ValuesValues andand generationsgenerations (USA)(USA)
1980-2000 1960-1980 1943-1960 1922-1943

Optimism Diversity Optimism Dedication

Civic duty Thinking globally Team orientation Honor

Confidence Balance Personal
gratification

Sacrifice

Achievement Techno-literacy Health and
wellness

Patience

Sociability Fun Personal growth Conformity

Morality Informality Youth Law and order

Street smarts Self-reliance Work Respect authority

Diversity Pragmatism Involvement Duty before
pleasure
Adherence to
rules
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GenerationsGenerations andand motivationmotivation
1980-2000 1960-1980 1943-1960 1922-1943

Your boss is old Do it your way You are
important

Your experience
is respected

You work with
bright people

We got newest
SW, HW here

Your
contribution is
important

Appreciate what
happened in the
past

You can turn
this company
around

Few rules here You are valued
here

Your perseve-
rance is
rewarded

You can be a
hero
here

We are not very
corporate

We need you

Source: Messages that Motivate individuals, Generations at Work,Source: Messages that Motivate individuals, Generations at Work, ZemkeZemke et al. 2000et al. 2000
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Change in New Workers Supply (2002Change in New Workers Supply (2002--2011)2011)
source:source: IAEA Workshop on Managing an Aging Workforce and Transfer KnowleIAEA Workshop on Managing an Aging Workforce and Transfer Knowledge, Vienna, October 2004dge, Vienna, October 2004
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Training times in the nuclear industryTraining times in the nuclear industry

Universities: 10 yrUniversities: 10 yr
Research: 8 yrResearch: 8 yr
Authority: 5 yrAuthority: 5 yr
Industry (av.): 3 Industry (av.): 3 
Worker: 1 yr Worker: 1 yr 

Workshop head: 3 yrWorkshop head: 3 yr
Department head: 3 yrDepartment head: 3 yr
Operator: 2 yrOperator: 2 yr
Reactor operator: 5 yrReactor operator: 5 yr
Safety inspector: 8 yr 

Source. IAEA Workshop on Managing an Aging Workforce and Source. IAEA Workshop on Managing an Aging Workforce and 
Transfer Knowledge, Vienna, October 2004Transfer Knowledge, Vienna, October 2004

Safety inspector: 8 yr 
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In Europe, we observe the following trends:In Europe, we observe the following trends:

Society is agingSociety is aging
Young generations turn away from scienceYoung generations turn away from science
Masses will retire in a few years timeMasses will retire in a few years time
The expertise of the old generation may vanishThe expertise of the old generation may vanish
A clandestine crisis looms in EuropeA clandestine crisis looms in Europe
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WhatWhat motivatesmotivates thethe studentsstudents? ? 

•Intellectual challenge
•Income, long term job 
•Prestige of the job (opinion of other students, alumni etc.)
•Personal influence of professors
•Quality of work tools (old fashioned tools, neglected labs)
•Judgement of society (environment killer, polluter, hazard maker)

POLITICIANS SHOULD THINK TWICE BEFORE SAYING
NEGATIVE STATEMENTS CONCERNING A PROFESSION.
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In the next 20 years the future of nuclear In the next 20 years the future of nuclear 
energeticsenergetics will mainly be determined by will mainly be determined by 
social questions (communication)social questions (communication) and and human human 
resourcesresources rather than technological rather than technological 
or economic issues.or economic issues.
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Concluding remarksConcluding remarks
In the energy sector, Europe may face a In the energy sector, Europe may face a 
crisiscrisis
Resolution would require immediate, Resolution would require immediate, 

comprehensive actioncomprehensive action
Young people are encouraged to face the Young people are encouraged to face the 

challenge and solve the emerging problemschallenge and solve the emerging problems
Elder people should show up attractive     Elder people should show up attractive     

features of their businessfeatures of their business
Then, future will belong to the youth!Then, future will belong to the youth!
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Thanks for your attention!Thanks for your attention!



Dangerous situation?
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ARE WE GETTING OUR MESSAGE ACROSS ? 

Mr.D.McGarry, Prof.R.C.Hurst, Mr.R. Houghton

PIME 2005
Institute for Energy (IE)

Petten, The Netherlands

http:// ie.jrc.cec.eu.int
email:jrc-ie-info@cec.eu.int

http:// www.jrc.cec.eu.int



Facing the Challenge
of Nuclear Communication



JRC – PIME 2005

Introduction

– Arguments are on our  side
– Development of academic PR support, research methods

– Advantages of mass communication

– Need for clean energy over the next 20-40 years
• Worldwide depletion in fossil fuel resources, no gas little oil
• Need any way to reduce dependence due to global warming
• Nuclear is clean, technology is available, large capacity
• Renewables are currently insufficient
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Introduction

• Theoretical or Practical approach ?
• Are we alone ?
• Innovation 
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Theoretical or Practical approach ?

• PR staff often enter the nuclear profession from different 
backgrounds:
– PR /communication qualifications
– Scientific / technical / secretarial

• Some have academic qualifications others have natural 
communication skills.

• But do we really need the theoretical background ?
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Theoretical or Practical approach ?

• YES
• Mix of many talents, with a firm foundation in communication and PR 

theory.
• For example, when trying to get a specific message across to the local 

community, a Politician, or a school class do we ALL ALWAYS apply:
– In depth Research
– Analysis of environmental factors
– What is important in their lives; Interests, family situation, hobbies
– What language to use
– Translate into relevant examples
– Focus the message

• Shell, Renault, Ikea, McDonalds, Kellogs DO!
• Only by really understanding our audience can we focus our message.
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Theoretical or Practical approach ?

• YES

• How many battles are lost in our own board rooms.

• A theoretical knowledge really does help to persuade and convince 
management.

– Provides solid arguments
– Facilitates positive examples
– Demonstrates strategic benefits
– Ensures PR and communications is strategic
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Theoretical, or Practical approach ?

• Yes
• Increase in PR knowledge base

• The first impression,De Jong and Anderweg Nijmegen
– functions of the first minutes of a speech

» Grab their attention, through a joke or anecdote 
» Motivate speakers to listen, “I’m here to solve your problem”
» I'm an expert
» Create an environment in which the audience can understand the speech
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Are we alone ?

– In the UK alone there are more than 35,000 PR professionals
– There is a need for chartered status to counter PR’s origins in 

press agentry, and recent spin doctoring.

– We need to stop working in isolation
– There is a need to learn from other industries
– Cross fertilisation of ideas
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Are we alone ?

What is the difference between a 
Škoda and a nuclear reactor ?
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Are we alone ?

– Škoda needed to turn around the companies fortunes 
in the UK, the following  points were key objectives in 
their campaign:

• Seek a change of opinion and behaviour from the 
public and press.

• Research had shown that opinions were very negative 
but the reasoning was fairly superficial.

• Bridge the perception reality gap
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Are we alone ?

In the nuclear communication world, the key challenge is to 
change public perception of the nuclear industry, by:

• Bridging the perception reality gap
• Demonstrating the importance of the industry  eg. health and energy.

• Overcoming preconceived ideas, 
• Use the issue, world need, availability and security of 

energy supply to view the industry in a realistic perspective.
• Facilitate open, factual two – way debate
• To develop trust and confidence in the industry
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Are we alone ?

• The Škoda campaign was very successful resulting in 2 
car of the year awards, very positive coverage from both 
motoring magazines and press, the winner of the 
Chartered Institute of Marketing campaign 2000.

• The success can be attributed to the following approach:

– Development of open honest 2-way communication with the 
media.

– Detailed research into public perception
– Careful audience selection (opinion formers)
– Focussed messages for each group
– Evaluation helps to define next steps in campaign
– PR was integral part of strategy
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Take a step back
• What is the perception of science, research
• Where does the public gather information to form an opinion
• We need to make science /research /engineering sexy!
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CSI
Crime Scene Investigation
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

Attention grabbers, 1st slides, audience motivation

• Source Credibility
– Trust
– Expertise

• Humour
– Sex
– Joke

• Visual
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

Team work
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Thinking around the issue

• Use Energy as the issue
• Present problems in which nuclear is proposed as the 

most likely option by your audience
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Think around the subject 
• Make your audience think

•eg.
The nuclear industry needs the best possible raw materials
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Does size matter
• Ever increasing size of power point presentations
• 30MB
• Barrier to dissemination
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Spot the differences between A and B ?

Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

72 dpi
256 colours

300 dpi
16 million colours

A B
File size 3.5Mb File size 62Kb



GLOBE TEAM 

GENERATING DEMAND 
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Ageing Nuclear power plants
• How is it possible to present relatively complex information to a 

non-technical audience ?
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•Cu has always been known to be bad for increasing brittleness

•P has more recently been found to be bad

•Ni was always a guilty party in promoting this

•But it now seems that the devil is really Mn which is behind the whole problem
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Cartoons can be very effective

• Changing borders
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

European consensus on crucial technical issues
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

Non-nuclear

Nuclear



The Challenge facing PR
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Images can be very powerful

But can of course work against us !
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Emotive photos

• Are we talking about nuclear 
energy 

• OR

• How to provide energy for future 
generations
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “



Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Emotive photos

• Are we talking about nuclear energy 

• OR

• What happens in the operating theatre 
when the wind drops or it’s a typical 
cloudy day.
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“Nuclear power can’t clean your room,

MIT Nuclear Engineering Department

but it can help the environment”

Designed by Cassie
Grosse, Age 12, of
Wisconsin.

One of the first
winners of the 1st
Annual North
American Young
Generation in
Nuclear (NA-YGN)
Drawing Contest.
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

Do we need Structural Integrity Testing ?



Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

US Blackouts 1965 - 2001
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Communication Innovation
“ thinking out of the box “

• Relate complex issues to every day examples in the 
lives of your audience.
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Drama at the theatre
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Conclusions

• Take advantage of theory
• Think “out of the box”, be creative
• Make science sexy
• Be visual
• Learn from other industries, we are not alone
• Share best practices
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WIN public confidence
-Women in Nuclear-

Junko NISHIMURA

WIN Executive Board Member
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
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What is ‘Women in 
Nuclear’?

Women

Working professionally  in the 
nuclear or radiation application 
fields

Willing to devote time to 
informing the public
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Who we are
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Present status of WIN

2000 members from 60 
countries

25 WIN national groups

President

9 executive board members
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After an accident…
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Why do men always come 
out?
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This is the WIN style
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What we do

Public information events

Annual meeting

Issuing ‘WINFO’

WIN Award
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Annual meeting-Tokyo 2004

May 17.-22. 2004 Tokyo, Japan
General Assembly
Lectures, Breakout Sessions 
International citizens forum
Technical tour to Kashiwazaki-
Kariwa NPP
Optional tout to Hiroshima
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Annual meeting-Tokyo 2004
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International Citizens Forum
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Technical tour to KK-NPP
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Tour to Hiroshima
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You can・・・

Become a member

Support WIN

Utilize WIN



WIN public confidence
-Women in Nuclear-



Swedish Nuclear Fuel 
and Waste Management Co

• Katarina Odéhn, Public relations coordinator in 
Oskarshamn 

• Malin Gustafsson, Public relations officer 

PIME, Paris 2005



The Swedish system

Nuclear power 
station

m/s Sigyn

Medical care, industry 
and research

Clab

SFR

Encapsulation 
plant

Deep repository 
for spent 

nuclear fuel

Spent
nuclear fuel

Operational
waste

PIME , Paris  2005
1



Feasibility
studies and Site
investigations.

Storuman

Site investigations, ongoing
Feasibility studies, completed
Nuclear facilities

Malå

Älvkarleby Tierp
Östhammar

Hultsfred
Nyköping

Oskarshamn

PIME , Paris  2005



Three important factors

• Rock and general safety

• Industry and environment

• Society and public 
confidence

PIME,  Paris 2005



Different ways to meet people.

PIME,  Paris 2005



Talking to our neighbours

PIME,  Paris 2005



Visitors services

PIME, Paris 2005



Visits at our facilities

PIME,  Paris 2005



For a visit - call us!

Phone no +46 491 76 78 05
PIME, Paris 2005



PIME 2005  Feb. 15, 2005 Paris
Maison de la Chimie

Comparative Study of Various Risks for LifeComparative Study of Various Risks for Life
Expressed by LLE(Loss of Life Expectancy) Expressed by LLE(Loss of Life Expectancy) 

and Practical Use of its Results on PA Activitiesand Practical Use of its Results on PA Activities

•• Objectives  of the studyObjectives  of the study
•• Development of the Study Development of the Study 
•• Result of the StudyResult of the Study
•• Application to PA ActivitiesApplication to PA Activities
•• ConclusionConclusion

Junko Ogawa



ObjectivesObjectives

•• Amend Dr. CohenAmend Dr. Cohen’’s LLE result to Japans LLE result to Japan’’s latest s latest 
LLE dataLLE data

•• Use the result for PA Purposes to give  Use the result for PA Purposes to give  
understandable figures about risks in daily lifeunderstandable figures about risks in daily life



The Cohen Table, 1979 USAThe Cohen Table, 1979 USA

Single（male）    3500 Murder
（Manslaughter）

     90

Smoking    2250 Air pollution      80
Cardiac disease    2100 AIDS      70
Single（female）    1600 Fire／Burn      27
Obesity    1300 Natural radiation     8
Cancer     980 Airplane accident     1
Apoplexy     520 Nuclear industries       0.02
Car accident     207 Stratum disposition       0.007
Pneumonia／Influenza     141 Smoke detector     -10
Drinking     130 Air bag     -50
Suicide      95

                         Source: Catalog of Risks(Cohen et al, 1979)

Unit : day



At Dr. Cohen’s office, Sept.16, 2002, Pittsburgh, PA, USA



Development of the StudyDevelopment of the Study
Interview with  Dr. Cohen to seek his advise about Interview with  Dr. Cohen to seek his advise about 

LLE calculation methodLLE calculation method

•• LLE LLE ==

Average Life 
Expectancy 
considering 
entire causes of  
death

Average Life 
Expectancy 
excluded the cause 
of survey item from 
entire causes of 
death

SurveySurvey
Item

A       >     B

A B



Statistical Data SourcesStatistical Data Sources

• DDisease, accidents, habitual livingisease, accidents, habitual living
““National Census for Ministry of General Affairs (2000)National Census for Ministry of General Affairs (2000)””,  ,  ““ Estimate Estimate 
Population(2001)Population(2001)””, , ““Dynamic Trends Survey for Ministry of General Affairs (2001)Dynamic Trends Survey for Ministry of General Affairs (2001)””, , 
““ Accident Investigation Data of General Analytical Center for TrAccident Investigation Data of General Analytical Center for Traffic Accident of affic Accident of 
National Police Agency (2001)National Police Agency (2001)””, , ““Installation Data for Fire Alarm of Tokyo Fire Installation Data for Fire Alarm of Tokyo Fire 
Defense Agency ( 2002)Defense Agency ( 2002)””, , ““ WHO: World Health Report (2002)WHO: World Health Report (2002)--Urban Air PollutionUrban Air Pollution””. . 
““Death Toll for Spouse by Death for Ministry of Warfare and LaborDeath Toll for Spouse by Death for Ministry of Warfare and Labor””, , ““Report for Report for 
National Cancer CenterNational Cancer Center””, etc., etc.

••Nuclear energy related itemsNuclear energy related items
““ Report Recommendation V (1990) by BEIR (Committee on BiologicalReport Recommendation V (1990) by BEIR (Committee on Biological Effects of Effects of 
Ionizing Radiation)Ionizing Radiation)””, , ““Catalog of risks extended and updated(1991)Catalog of risks extended and updated(1991)””, , 
““UNSCEAR(United Nations Scientific Committee on Effects of AtomicUNSCEAR(United Nations Scientific Committee on Effects of Atomic
Radiation)ReportRadiation)Report””, , ““NCRP(U.S. National Council Radiation Protection)ReportNCRP(U.S. National Council Radiation Protection)Report””, etc;, etc;



The Result of this Study, 2003, JapanThe Result of this Study, 2003, Japan

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　unit :days
Single (Male)      948 Murder     7
Smoking     2208 Air pollution      26
Cardiac disease      618 AIDS       0.26
Single (Female)      607 Fire/Burn       9
Obesity     1412 Natural radiation      12
Cancer     1137 Airplane accident       0.4
Apoplexy      515 Nuclear industry       0.012
Car accidents       91 Strarum

disposition
      0.006

Pneumonia/Influen
za

     308 Smoke detector      -6

Drinking       77 Air bag     -22
Suicide      195

　                          　(The Japan Atomic Power Company, Ogawa
                         & Tokyo Institute of Technology, Suzuki&Mori 2003)



Comparison between The Cohen table and the study resultComparison between The Cohen table and the study result
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Unit：days

Cohen *
1979, US

This Study
2004, Japan

Cohen *
1979, US

This Study
2004, Japan

Single（male）   3500      948 Murder（Manslaughter）     90   7
Smoking   2250     2208 Air pollution     80    26
Cardiac disease   2100      618 AIDS     70    0.26
Single（female）   1600      607 Fire／Burn     27     9
Obesity   1300     1412 Natural radiation    8    12
Cancer    980     1137 Airplane accident    1     0.4
Apoplexy    520      515 Nuclear industries   0.02   0.012
Car accident    207       91 Stratum disposition  0.007   0.006
Pneumonia/Influenza    141      308 Indoors detector    -10    -6
Drinking    130       77 Air bag    -50   -22
Suicide     95      195



Practical Use for PA Activities (1)Practical Use for PA Activities (1)

•• Lecture of nuclear energy fundamental subjects           Lecture of nuclear energy fundamental subjects           
–– Audience: 15 employees of nuclear energy public Audience: 15 employees of nuclear energy public 

relations for electric power companiesrelations for electric power companies
–– Period: July 2004Period: July 2004
–– Contents: Contents: 

How to apply this data to daily PA activities.How to apply this data to daily PA activities.
Advice some points to pay attention when referringAdvice some points to pay attention when referring



Practical Use for PA Activities (2)Practical Use for PA Activities (2)

•• Study Meeting for Radiation                                     Study Meeting for Radiation                                     
–– Audience: 27 women (mostly housewives) who have Audience: 27 women (mostly housewives) who have 

continuous relations with WINcontinuous relations with WIN--Japan                         Japan                         
in Tokaiin Tokai--mura villagemura village

–– Period: October 2004Period: October 2004
–– Contents: Contents: 

What is risks of natural radiationWhat is risks of natural radiation
Every behavior has riskEvery behavior has risk
One example for risk quantitative value is LLEOne example for risk quantitative value is LLE



Study meeting for radiationStudy meeting for radiation

Place : The Center Research Institute of Electric Power in Tokyo



Practical Use for PA Activities (3)Practical Use for PA Activities (3)

•• Lecture for Monthly Study Meeting of Lecture for Monthly Study Meeting of 
Rotary Club                                                     Rotary Club                                                     
–– Audience: 30 members of RC Audience: 30 members of RC 

(mostly top management of corporation) (mostly top management of corporation) 
–– Period: October 2004Period: October 2004
–– Contents: Contents: 

Risk regarding Nuclear Energy and RadiationRisk regarding Nuclear Energy and Radiation
Concept of LLE evaluationConcept of LLE evaluation



Practical Use for PA Activities (4)Practical Use for PA Activities (4)

•• Lecture at WomenLecture at Women’’s seminar for Lifelong Study           s seminar for Lifelong Study           
–– Audience: 220 women at a municipal sponsored Audience: 220 women at a municipal sponsored 

womenwomen’’s seminar (mostly housewives) s seminar (mostly housewives) 
–– Period: November 2004Period: November 2004
–– Contents: Contents: 

Risk regarding Nuclear Power Plants and RadiationRisk regarding Nuclear Power Plants and Radiation
Existence of various risks in human lifeExistence of various risks in human life



Lecture at womenLecture at women’’s seminar for s seminar for 
lifelong studylifelong study



ConclusionConclusion
•• This study has achieved the expected This study has achieved the expected 

goalgoal
•• The result can be useful worldwide The result can be useful worldwide 

for PA activitiesfor PA activities



How to Build the Image of a 
Nuclear Power Plant?

Erzsébet Pásztor
Communication manager of Paks

Nuclear Power Plant

Paris, 15th February 2005



Image I.

• What you do
• What you say
• What is said about you

What is an image?

This is to be coordinated and influenced by you



Image II.

production 

performance

responsibility attitude

Key features of an image

reputation



How to manage the success of the 
company?

Articulated values

Building positive relationship with the public

what is more, than marketing or communication

Source of loyalty, reliability, confidence

What after a time…



How to manage the success of the 
company II.

2. …will acquire good reputation for the company

Acknowledged values

- will create the atmosphere of sympathy, 
acceptance, trust and belief

Corporate values – communication integrated into the
management tasks



Key message
Possible messages regarding the nuclear energy

Cheap 

safe

clean

C L E A N
CHEAP

SAFE



The key message and positive associations
CLEAN – clear, environment-friendly, pure, immaculate, 

plain, perfect, transparent, open, frank, etc.

Communication aspect Plain, outright speech

Ethical aspect With a clean record

Emotional aspect
With all my

heart

Aspect of perfection Perfectly good

Transparency
Honesty
Empathy 
Perfection 
Nature

Environment protection aspect



Introduction of the company
Does the public understand the operation of an NPP?

NOT

entirely
Even should not.

How can we influence the public opinion?
Resolve the aversions

Introduction of the company (not NPP)



Company`s “personality” – finger-print
Components of the “personality” of a company?

• reliability
• responsibility

• social sensibility 

Also human 
features• professionalism

• behaviour etc.

Mr. Company

Corporate Identity



Compulsory news – Rational attitude I.
What we say about the profession?

INES 1. Fear, explanation

Stop of the reactor
- restoration Doubt, problem

Fire – smoking
INES O

Doubt, 
irresponsibility

Good results Not interesting

I
M
A
G
E

?
?
?



Rational attitude II.

Will the public remember these news?

NO. Not exactly. 
Will people be interested in the

Nuclear safety operation of the NPP ?

Yes, or no. Understand, accept or agree.

Rational attitude



Emotional Attitude I. 
Generating news – CSR

Christmas gifts for people in 
need

charity

donation
Electricity for the National Theatre

The Theatre of the Nation – the 
Power Plant of the Nation

supporting

Olympic Games

Supporting the Forest in the
region

sponsorship





Corporate social responsibility

Social sensibility – committed towards things out of your 
core activity 

reputationGood corporate citizenship 

Embedded in the society - mutual relationship

Empathy towards people Empathy towards the NPP

sympathy



Emotional attitude II.

Creating sympathy

Touch soul and emotions 



Schedule of the communication

Employees

RegionPublic



Balance

Rational and emotional elements

NPP CSR



Transforming the power plant image into an
image of a responsible company

news behaviouroperation charity sponsor-
ship

reason
sympathy

emotion



Feeling

F e e l i n g



Thank you for your attention!



POSITIONING NUCLEARPOSITIONING NUCLEAR
STRATEGIC ALLIANCES & 

POSITIVE POINT OF DIFFERENCE



TodayToday

• Situation analysis 

• Strategic themes

• Tactics 

• The gauntlet 



And we are?And we are?
• Australia’s national nuclear research and 

development organisation

• 1953

• 850 staff

• OPAL



Raison d’etreRaison d’etre
• Radiopharmaceutical production

• Environmental, medical & industrial 
research

• Bragg Institute

• Strategic and/+ regional leader



The situation…The situation…

• Desktop research

• Market research

• Communication strategy

• Evaluation 



Research key findingsResearch key findings
• Internally: communication = culture

• Knowledge = support

• ‘Give us more’: info and mechanisms

• Media, website, media, media….

• Transparency 



StrategyStrategy
• Neat and nuclear: POD

• Engagement/acknowledgment 

• Two-way communication

• Corp Comms as ‘boundary spanners’
» Internal activists
» Cultural change drivers



StrategyStrategy

• Strategic alliances

• Dynamism & innovation

• Communicate the ANSTO vision

• Non-mediated mediums



Issues 
management

…depositing in…



The Bank of 
Goodwill



‘Issues management’ approach‘Issues management’ approach

• ANSTO Community Discussions

• Greenpeace

• Media:
Positive
Provocative + media placement
‘Proactively reactive’

• School education resource



Strategic alliance tacticsStrategic alliance tactics

• Velocity: science in motion

• Careers in science

• National Science Week



Tactical elementsTactical elements
• Database marketing

• Internal branding
Staff awards
Induction
In the loop

• Tagline: Nuclear-based science benefiting 
all Australians



Challenge 1#



We are all women, and if not,
we should be



Challenge 1#



Marketing and advertising:
useful PR tools



Summing upSumming up
• Two-way symmetrical communication

• Mixed-motive communication

• Reputation management

• Change management

• Evaluation



MerciMerci



Twinning programme 
between Dampierre and 
Mochovce NPPs

Rastislav Petrech
Robert Holy
Pierre-Franck Thome-Jassaud



First contacts with France
after the velvet 
revolution – seeking a 
foreign investor to 
complete Mochovce 
NPP (EDF)
related projects: safety 
upgrading 
(Framatome)
techn. supp. EDF
first contact with 
Dampierre (1994)



twinning programme

a programme of partner plants - TWINS
a partnership 

agreement 
between the 
Dampierre and 
Mochovce NPPs
signed in May 
2003



Focus of the programme
promotion of co-operation and 
knowledge transfer
technical exchanges of staff 
members
experience sharing between 
different plants



Public relations (1)
monthly newsletter exchanges 
(generation, safety events, good 
practices, environmental impacts, 
social policy )
action plan of co-operation for 
every year



Public relations (2)
New Mochovce NPP visitor centre 
opening – presentation of the EDF’s 
way of communication with the public



Public relations (3)
bike-tour from Dampierre to 
Mochovce - 1600 km 
in 8 days - 200 km a day!



Public relations (4)
Solidarity Day at Dampierre NPP –
focused on improvement of 
internal staff relations



Community relations (1)
visit of Dampierre mayor to Levice 
(city near Mochovce NPP) on the
occasion of 
entrance of 
Slovakia in 
the 
European 
Union



Community relations (2)
a trip of 40 mayors from Mochovce
region to France (Dampierre, Paris) –
discussion with local mayors



Future prospects
this year: visit of 4 best 
Dampierre NPP contributors (+ 
wives) to safety culture, possible 
reciprocity from Mochovce
photo exhibition of the Twins at 
both plants
a few technical exchanges
top-management meeting



Conclusions
new ideas to improve safety 
performance at both plants
application of good practices at another 
plant
added value not only in the technical 
field but also in the human relations
extended co-operation between the 
NPP regions
improvement in public relations
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Workshop 3 

The prospects for young
nuclear specialists in the

new Europe
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What is at stake ?

Does EU support 
nuclear power ?
What skills ?

Gap ? What does
Europe look like ?

New prospects

Nuclear scientists

New Europe

The situation of nuclear power and research is
diverse all over new EU. Though, nuclear power
is an answer to EU strategic needs.

•Energy supply

•Environment

•Competitiveness
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Introduction : EU strategy

In March 2000, the 
Lisbon European 
Council has set to the 
European Union a new 
strategic goal for the 
next decade: 

“To become the most 
competitive and 

dynamic knowledge-
based economy in the 

world capable of 
sustainable economic 

growth”. 

Education

Research

Innovation

Knowledge
for growth
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European Research is spread about

Need for a new European Research Area

CEA

ITU

FZK
GRS

FZR

JRC NRI
SCK-CEN

Royal Institute of Technology

VTT

Universities

And many others …All the links are not drawn.
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What is new Europe ? 
• Euratom benefits

• New borders ?

Or new streams of energy ?
European projects
Platforms
Education strategy

New Europe is above all restructured from the
inside.

In the future, young scentists will have to work with
a european, not any longer national view.

EU

Competitiveness
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European projects

Large Research 
Infrastructures Networking

Maintaining Nuclear

Expertise in Europe

Euratom projects
ACTINET
SARNET

EUROTRANS
…

Non-Euratom prtojects
EURITRACK

HYSAFE
…

Needs

Objective

Means



A European project : Hotlab
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Russie

F

D

CH

PL

A

SK

NLNL

HU

LT

CS

SI

CZ

N
FI

BG

EL

ISIS

HR

IE

LV

AL

I

EP

B

S

Biélorussie

Ukraine

RORO

BA

GB

EU countries

Countries with uncertain position

Countries 
outside EU

EU applicants

Coutries outside the european
economic zone

Countries taking part 
in Hotlab project

EU countries in 2007
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Technology platforms

•Coherence accross EU

•Bottom-up approach

•Mobilisation of productive funding on a large scale

•Coherent approach from initial R&D to downstream
product and develoment

•Better communication with the public

•And …

•Focus investment on skills for the future
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Nuclear education : strategy of excellence

Because technological breaks create competitiveness and support 
R&D activities.

European initiative for young nuclear scientists :

Initiatives for education
EU :
• ENEN (European Nuclear Education Network association)
And NEPTUNO (Nuclear European platform for training and

University platform)
• Marie Curie grants
• Visiting scientists
• Detached national experts

France : 
• ECO-NET (managed by EGIDE)
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What about France ?

• About the same analyse as EU : 
– Same context : need for energy supply, environmental care and

competitiveness
– Some strengths :

• Nuclear field attractive because of te numerous job opportunities
• Strong know-how and good education (INSTN, universities, CEA, …)
• Openness and mobility : bridges with industrials (AREVA, EDF), 

foreign students and experts (North Africa rather Eastern countries, 
some with China …)

– But still need to focus those strengths :
• Paristec, Unitec initiative

• France totally fits in with the EU strategy and endeavours to 
play a key role.
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Conclusion

New prospects

Nuclear scientists

New Europe

Technological breaks

Excellence and mobility

Platform and projects
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Special thanks to

• Joseph Saffieh – INSTN
• Bernard Bonin – CEA, Scientific adviser, Nuclear

Energy Division
• Gérard Cognet – CEA, European projects manager, 

Nuclear Energy Division
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KFKI Atomic Energy Research InstituteKFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Communication Communication –– face to faceface to face
Island Festival Island Festival –– eacheach
year since 1999year since 1999
(see video clip for the (see video clip for the 
PIME Award)PIME Award)

several hundred several hundred 
thousands of mostly thousands of mostly 
young visitorsyoung visitors
they complete nuclear they complete nuclear 
questionnairesquestionnaires
(more than 2,000 in (more than 2,000 in 
2004)2004)

FACE TO FACE TALKFACE TO FACE TALK
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A new public information center dedicated to A new public information center dedicated to 
the future of radioactive wastethe future of radioactive waste

Catherine RABBE
(CEA/CECER)



The CECER in Marcoule

C. Rabbe – CEA/CECER PIME 2005 – Paris – 02/15/2005

Centre of expertise for conditioning and interim Centre of expertise for conditioning and interim 
storage of radioactive materialsstorage of radioactive materials

•• Expertise:Expertise: capitalisation of research results
available in 2006 on conditioning and interim
storage of radioactive materials

•• Demonstration:Demonstration: display of tangible solutions 
proposed on completion of the research phase 
(1991-2006)

•• Public information:Public information: promote acceptability of nuclear 
energy and of the decisions to be made in 2006

LocatedLocated atat MARCOULEMARCOULE
CreatedCreated on 15on 15thth NovemberNovember 20022002



Visiatome’s location at Marcoule
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The building’s architecture

C. Rabbe – CEA/CECER PIME 2005 – Paris – 02/15/2005

« High environmental quality » 
norm
Open all week, incl. weekend

In immediate proximity to the
site of Marcoule
Outside the major fencing



The building’s map

C. Rabbe – CEA/CECER PIME 2005 – Paris – 02/15/2005

Auditorium (120 m²)

Education area
(110 m²)

Exhibition hall (600 m²)

• Total surface area : 1400 m²
• Playful and interactive 

permanent exhibition
• Teaching areas and multimedia 

library
• 78 seats auditorium



The building at 2005, February 4th
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Schedule and funding

C. Rabbe – CEA/CECER PIME 2005 – Paris – 02/15/2005

• Schedule

– Architecture (F. Rouanet, Marseille)
• Architecture contest September 2002

• Studies Year 2003

• Start of the building February 2004

• Building’s delivery January 2005

– Museography (ABAQUE, Paris)
• Consulting August 2003

• Start of the conception November 2003

• Opening to public April 2005

• Funding

– More than 50 % from the local authorities and Europe



The scientific board of Visiatome

C. Rabbe – CEA/CECER PIME 2005 – Paris – 02/15/2005

• Pr. Michel PETIT Climate
(French meteorological society)

• Pr. Pierre–René BAUQUIS Energy
(French petrol institute) 

• Pr. Jean-Claude ARTUS Health – Medecine
(Montpellier Cancer Center)

• Pr. Bernard DELAY Environment
(CNRS)

• Dr. Pierre BONNEFOND Pedagogy
(National Education)

• Pr. Uli WINDISCH Sociology
(Geneva University, Switzerland)

• Dr. Saïda ENGSTRÖM Nuclear communication
(SKB, Sweden)

• Dr. Yves CARISTAN Earth science
(CEA)
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The permanent exhibit Vidéo 3D

• Energy sources

• Nuclear energy

• Radioactive waste

• Waste management

• Radioactivity

• Impact on environment 
and health

• Non radioactive waste
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How to communicate on the EPR decision ?

Sophie Roynette-Malbec
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Nuclear Power Plants in France

EDF Generation and Trading - DPN/OR/1A – 10/2002
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Existing EDF nuclear power plants

How to communicate on the EPR decision ?

A total capacity of 63 000 MW – 58 operating reactors

- all base-load output

- part of semi-base-load output

EDF generation : 88% nuclear, 8% hydroelectric and 4% fossil-fired 

EDF nuclear power plant fleet young (19 year old on average) 
and competitive
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How to communicate on the EPR decision ?

The present Flamanville site
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Utilisation du nucléaire pour satisfaire les besoins futurs en 
électricité
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44 46
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Accords Désaccords
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The Flamanville 3 project

How to communicate on the EPR decision ?
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““Society and Nuclear Energy: Society and Nuclear Energy: 
is the dialogue really making progress?”is the dialogue really making progress?”

Adaptation of the institutionsAdaptation of the institutions involved in involved in 
the radioactive waste management to the radioactive waste management to 

social demandssocial demands

Some key findings within the NEA Forum Some key findings within the NEA Forum 
on Stakeholders Confidence (FSC)on Stakeholders Confidence (FSC)

PIME 2005PIME 2005
Paris, Paris, February,February, 15

Carmen Ruiz López
mcrl@csn.es 15



The social dimension of the radioactive The social dimension of the radioactive 
wastewaste managementmanagement

Over the last decade, the socio-political environment of 
radioactive waste management (RWM) has changed in a 
significant way.

Traditionally, decisions concerning 
RWM were considered as purely 
scientific and technical 

Nowadays, technical and scientific 
solutions considered viable and safe 
are not sufficient to justify decisions 
to the public

An integrated technical and social integrated technical and social 
approach approach is required

Stakeholder dialogueStakeholder dialogue has become a 
key principle for RWM in OECD 
countries 

Need for an equilibrium

Technical 
aspects

Societal 
aspects

Technical and scientific solutions are not sufficient



The Forum on Stakeholder Confidence (FSC) The Forum on Stakeholder Confidence (FSC) 

• The FSC, launched in 2000, facilitates the sharing of experience
in addressing the societal dimension of the RWM through 
meetings and workshops, and explores the basis for an effective 
dialogue

The FSC has afforded the opportunity:

To explore the societal context of long-
term RWM in different countries (Finland, 
Canada, Belgium, Germany, Sweden, UK)

To explore the issue of cultural and 
organisational changes and the stakeholder 
involvement process

To review the positive and negative 
communication practices and tools

TRUST
AND

INSTITUTIONAL
FRAMEWORKS

2

1 4 5

3

STAKEHOLDERS
AND PUBLIC

DIALOGUE
DYNAMICS

CHANGING
ENVIRONMENT

HOW CAN
INSTITUTIONS

ADAPT?

NEWNEW

SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS

Proceedings of the WS and publications on the above specific issues 
may be found at the Web site: http://www.nea.fr/html/rwm/fsc.html

http://www.nea.fr/html/rwm/fsc.html


Risk perception and confidence in Risk perception and confidence in 
organisationsorganisations

The factors affecting the social dimension of RWM are complex 
and, in addition to ethical issues, include a variety of aspects:

A lack of recognition of the need to seek safe, long-term solutions

Risk perception: more linked to subjective perceptions by the 
general public than to the concepts of dose and probability used by 
technicians in risk estimates

The existence of conflicts of interest between the different 
stakeholders, as it is a national problem with a local solution

PERCEPTIONS OF TRUST AND 
CREDIBILITY: 

THE THREE FACTORS

PERCEPTIONS OF 
KNOWLEDGE

AND EXPERTISE

PERCEPTION OF 
OPENNESS

AND HONESTY

PERCEPTION OF CONCERN AND
CARE

A key factor affecting risk perception 
is confidence in institutions, 
particularly in regulatory authorities

Perception of trust and credibility in 
institutions is related to:



How are the relevant institutions adapting How are the relevant institutions adapting 
to the new environment?to the new environment?

Desirable features for an organisation capable of obtaining confidence:

Organizational: independence, structural capacity for learning, strong internal relationships and 
cohesion, inclination to self-evaluation, high levels of quality and skill in relevant areas.

Mission: a clear mandate and well defined objectives, management plan, good record of activities.

Behavioural: open attitude, transparency, honesty, consistency, active search for dialogue, 
willingness to listen and respond to stakeholder concerns, commitment of a highly motivated staff.

Evolution of the roles and responsibilities:

Informing and consulting stakeholders
about regulatory options, etc 
Communicating the bases of regulatory 
decisions

Providing independent expertise for 
local communities

Regulators: safety authorities
Defining regulatory options, 

investigating their consequences 
under different assumptions, making 
choices regarding regulatory options

Co-operating with local communities:
- To find an acceptable solution for the RWM.
- In implementing the solution

Implementers

Finding a solution for the RWM 
problem, implementing the solution



Is the dialogue really making Is the dialogue really making 
progress?progress?

Progress is associated with changes in organisations, and more 
visible in countries whose:

• RWM programs have moved forward (Sweden, Finland, 
Belgium)

Well defined communication plans, based in previous studies and 
research on stakeholder concerns
Regulators are seen as “guarantors of the safety” and “people’s 
experts”
Dialogue with communities: EIA has been used as vehicle for 
dialogue in Nordic countries/Initiative of “local partnerships” in 
Belgium
Integrated, flexible and mature organisations that can respond 
quickly

• RWM is being or has been redesigned (Canada, France, 
United Kingdom)

Consultation process
Development of a code of conduct charter 
Transparency policy



Some key findingsSome key findings

Dialogue and interaction: A culture of openness, learning 
organisations and active collaborative attitude

Mechanisms, procedures and practices differ from some 
countries to others, but some fundamental elements 
should be common

Social demands have led to an adaptation of the 
institutions involved in RWM at all levels

Of the institutional agents that take part in RWM, the 
regulatory authorities are probably the ones that are 
redefining their role most significantly



Slide 1 – introduction 
Ladies and gentlemen – good morning – my name is Juhani Santaholma..... 
(personal introduction)....... 
 
Slide 2 (slide shows factory and smoke) 
 
At the opening of this conference yesterday we were reminded about the pressing 
issue of climate change.  
Of course, those of us involved in the nuclear industry know only too well the benefits 
that nuclear technology can bring in helping to reduce damaging emissions to our 
planet – and the challenges that still lie ahead. 
 
Slide 3 (slide shows sunset on the horizon) 
 
When we talk about our global environment, we are of course also aware that the 
forces of nature can be catastrophic - as we saw less than two months ago when 
thousands lost their lives when the devastating tsunami struck vast areas of Asia.  
 
In the weeks that followed, attention turned to consider the benefits of an early-
warning system, a system that might save countless lives if another tsunami were to 
strike. 
 
Such emergency alert systems could also be used to bring calm in the face of false 
alarms or malicious rumour. 
 
So, what is the connection between these events and the reason for our being here, 
in Paris, at this conference today...? 
 

Next slide notes on following page 



Slide 4  (slide shows large NucNet logo – theme is nuclear communications) 
 
The connection is the need to communicate – effectively – whatever the work we do, 
wherever we are in the world...  
In the nuclear industry we have an important tool for nuclear communications – 
NucNet - that began very much as an early warning system. This system can, if used 
well, be of significant benefit to us today. 
Effective emergency communications is the primary function of NucNet. Whether an 
emergency is real or not, it was a need that was recognised more than a decade ago 
and one that exists today perhaps more than ever.. 
 
This year marks the 15th anniversary of the founding of NucNet – the nuclear 
industry's own global nuclear communications network. As one of the founding 
fathers of this organisation I hope the veteran PIME attendees will allow me to recall 
how NucNet began. I also hope those among you who may be new to PIME - or to 
this industry - will understand why we need NucNet at the very heart of all of our 
communication strategies...  
(personal comments on the launch of NucNet – it‘s vision – and what it has 
achieved... maybe this will help): 
The European Nuclear Society formed the agency in 1990 because it was 
recognised that there was a need for nuclear professionals to be able to exchange 
news and views with each other. 
There was also another, perhaps more pressing need…  the need to ensure that the 
general public, the media, and we in the industry ourselves had a source of reliable 
information to turn to about nuclear issues, rather than relying on rumour and 
speculation. 
All of this, of course, was in the aftermath of the 1986 Chernobyl accident – and at a 
time when there was no Internet, and information was slow to be exchanged.  
So NucNet was born – and is today a fully independent organisation having formally 
separated from ENS a few years ago. 
 
Slide 5 (shows people around globe) 
 
Today, NucNet is still the only global public communications venture in which all 
sections of the world nuclear community have joined forces to work together and 
demonstrate transparency.  
I said earlier that NucNet was launched at a time when there was no Internet and the 
exchange of information from country to country (even within countries) was slow and 
difficult to coordinate. Today, of course, technology has transformed international 
communications as it has done so many other areas of our lives. 
 
However, we should not confuse the ability to distribute information around the world 
more quickly and efficiently with the capability to communicate clearly and factually. 
THIS is still one of NucNet’s greatest strengths. NucNet is the only network that we 
can rely on to deliver urgent and important nuclear news accurately and when we 
need it. 
 
Those of us who rely on NucNet also contribute news and information to the network 
– or should contribute. I encourage everyone to use NucNet in this way. 
 

Next slide notes on following page 



Slide 6 (slide shows globe with many flags – theme is multilingual NucNet) 
 
It is up to all of us to make sure we use this information network – our very own 
information network - to the full. By doing so, we will guarantee that we get the best 
out of this unique service. 
 
Of course, the increase in global communications has meant NucNet has had to face 
challenges that it did not face in the past. A great deal of work these days involves 
monitoring what is reported about nuclear by the international media and, where 
necessary, making sure that incorrect reports are quickly followed by clear, concise 
and accurate NucNet bulletins. 
 
Although NucNet is not a news agency in the mould of Reuters, or CNN, it is not 
immune from the economic pressures that come with global competition and change. 
NucNet is responding to those challenges – indeed it is leading from the front in 
terms of helping to further develop a more efficient and effective flow of international 
nuclear communications.  
Thanks to our partner organisations worldwide NucNet reports are now translated 
from English into 10 other languages – helping nuclear communicators carry out their 
work more effectively in dozens of countries. 
 
NucNet can provide selected news and features FREE to any organisation that 
would like to use it – this is particularly useful to companies and nuclear 
societies who can offer fresh and factual news on their own websites. 
If you are not yet a subscriber you should know that NucNet’s round-the-clock 
services can cost as little as 600 euro a year – which is less than the price of 
many newspaper and magazine subscriptions. 
 
Slide 7, FINAL (slide shows telephone. NucNet emergency hotline number) 
 
And, as the day-to-day reporting goes on, NucNet continues to operate what is 
effectively a round-the-clock emergency reporting hotline that is available to us all – 
whatever time zone we may be in, whatever we are doing. A number of countries 
now include NucNet as part of their own domestic arrangements – arrangements that 
will be activated in the event of a nuclear-related emergency. We are encouraging 
more to follow their lead. 
 
As our industry moves forwards, indeed as we wish it to move forwards, we should all 
understand that effective communications with the public, the media – and of course 
amongst ourselves – must be at the centre of all that we do if we are to succeed in 
expanding the supply of environmentally-friendly nuclear energy across our planet. 
We also need to communicate clearly and effectively the solutions we are working 
towards to deal with the safe management of waste. 
 
NucNet is an essential tool in this task and I urge you to use the network to its full in 
order that it can assist us today and for generations to come. 
Thank you. 
 
--------------------------------- 



the importance of
effective

communications

NucNet President Juhani Santaholma
Paris, 15 February 2005... at PIME
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the first and only 

global emergency communications network

for the nuclear industry...
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nuclear professionals worldwide help provide 
accurate and reliable information

PIME
Paris, 15 February 2005



global impact... 
and a multi-lingual 

approach to 
communications

PIME
Paris, 15 February 2005



international emergency 
reporting hotline:

+41 79 333 5390

for non urgent news email 
editors@worldnuclear.org

PIME
Paris, 15 February 2005
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Strategic Risk Communication Activities 
of Tokai Works, JNC in Japan

Strategic Risk Communication Activities 
of Tokai Works, JNC in Japan

Hirofumi Takashita
Risk Communication Study Team,

Tokai Works,
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC)
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Japan Atomic Power Company 
(JAPCO)

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERI)

Japan Nuclear Cycle 
Development Institute 

(JNC)

JCO

Location of 
Nuclear Facilities

0 5km

Tokai VillageTokai Village
(Tokai(Tokai--muramura))

Population ~35,000
Land Area ~38km2

Tokyo

Tokai Village

110km

Panoramic View of Tokai VillagePanoramic View of Tokai Village
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ContentsContents
Background

Circumstances of Japanese Nuclear Industries
Necessity of RC in Tokai Village
Establishment of RC study team

Our Activities
Attitude survey of local residents 
Message design
Development of a portal website
Implementation of direct dialogue with local residents
Internal Risk Communication (In-house RC)

Future Strategy for RC in Tokai Village
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Circumstances of Japanese Nuclear IndustriesCircumstances of Japanese Nuclear Industries
The following incidents lead the public to 
negative image and distrust of nuclear energy.

MONJU sodium leakage (1995)
ASP (bituminization facility) fire and explosion (1997)
JCO nuclear criticality accident (1999)
Inspection and Maintenance Problems at TEPCO’s 
Nuclear Power Plants(NPP) (2002), etc.

The public power is rising.
In some areas, local referendum showed the rejection of 
MOX loading and a new NPP.

Circumstances are severe !
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Necessity of Risk Communication 
in Tokai Village

Necessity of Risk Communication 
in Tokai Village

Nuclear accidents (ASP, JCO） changed the 
local residents’ attitudes toward nuclear energy.

–To reduce anxieties and questions among the local 
residents about nuclear energy, we should

ー exchange opinions and information about
risks in nuclear facilities with local residents
ー reflect their opinions on risk management

Risk Communication is Important.
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Establishment of the Risk Communication 
Study Team at Tokai Works

Establishment of the Risk Communication 
Study Team at Tokai Works

Risk Communication Study Team was set up 
on January 1, 2001.

(Purpose)
Promote mutual understanding between the local 
community and JNC on safety and disaster prevention, 
etc.
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Attitude Survey of Local ResidentsAttitude Survey of Local Residents

(Purpose）
Understand the residents’ concerns and needs

(Questionnaire Survey）
Investigate five questionnaire data surveyed after 
the JCO accident.

(Target Audience)
Residents in Tokai Village
（refer to nationwide survey for comparison)
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Change in Residents’ Attitudes toward 
Nuclear Facilities after the JCO Accident (1999)

Change in Residents’ Attitudes toward 
Nuclear Facilities after the JCO Accident (1999)
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Message Design 
based on the Attitude Survey

Message Design 
based on the Attitude Survey

Design messages based on the residents’ concerns in 
the survey.

（Message Contents）
1. Safety and Credibility of Nuclear Facilities at Tokai Works.
2. Disposal Methods of Radioactive Waste.
3. Environmental Influence on the Areas surrounding the Facilities.
4. Location of Nuclear Facilities in Tokai Village and Their Activities
5. Hypothetical Accident and Resultant Damage.
6. Emergency Response to Nuclear Accident.

(Basic Policy)
Local residents are the target.
Easy contents understood by junior high school students.
Use of many diagrams with slide format.
Avoid excessive information in a slide and complement orally.
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Example of Risk Message
~ Hypothetical Accident and Resultant Damage ~

Example of Risk Message
~ Hypothetical Accident and Resultant Damage ~

Movement of radioactive materials released

Wind direction
Radioactive material

Reprocessing Plant

Radiation from radioactive materials

Absorption of 
radioactive materials

Adhesion of radioactive 
materials to foods, etc.

To prevent radiation exposure, you should take shelter indoors.

What are the 
effects on the body?
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Making Messages in collaboration with 
Local Residents

Making Messages in collaboration with 
Local Residents

PurposePurpose To incorporate the residents’ point of view.
To make easy-to-understand messages.
To improve nuclear risk literacy of the residents.

Examples of the messages 
made in collaboration with the residents

Message design with the residents
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Development of a Portal WebsiteDevelopment of a Portal Website

“Risk Information Navigator” Top Page

http://ricotti.jnc.go.jp/risknavi/

Gas leakGas leak
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Direct Dialogue with Local Residents
~ “JNC Friendly Talk” ~

Direct Dialogue with Local Residents
~ “JNC Friendly Talk” ~

(Purpose)
To deepen the understanding between JNC and local residents, 
and reflect their opinions on our future RC activities.  

Small group meeting
(Informal)

Round-table talks
About 10 people in one group

(Residents: ~7, JNC: ~3)

Part I: Lecture or Facility tour Part II: Small group meeting
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“JNC Friendly Talk”
~ Opinion Analysis ~

“JNC Friendly Talk”
~ Opinion Analysis ~

Other
4%

Environmental
monitoring

4%
Nuclear power

except JNC
projects

5%

Radioactive
waste
5%

JNC projects
8%

Safety
11%

Accident,
Trouble,

Terrorism,
Disaster

prevention
22%

Communication
41%

Over 40% opinions are 
related to communication.

Many participants desire 
that all information about 
accidents, troubles, risks, 
etc. should be informed 
immediately.
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“JNC Friendly Talk”
~ Effects ~

“JNC Friendly Talk”
~ Effects ~

(Effects on the Residents)
To resolve or reduce questions and anxieties.
To improve awareness of nuclear energy.
To change the image of JNC.

(Effects on JNC staff)
To understand the residents’ opinions and 
feelings about nuclear energy.
To recognize the importance of communication 
with the residents.
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Internal (In-house) Risk CommunicationInternal (In-house) Risk Communication

Seminars/Lectures 

Wall newspapers

Intranet

Intranet
(RC team home page)Wall newspaper

Lecture

Seminar
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Ideal Risk Communication System for JNC in Tokai VillageIdeal Risk Communication System for JNC in Tokai Village

Tokai Village 
local government

Employee

Media
Scholar

JNC

Local residents, 
Citizens' group, 

etc.
Councilor

・・Exchange of Exchange of 
opinionsopinions
・・InIn--house briefinghouse briefing
・・LectureLecture
・・Wall paper, intranet, Wall paper, intranet, 

etc.etc.

･Council, etc.
・Meeting
・Newsletter
・HP, etc.

・・JNC Friendly TalkJNC Friendly Talk
・・Interactive web siteInteractive web site
・・Tour of facilitiesTour of facilities
・・Safety Expert Safety Expert 

Committee, etc.Committee, etc.

・Safety agreement,
etc.

Discussion,Discussion,
Information Information 

exchangeexchange
（（tripartitetripartite））

：RC in practice
：RC undeveloped

Communication
channel
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Our Future Risk Communication StrategiesOur Future Risk Communication Strategies

(1)Active dissemination of risk information using various 
tools.

(2)Frequent implementation of “JNC Friendly Talk”.

(3)Fostering of communicators.

(4) Improvement of internal risk communication.

(5) Involvement of residents in the JNC risk management.
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Summary (1/2)Summary (1/2)
Our activities areOur activities are : 

RC information gathering and analysis 

Message design based on the residents’
concerns and needs 

Development of the portal website “Risk 
Information Navigator”

Implementation of direct dialogue with local 
residents called “JNC Friendly Talk”

RC information sharing among employees
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Summary (2/2)Summary (2/2)

Our goalOur goal

Establishment of an effective risk communication 
arena in Tokai Village. 

Involvement of local residents in the JNC risk 
management. 
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Public debate on 
Georges Besse II

PIME 2005
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Public debate on Georges Besse II

The Georges Besse II project

Eurodif plant will be 35 years old in 2015

Project of a new enrichment plant, Georges Besse II, based on 
the most reliable and efficient available technology: the 
centrifugation

Addressing our customers’ needs and ensuring the capacity of 
AREVA to remain a major on the enrichment market

A large investment over ten years that gives a new economic 
perspective to the Tricastin site on the coming decades 
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Public debate on Georges Besse II
The Public Debate: 
A recent procedure of the Environmental Law stemming from 
two previous laws

Law of 1995 to strengthen environmental protection (Barnier law).
Law of 2002 on community-based democracy

That creates a national public debate commission
(CNDP: Commission Nationale du Débat Public)

An independent administrative authority that can be compared to the 
CNIL (for the protection of privacy and personal data) or to the CSA (to 
guarantee broadcasting freedom)
21 members appointed by decree for five years: members of 
parliament, locally elected representatives, senior magistrates and 
representatives of civil administrations

Whose mission is to ensure appropriate conditions for an open 
debate between the public and owners of large development 
projects

Projects involving regional development or major investment over 
300MEuros
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Public debate on Georges Besse II

Public debate…
It guarantees the appropriate conditions for an effective debate between 
the owner and the public

The public debate is conducted by an independent steering committee 
nominated by the CNDP

No administrative authorization is bound by the conclusions of a public 
debate made by the CNDP

After the issued conclusions, the owner has the obligation to publish his 
decision about the conditions of the development of the project

… and Public inquiry
The inquiry is a prerequisite for receiving authorizations / ordinances 

It is conducted by an inquiry commission under the aegis of the prefect

The inquiry commission issues an opinion on which is based the decision 
to issue the ordinance
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Public debate on Georges Besse II

A one year procedure
On April 8, 2004, Anne Lauvergeon applied to the CNDP

On May 5th, the commission decided to hold a debate and to entrust 
its organization to the plant owner

Implementation of a steering committee

September October 2004: period of debate

December 9th: issuance of conclusions by the commission

February 2005: Issuance of the owner decision
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Public debate on Georges Besse II
The three phases of the public debate:

Preparation period

Creation of a steering committee

Consultation with representatives and associations

Preparation of information resources: Report, leaflet, display panels, 
debate news letter, website, common arguments synopsis

Debate period
8 meetings within 2 months

Speakers trained and representative

Back office for media and Q&A

Report and conclusion

To avoid disappointment and take advantage of the dynamic
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Public debate on Georges Besse II

Main outcomes
First public debate concerning a nuclear facility

900 people attended the 8 meetings

Tricastin site seen as an economic opportunity more than a risk

Some environmental associations were not present

A procedure to anticipate and master rather than to suffer

an opportunity to debate openly 
for the benefit of the public 
and the owner
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Public debate on Georges Besse II

…in motion
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Comeback of nuclear energy in Comeback of nuclear energy in 
the European Unionthe European Union

ENS – Young Generation Network 

Sami Tulonen

Head of Unit, Institutional Relations

FORATOM



Slide 2ENS - Young Generation Network

FORATOM, the trade association of the 
European nuclear energy industry

Acts as the voice of the nuclear energy sector in EU 
policy debates and initiatives.

Works to enhance relations between the industry 
and the European Institutions.

Delivers information on nuclear energy to the 
European Institutions, the media and the public.

Provides regular information to its members on 
developments emerging from the European 
Institutions.

Acts as an adviser to international organizations
and institutions.
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Asking important questions...
How will the EU manage its energy needs to 
ensure:

Sustainable development,
Industrial competitiveness in a global 
market         Lisbon Strategy,
Demands of the ever expanding e-society
Security of energy supply         the 
biggest bottleneck for growth?

While protecting a precious environment?
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Current Policy Conditions: 2030 Energy 
Outlook for the EU-25 (1)

EU-25 energy demand will rise by 19% between 2000 and 
2030.
EU-25 energy mix by 2030 in terms of demand:

82% Fossil fuels: 35% oil, 32% natural gas and 15% coal
9.5% Nuclear
8.5% Renewables

EU-25 overall energy import dependency increases to 
almost 70% in 2030        Need for nuclear new build to 
diversify the mix

Import dependency for oil rises to 90%, for natural gas to 80%, and 
for coal to 65%          security of supply, environmental impacts 
negative.
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Current Policy Conditions: 2030 Energy 
Outlook for the EU-25 (2)

By 2030 CO2 emissions in EU-25 exceed the 
1990 level by 14%.

Nuclear phase-out in several Member States.
Insufficient growth of renewables to 
compensate for the loss of nuclear output.
Replacement of a significant part of nuclear 
generation by fossil fuels.

Conclusion: this outlook is politically, economically 
and environmentally unacceptable!!
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Nuclear Comeback:
Positive Political Indicators (1)

Favourable developments in the European 
Parliament:

Number of MEPs increased from 626 to 732: 
opportunity to increase support for nuclear energy:

• since 20 June 2004 new Member States have 162 seats in 
parliament, over 50% of which are held by ‘nuclear’ countries.

• from 2007 new Member States have a total of 197 seats in 
parliament, 60% of which belong to ‘nuclear’ Member States.

Positive public opinion and important role of nuclear 
sectors in new Member States.

6
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Nuclear Comeback:
Positive Political Indicators (2)

European Commission:
New Energy Commissioner, Andris Piebalgs, 
has indicated to push forward research on 
the disposal of radioactive waste.
Continued discussion on the Nuclear 
Package, Security of Electricity Supply 
Directive, Green Paper concerning Security 
of Energy Supply, new Illustrative Nuclear 
Programme of the Community (PINC).
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Nuclear Comeback:
Positive Political Indicators (3)

Increasing support for nuclear energy as a 
way of avoiding greenhouse gas emissions.
EU and Kyoto Protocol:

Overall GHG emission reduction target of around 
415 million tonnes CO2 equivalent. 
CO2 avoided by nuclear power each year in EU-
25 : 700 million tonnes CO2 equivalent.
Without nuclear energy, emissions would rise by 
56%, the equivalent of all the CO2 emitted each 
year by the entire car fleet in Europe.
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Nuclear Comeback:
Positive Political Indicators (4)

Development of new technologies designed to 
make nuclear power  safer and to deal with the 
disposal of waste.
More resources available for nuclear research 
(Fusion, Fission, waste).
Dawning realization among national policy-makers 
concerning the importance of nuclear energy:

UK: Energy White Paper published last year by 
Labour Government declares that UK would keep 
open the option of building new power stations in 
the future        more positive statements after the
general elections of May 2005.
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Nuclear Comeback:
Positive Political Indicators (5)

Slovakia: Economy Ministry has announced to re-
evaluate its energy policy and is considering a move 
toward using more nuclear energy.
Bulgaria, Romania, Finland: already are building, or 
planning to build, nuclear reactors.
Poland: the government has confirmed its intention to 
have the country's first nuclear power plant in 
operation by 2021 or 2022 and has called for public 
debate on the subject to start immediately.
Italy: Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi recently declared 
that Italy should not dismiss the idea of having its own 
nuclear power stations.
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Nuclear Comeback:
Positive Political Indicators (6)

Sweden: Sweden's opposition Centre Party has changed 
its position to nuclear power saying that all but one of 
Sweden's existing nuclear power plants, should be kept 
running. A recent survey has also shown that the Swedish 
people want to keep nuclear power. 
Belgium: An extensive study of the country’s long-term 
energy needs has been ordered by Energy Minister Marc 
Verwilghen. If nuclear turns out to be the best option, he 
believes that the country should reconsider its intended 
phase-out policy. 
Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia: will need nuclear power to 
overcome problems related to security of supply.
Ukraine: democratisation process beneficial to the role of 
nuclear energy.
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Conclusion
« Green energy populism is over – realism 
prevails »
Nuclear phase-out policy in several Member 
States will be reversed
Nuclear energy outlook for EU-27 by the end of 
the 2004-2009 legislative period:

15 nuclear Member States, and,
4 Member States (Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, 
Poland) will most likely be building, or 
planning to build, nuclear reactors.
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“Old”  EU  legislation
• The EIA Directive was – and still is – the most 

important piece of EU legislation covering public 
involvement in nuclear projects.

• It was first adopted in 1985 and revised in 1997
• It covers a wide range of nuclear projects, from 

construction of new power plants to waste 
management facilities and decommissioning

• The SEA Directive supplements the EIA 
Directive by introducing a system of prior 
environmental assessments at the strategic 
planning stage. It has been in force since July 
2004.
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The Aarhus Convention
• The “Convention on access to information, public 

participation in decision-making and access to justice in 
environmental matters” entered into force in October 
2001.

• As its title suggests, it has three distinct pillars:
– Access to environmental information
– Public participation in environmental decision-making
– Access to justice

• The EU signed the Convention and has since been 
taking the necessary steps to change its legislation so 
that it can ratify the Convention.

• Some of these changes modify the EIA Directive and 
therefore directly impact on nuclear projects.
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New EU legislation - 1
• The Directive on public access to 

environmental information was adopted in 
2003 and entered into force yesterday (14/2/05).
– This includes the requirement that public authorities 

must make environmental information on request, 
without the person or organisation requesting the 
information having to state their interest. Also 
“commercial confidentiality” cannot be used as a 
reason for not releasing information on emissions.

• The Directive on public participation in the 
decision-making procedures was adopted in 
2003 and enters into force on 25 June 2005
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New EU legislation  - 2
• The “public participation” Directive:

• re-defines the “concerned public” (in the EIA Directive) as 
“the public affected or likely to be affected by, or having an 
interest in, the environmental decision-making procedures” 

And requires that:
• the public concerned shall be given early and effective 

opportunities to participate in the environmental decision-
making procedures

• The Directive on guaranteeing the public 
access to justice in environmental matters is 
expected to be adopted in the next few months 
(political agreement has already been achieved).
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Impact on the nuclear sector
• Immediately, through the EIA Directive, the Aarhus 

Convention and the new EU legislation has a direct 
impact on all important nuclear projects.

• There will be other impacts, including making available 
environmental information about existing operating facilities.

• As a result, failure to fully inform the “public” (in a wide 
sense) and involve them in the decision-making process 
will result in legal challenges that could result in delays 
or even cancellations of projects.

• The nuclear sector is urged to regard this as an 
“opportunity” to inform the public and involve them in 
new projects. This could help achieve the public 
understanding and eventual acceptance that will be 
necessary if the nuclear option is to stay open.  



Public Information and Involvement – Aarhus Convention and European Legislation 

 

Environmental Impact Assessments – the key to public information and involvement 
The most important piece of EU legislation in the area of public information and effecting 
nuclear projects was adopted in 1985. It is the Directive on the assessment of the effects of 
certain public and private projects on the environment (85/337/EEC) – often referred to as the 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directive. 

This Directive identifies all types of projects that must be subject to an EIA and specifies the 
minimum amount of information that must be provided by the developer, with the 
requirement that this information be made available so that the “public concerned is given the 
opportunity to express an opinion before the project is initiated”. The list of projects covered 
by this Directive includes “installations solely designed for the permanent storage or final 
disposal of radioactive waste” 

The Directive was subsequently revised in March 1997 by the adoption of a new  Directive 
(97/11/EC)that reinforced the existing requirements on Member States concerning EIAs and 
extended the list of projects with potential impact on the environment. Projects now covered 
by EIA requirements include:  

– nuclear power stations and other nuclear reactors 
– installations for the processing or  reprocessing of spent fuel 
– installations for the production or enrichment of nuclear fuel 
– installations for the processing of irradiated nuclear fuel or high-level radioactive 

waste; 
– installations for the final disposal of irradiated nuclear fuel; 
– installations solely for the final disposal of radioactive waste; 
– installations for the storage (planned for more than 10 years) of irradiated nuclear fuels 

or radioactive waste in a different site than the production site. 

Importantly, the coverage of nuclear power stations and “other nuclear reactors” was extended 
in 1997 to include the dismantling and decommissioning of all such installations. 

The Directive give Member States wide discretion on how the above requirements are to be 
implemented in practice. For example, the Directives call for EIA results to be made available 
to the public before development consent is granted, but the detailed arrangements for such 
information and consultation is determined by individual Member States.  

It is recommended that everybody working on nuclear programmes in the EU read the 
Directive. This is especially important in the context of the reinforcement of requirements in 
the EIA Directives by legislation following the Aarhus Convention (described later in this 
paper). 

To supplement the EIA Directive, a new Directive was adopted in 2001 (Directive 
2001/42/EC) that introduces a system of prior environmental assessment at the strategic 
planning stage. The Directive – often referred to as the Strategic Environmental Assessment 
(SEA) Directive – applies to plans and programmes likely to have, when implemented, 
significant effects on the environment and that are prepared and/or adopted by an authority at 
national, regional or local level, or have been prepared by such an authority for adoption by 
means of a legislative procedure, and that are required by legislative, regulatory or 
administrative provisions. 



Environmental assessment is automatically required for a range of different plans and 
programmes – including both energy and waste management – that set the framework for 
subsequent development consent for all those projects listed in the annexes to the EIA 
Directive. This assessment must be carried out during the preparation of the plan or 
programme and before its adoption or submission to the legislative procedure. 

As the SEA Directive has only very recently come into force, it is worth giving a little extra 
information containing the contents of the environmental report that must be prepared. This 
report must set out, inter alia: 

– the contents of the plan or programme and its main objectives;  
– the environmental characteristics of any area likely to be significantly affected by the 

plan or programme;  
– any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan or programme;  
– the national, Community or international environmental protection objectives which 

are relevant to the plan or programme in question;  
– the likely environmental effects of implementing the plan or programme;  
– the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and offset any significant adverse effects on 

the environment;  
– the envisaged monitoring measures.  

The report must also include a non-technical summary of this information. The draft plan or 
programme and the environmental report must be made available to the environmental 
protection authorities and the public, who can then express their views on the draft plan or 
programme prior to its adoption or submission to the legislative process. The Member State 
must also send a copy of the draft plan or programme, together with the environmental report, 
to other Member States if the plan or programme is liable to have environmental impacts on 
the territory of these States or if these States request this information.  

The environmental report, the opinions expressed by the relevant authorities and the public 
and the results of any transboundary consultations must be taken into account by the 
competent authority during the preparation of the plan or programme and before it is adopted. 

This Directive had to have been transposed into national legislation in each Member State and 
implemented by 21 July 2004. 

 

The Aarhus Convention and related EU legislation 
In June 1998 the UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) held its Fourth Ministerial 
Conference on the “Environment in Europe” in the Danish city of Århus (Aarhus). This 
conference adopted the “Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in 
Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters”. It entered into force 
on 30 October 2001. 

The Aarhus Convention as it is known establishes a number of rights of the public (citizens 
and their associations) with regard to the environment. Public authorities (at national, regional 
or local level) must contribute to allow these rights to become effective. The Convention 
provides for: 

– the right of everyone to receive environmental information that is held by public 
authorities (first Pillar – “access to environmental information”). This can include 
information on the state of the environment, but also on policies or measures taken, or 
on the state of human health and safety where this can be affected by the state of the 

http://www.unece.org/env/pp/documents/cep43e.pdf
http://www.unece.org/env/pp/documents/cep43e.pdf


environment. In addition, public authorities are obliged, under the Convention, to 
actively disseminate environmental information in their possession;  

– the right to participate from an early stage in environmental decision-making. 
Arrangements are to be made by public authorities to enable citizens and 
environmental organisations to comment on, for example, proposals for projects 
affecting the environment, or plans and programmes relating to the environment, these 
comments to be taken into due account in decision-making, and information to be 
provided on the final decisions and the reasons for it (second Pillar – “public 
participation in environmental decision-making”);  

– the right to challenge, in a court of law, public decisions that have been made without 
respecting the two aforementioned rights or environmental law in general (third Pillar 
– “access to justice”).  

Under the Convention, all parties must: 

– take the necessary legislative, regulatory and other measures to implement it;  
– enable public officials and authorities to help and advise the public on access to 

information, participation in decision-making and access to justice;  
– promote environmental education and environmental awareness among the public;  
– provide for recognition of and support to associations, organisations or groups 

promoting environmental protection.  

Since signing the Convention in 1998, the EU has taken important steps to update existing 
legal provisions so that the Community may meet the requirements of the Convention. This 
was done by means of legislation directed to the Member States. This is necessary so that the 
Community can formally ratify the Convention. These measures are presented below under 
the Convention’s three pillars. 

The first Pillar 
The first move to bring Community law in line with the Aarhus Convention was the adoption 
on 28 January 2003 of the Directive on public access to environmental information 
(2003/4/EC).  

One objective of the Directive is to ensure that environmental information is systematically 
available and disseminated to the public. The Directive describes what information must be 
available, including data on activities affecting the environment, on environmental 
authorisations and agreements and on environmental impact studies and risk assessments.  

Member States must ensure that public authorities make environmental information held by or 
for them available to any applicant at his request and without him having to state an interest. 
They must also ensure that: 

– officials support the public in seeking access to information;  
– lists of public authorities are publicly accessible;  
– the right of access to environmental information can be effectively exercised.  

Member States must ensure that all information held by the public authorities relating to 
imminent threats to human health or the environment is immediately disseminated to the 
public likely to be affected. It is important to note that where the requested information 
relates to emissions into the environment, requests cannot be refused on grounds of 
confidentiality – such as the confidentiality of commercial or industrial information. 

The Directive also obliges the Member States to provide for an administrative “appeal”, 
(optional in the Aarhus Convention) which is a procedure that has the advantage of being 
rapid and free of charge. 



Member States must bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
necessary to comply with this Directive by 14 February 2005. 

The second Pillar 
The main instrument to align Community legislation with the second Pillar of the Convention 
– public participation – is the Directive “providing for public participation in respect of the 
drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment and amending with 
regard to public participation and access to justice Council Directives 85/337/EEC and 
96/61/EC” 2003/35/EC of 26 May 2003 (OJ L 156 of 25.06.2003, p. 17). 

This Directive updates provisions on public participation in the decision-making procedures 
at national level under legislation on environmental impact assessment and integrated 
pollution prevention and control, and it introduces rules on access to justice. Furthermore, it 
contains rules on public participation in the preparation of a number of environmental plans 
and programmes under Directives on waste, air pollution and protection of waters against 
nitrate pollution.  

Of particular interest here is the amendment affecting the EIA Directive. In this Directive “the 
public concerned” must now be taken to be “the public affected or likely to be affected by, or 
having an interest in, the environmental decision-making procedures”. For the purpose of this 
definition, non-governmental organisations promoting environmental protection “shall be 
deemed to have an interest”. In addition, “the public concerned shall be given early and 
effective opportunities to participate in the environmental decision-making procedures”. 

Member States are obliged to adapt their laws and other provisions to comply with this 
Directive by 25 June 2005 at the latest. 

The third Pillar 
Directives 2003/4/EC and 2003/35/EC both contain provisions on access to justice that are in 
line with the Aarhus Convention. In addition, the Commission has adopted a proposal for a 
Directive to address fully the requirements of the Convention on guaranteeing the public 
access to justice in environmental matters. This proposal covers a double objective. Firstly, it 
will contribute to the implementation of the Aarhus Convention. Secondly, it will fulfil 
existing shortcomings in controlling the application of environmental law. For example, it has 
been recognised that better access to courts for non-governmental organisations and 
individuals would have a beneficial effect on the implementation of Community law. 

This proposed Directive (COM(2003)624 final – “access to justice in environmental matters”) 
was adopted by the Commission in October 2003. It is now in the co-decision process, where 
it has passed its first reading in the European Parliament and the European Economic and 
Social Committee has delivered its opinion. 

At the same time, the Commission also adopted a Regulation on “the application of the 
provisions of the Aarhus Convention on access to information, public participation in 
decision-making and access to justice in environmental matters to the EC institutions and 
bodies” (COM(2003)622 final of 24 October 2003). This Regulation is moving through the 
co-decision procedure in parallel to the Directive on access to justice. The adoption of both 
the Directive and the Regulation would be expected by 2005. 

 
Derek M. Taylor 
TREN H 
December 2004 
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Involving the Public in the Management of 
Radioactive Waste

- the European Union’s Research Initiatives -

Since 1998, “societal” aspects of RWM have been 
within the scope of EURATOM Framework Programme 
research on geological disposal “…to better 
understand what influences public acceptance and 
develop guidance for the improved governance of 
geological waste disposal”. This is a recognition of the 
fact that RWM issues need to be dealt with holistically 
rather than purely on a technical level
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Four projects of interest

RISCOM-II www.karinta-konsult.se/RISCOM.htm

Role of dialogue and transparency in “communicative 
action” – development of RISCOM Model

COWAM www.cowam.com

Practical approach to improved decision-making
Case studies and creation of network of stakeholders

COWAM-2 www.cowam.org

…extension to develop innovative governance 
approaches, best practice and guidance

TRUSTNET www.trustnetgovernance.com & www.trustnetinaction.com

Innovative and practical approaches to risk governance 
and promotion of an inclusive risk governance culture

http://www.karinta-konsult.se/RISCOM.htm
http://www.cowam.com/
http://www.cowam.org/
http://www.trustnetgovernance.com/
http://www.trustnetinaction.com/
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outcomes

RISCOM model
Used successfully in Swedish hearings
Communicating technical subjects – lessons on how to 
make more transparent and accessible

COWAM
Network of c.100 stakeholders – local / civil society / 
multidisciplinary – has allowed important sharing, 
exchange and evaluation of information
COWAM “Spain” launched – national initiative 
fashioned on the initial project 
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conclusion

The collective results of these initiatives are helping to 
define and promote good practice in the area of public 
communication and involvement in decision-making 
processes in RWM, and have important implications for 
the governance process in the case of any controversial 
facility.

The EURATOM Framework Programme may fund further 
such projects in the future
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1, Current Status of 
Nuclear Power in China
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Nuclear Power in China

6 NPPs, 11 units with totally 8.7 GW, are  
in operation or  under construction, 
among which:

9 units in commercial operation 
2 units under construction, will operate 

by the end of 2005



NPPs in Operation or Under 
Construction

Name Type Status Location Net(MWe） Gross(MWe) Connected

DAYA BAY-1 PWR Operational GUANGDONG 944 984 1993/08/31

DAYA BAY-2 PWR Operational GUANGDONG 944 984 1994/02/07

LINGAO 1 PWR Operational GUANGDONG 938 990 2002/02/26

LINGAO 2 PWR Operational GUANGDONG 938 990 2002/12/15

QINSHAN-1 PWR Operational ZHEJIANG 279 300 1991/12/15

QINSHAN 2-1 PWR Operational ZHEJIANG 610 642 2002/02/06

QINSHAN 2-2 PWR Operational ZHEJIANG 610 642 2004/03/01

QINSHAN 3-1 PHWR Operational ZHEJIANG 665 728 2002/11/19

QINSHAN 3-2 PHWR Operational ZHEJIANG 665 728 2003/06/12

TIANWAN 1 WWER Under Construction JIANGSHU 1000 1060 2004/05/30

TIANWAN 2 WWER Under Construction JIANGSHU 1000 1060 2005/04/30



Government’s Plan for Future 
Nuclear Power Development 

4% or 
36GWe

in about 16 years

Additional 27~30
GW capacity

1.6% or 
8.7GWe

2005 2020



Projects for 8 units have been 
approved in 2004

Qinshan-IV: 2×600MW PWRs

LingAo-II: 2×1000MW PWRs

Additional 4 units were called 
for bidding on September 28, 
2004. 2 units is in Zhejiang
Shanmen, 2 units is in 
Guangdong Yangjiang.

Major requirements: 1000-
1500 MW Advanced PWRs



2, Construction of 10 MW 
High Temperature Gas-
cooled Reactor (HTR-10)



Development of High Temperature 
Gas-cooled Reactor in China 

1975: basic scientific research

1986: research work on computer codes, key 
technology under the support of national high 
technology program

1992: government approved to construct a 10 MW 
high temperature gas cooled reactor

1995: started to construct the reactor

2000: reached first criticality

January, 2003: started full power operation



10 MW High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor



IIReactor Power, MWth 10
Pressure, MPa 3
Reactor Inlet 
Temperature, ℃

250

Reactor Outlet 
Temperature, ℃

700

Fuel Elements Number 27000

Reactor System



Pebble-bed Fuel Elements

60 mm diameter



Graphite Reactor Structure



HTR-10 operation history in 2004
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3, Safety Demonstration 
Tests



II

For a modular HTGR, 
you don’t need safety 
systems to prevent 
core melt-down.

This can be proven by 
full scale 
demonstration

Reactor System



Major steps during the experiment
Authorize to bypass the scram system through 
carefully verification.

Shut down the blower, close the valve in the feed water 
pipe: loss of heat sinks.

The reactor will be automatically shut down through 
the negative temperature feedback of the core.

The temperature increases very slowly.

Finally a balance of the heat generation in the core 
(decay heat level) with the heat removal through 
reactor pressure vessel surface will be established. 
The temperature of the core is still under the limit 
(1600 ℃).



Power and Blower Speed during the 
Experiment
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Helium temperatures during the 
Experiment
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Reactivity insertion without scram

Authorize to bypass the scram system through 
carefully verification.
A control rod was withdrawn at 10mm/sec, the 
maximum reactivity insert is 5mk, the power was 
rapidly raised.
Through reactor protection system, shut down the 
blower, close the valve in the feed water pipe: loss of 
heat sinks.

Finally a balance of the heat generation in the core 
(decay heat level) with the heat removal through reactor 
pressure vessel surface will be established. The 
temperature of the core is still under the limit (1600 ℃).



Reactivity insertion without scram
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Video of the test on Sep. 30, 2004



4, The Current Projects



Technology Development 
following HTR-10 

HTR-10GT project: 
HTR-10 operation and test
direct helium gas turbine



HTR-10 GT Project
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The project has been 
approved by Ministry of 
Science and Technology.

The manufacture of a 
helium turbo-machine 
has be started.



HTR-PM Project

HTR-PM: High Temperature Reactor-
Pebble-bed Module
The goal of the project is to construct a 
pebble-bed demonstration plant in the 
year around 2010.



Chinese Government Agreed to 
Support HTR-PM Project 

The Reasons are:
INET’s achievement in HTR-10.
Requirements for the next generation 
nuclear energy technology.
Requirements of hydrogen production in 
the future.
The state development and planning 
committee (SDPC) has issued a document 
in August, 2004, indicated that it would 
support to start the project.



Development Organization of 
HTR-PM

Owner of the plant：
Huaneng Co.

CNEC

INET

Other

Reactor vendor
（CHINERGY Co.）
China Nuclear 
Engineering Co

INET

R&D (INET）：
Standard design 
and key 
technology R&D



Major Technical Decisions

450 MW Thermal Power 
Pebble-bed Core
Steam Turbine



Site Preparation

One is in Shandong, another 
is in Anhui. Site work was 
started. Every site is prepared 
for 19 modules.



Communications Communications StrategyStrategy::
New Issues, New New Issues, New ApproachesApproaches

Position Position CompanyCompany or NPP or NPP withwith brand brand 
developmentdevelopment, , presentingpresenting methodologymethodology

Communications: Communications: internalinternal andand externalexternal (training, (training, 
consistencyconsistency ofof messages messages acrossacross audiences audiences ––
WallWall StreetStreet, main , main streetstreet, , andand universitiesuniversities))
ANSTO: ANSTO: PositioningPositioning thethe organisation, organisation, engagingengaging
thethe communitycommunity,  ,  usingusing issues management: issues management: 
«« bankbank ofof GoodwillGoodwill », CSR. », CSR. 
TwoTwo--wayway communication: communication: processesprocesses allowingallowing for for 
feedback feedback andand expression expression ofof differentdifferent opinions.opinions.



FranistanFranistan MessagesMessages
SovereignSovereign rightright to choseto chose
PoliticallyPolitically stablestable
StrongStrong economyeconomy
GoodGood infrastructureinfrastructure
NPT NPT obeyobey int’lint’l rulesrules or or elseelse sanctionssanctions

Belli Belli GerentGerent MessagesMessages
OpportunityOpportunity for countries to for countries to participateparticipate in discussion in discussion 

betweenbetween nuclearnuclear andand non non nuclearnuclear countriescountries
DiscussDiscuss theirtheir ownown energyenergy needsneeds
wantwant to to integrateintegrate mostmost nations in discussionsnations in discussions



GoudijaGoudija MessagesMessages

EvaluationEvaluation necessarynecessary uponupon thethe initiative initiative ofof
membermember statestate
SafetySafety, , safetysafety, , safetysafety
PoliticalPolitical stabilitystability
EconomyEconomy
DeveloppedDevelopped countries to countries to decidedecide whetherwhether
to encourage to encourage nuclearnuclear developmentdevelopment via via 
technologytechnology transfertransfer, , etcetc



Workshop 3Workshop 3

Communication or Communication or educationeducation: : 
Young Young peoplepeople as a as a targettarget
audienceaudience



WhyWhy botherbother about « about « youngyoung »…»…

Future Future customerscustomers, , workforceworkforce, , decisiondecision--
makersmakers, important , important thirdthird partyparty advocatsadvocats
KnowledgeKnowledge andand interestinterest about about nuclearnuclear
isis lowlow
FewerFewer andand fewerfewer studentsstudents studyingstudying
naturalnatural sciencescience
GenerationGeneration transfertransfer willwill bebe difficultdifficult



SomeSome proposalsproposals

CoCo--operationoperation shouldshould bebe enlargedenlarged to to 
otherother industries in Europe. industries in Europe. WeWe are are notnot
soso specialspecial in in thatthat fieldfield
DevelopingDeveloping educationaleducational materialsmaterials
systematicallysystematically, , updatingupdating
NetworkingNetworking withwith educationaleducational systemssystems



Local communications and the 
role of visitors centres
Strategic risk communications – Japan•Four major incidents had led to a bad reputation for nuclear•Messages designed to counter specific issues using pictures as much as words•Establish a risk website putting all types of risks into perspective•Direct engagement with local residents through JNC Friendly Talk programme•Good internal communication so staff know residents concerns

NPP twinning programme – France and Slovak Republic•Twinning programme stemmed from a WANO initiative•Based on technical cooperation but has incorporated PR activities•Exchanges of workers and local politicians

Local communications while investigating waste disposal locations – Sweden•Waste must be dealt with and looked for at least two sites to investigate deep repository•Two municipalities agreed•Reaching out to all areas of local opinion, councils, landowners, residents•Used open meetings, mobile exhibitions and even visiting people in their own homes•Provide central booking service for visits to all facilities•Seen as a tourist attraction and has 80% acceptance



Local communications and the 
role of visitors centres
Discussions
Individual presentations questioned on the 
effectiveness of the programmes

General discussion - Do we need to worry about 
local opinion?

Agreement on “yes” for two main reasons:
• You need local support to build and develop your         

facilities
• Local politicians backed by strong local support are 

your best allies when you have an issue with your 
national politicians



PIME 2005 Waste workshop

‘Russia, Kola Peninsula, Andreeva Bay: The openness is 
needed like a breath of life’
Valery Maritsa, Bjorn Strokirk, Svetlana Yastremskaya
Dialogue as a first step to the cleanup of contaminated sites

‘Integral communications activities in support of repository site 
selection in Slovenia’
Metka Kralj
RW site selection in interaction with local communities

‘The wrong story ?’
Hans Codée
An ‘arty’ way to tell the story of RWM



Whatever approach we want to use to manage and dispose 
RW, we need a kind of cooperation between

authorities

nuclear
community

local
stakeholders



issues with regard to information / communication on RW

► safety – how do / can we communicate on it ?

► different ‘national’ options (recycling, direct disposal)
different technical (political) options : (non) retrievability
parallel national programmes or international cooperation ?

► what is ‘long term’ ? what are the right timescales ?

► can we compare waste of different energy options ?
(RW ↔ CO2)

► ‘selection’ of disposal sites : what is the right procedure ?

► ‘there exist solutions for the waste problem’ – can we say 
that ?



we might have technical solutions, but apparently not always 
social solutions

a social process in three steps :

► the (practical) form of the process
explanation → communication → participation

► a good start
joint problem solving ← joint problem definition

► a good framework for the long term
long term governance

people want to decide by themselves 
how to cope with benefits and risks



partnership approach

authorities

nuclear
community

local
stakeholders

Socio-economic and ethical aspects of compensation
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